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Taking the Stress out of Stress

The “Mental Health in the
World of Work – psyGA” project
The mental health of employees is becoming an increasingly important issue for businesses. In the
last few years there has been a sharp rise in both sick leave and early retirement on grounds of mental
illness. Despite having sound expertise in health promotion, there are still very few businesses that
do not just recognise the potential of company health promotion and prevention strategies, but also
implement them in the form of appropriate measures, with benefits not only for staff but also for
their own competitiveness and innovative capacity. The aim of the psyGA project is therefore to raise
awareness of the issue among decision-makers at company level and above, as well as among key
multipliers.
Under the auspices of BKK Bundesverband (BKK Federal Association of Company
Health Insurance Funds), psyGA has developed various guides and
practical tools for companies, managers and employees:
> guides
> audio book
> eLearning tool
> expert forums
> web portal
> www.psyga.info

The project is supported by the German Federal Ministry of Labour and
Social Affairs (BMAS) under the New Quality of Work Initiative (INQA).
psyGA receives technical assistance from the Federal Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health (BAuA). The project sponsor is the
Gesellschaft für soziale Unternehmensberatung mbH (gsub).

The web portal
www.psyga.info provides
information on relevant
areas
for action and offers a
collection of practical gu
ides
for download. SMEs in
particular can find mana
geable
practical solutions there.

Project management:
BKK Dachverband, Berlin
Cooperation partners:
> BAHN BKK
> BKK Braun Gillette
> BKK Gildemeister Seidensticker
> Novitas BKK
> BKK vor Ort
> Deutsche BKK
> pronova BKK
> IKK classic
> Aktionsbündnis Seelische Gesundheit
> Berufsgenossenschaft Nahrungsmittel
und Gastgewerbe
> Diakonie Deutschland – Evangelischer
Bundesverband
> Institut für Arbeits- und Sozialmedizin
des Uniklinikums Aachen
> Institut für Betriebliche Gesundheitsförderung BGF GmbH

> Landeshauptstadt München
> Landesinstitut für Arbeitsgestaltung des

Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen
> Institut für interdisziplinäre Arbeitswissen-

schaft der Leibniz-Universität Hannover
> Unfallkasse des Bundes
> Unternehmensnetzwerk zur betrieblichen Gesundheitsförderung in der
Europäischen Union e. V.
> Hochschule Neubrandenburg
> Vivantes – Netzwerk für Gesundheit
GmbH
> G.I.B. – Gesellschaft für innovative
Beschäftigungsförderung mbH
> Dortmunder Forschungsbüro für Arbeit,
Prävention und Politik
> Institut für angewandte Arbeitswissenschaft e. V.
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Foreword
Our working environment is becoming ever more complex. The pace of working
life is increasing and processes becoming more convoluted. Mobiles and laptops
offer new freedom but make it more difficult literally to switch off and to establish
a clear boundary between private life and our job. This has repercussions for our
well-being. For a long time now, the risk of suffering a work-related mental illness
has not just been a problem for managers. More than 59 million days of sick leave
every year in Germany can be attributed to mental problems and illnesses and this
is a growing trend.
The good news is that the trend is not irreversible if everyone takes action. Taboos
must be broken and awareness of the issue must be raised. To that end, under the
New Quality of Work Initiative (INQA), the Mental Health in the World of Work
(psyGA) project has developed various booklets for companies, managers and
employees. Under the title “Taking the stress out of stress” they give a practical
overview of key aspects of psychological stress and areas for action for companies
and offer specific suggestions and tips for dealing with stress. This guide is the
latest addition to this range and is aimed at managers. The company management
has a significant influence on the extent and quality of psychosocial pressures,
demands and resources, both in terms of operational targets and framework conditions and with regard to the day-to-day management practice of line managers.
Take the time to read how you can use the guide in your everyday working life.
We hope that it gives you many new ideas and insights.

I

The team
psyGA
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About this Guide
You know the feeling. You arrive at the office
in the morning and there is simply too much to
do. Dozens of e-mails need to be answered, the
telephone is ringing, employees are waiting for
announcements, and superiors are pressing for
results.
Managers face the particular challenge of responding to wide-ranging demands from all
sides. Keeping an eye on their own mental
health and that of their staff amongst all this is
a demanding and important task. In our modern
world of work of ever increasing workload, pressure and complexity, proper use of resources
and the capacity for self-management are crucial. The ability to cope with psychological pressure and stress is essential for long-term success
as a manager. The well-being and health of your
team have a decisive influence on the working
atmosphere and staff motivation, and therefore
on productivity.

That is the starting point for this guide. It offers
practical tips and solutions on ten subjects, both
for you as a manager and for your company.
These are often small, practical steps that are
easy to take, but can make a big difference.
In addition, the guide includes practical examples in the form of interviews with occupational
health protection experts. In the appendix you
will also find a collection of guides that can be
used straight off in your daily work.
The guide is intended to raise awareness of keys
aspects of mental health in the workplace. The
content is by no means exhaustive.
The practical guide is a working tool that you
can use in your everyday working life. Other materials and subjects will be added in due course.

In many companies stress and psychological
pressure are still taboo subjects. There is often
uncertainty about how to deal with employees
suffering from psychological stress and what
support managers and the company can offer
them.

Further information and
guides on the subject
of mental health
in the world of work
are available at
www.psyga.info

What do we mean by „stressed“?

What do we mean by
“stressed”?
The media have described burnout as “the endemic disease of the 21st century”
and scientists talk of an “age of depression“. The fact is that many people in
Germany suffer from mental illness, with significant effects on the economy,
business and, of course, on those affected and their families.

Stress and mental illness –
Facts and figures
The number of days of absence caused by mental
illness has been rising for decades. The figure
rose from 33.6 million days of incapacity for
work in Germany to 59.2 million between 2001
and 2011 (BMAS/BAuA: Sicherheit und Gesundheit bei der Arbeit, 2011).
Despite declining sick leave in recent years, the
relative proportion of mental illness in the incidence of incapacity for work has risen. In the
last 35 years it has climbed from 2 % to 14.1 %
(BKK-Gesundheitsreport, 2012).
Mental illness is also particularly significant
and striking in terms of length of sickness. The
At 39.2 days the average length of mental illness is almost three times that of other illnesses
(13.1 days).
Mental disorders are also the most frequent
cause of sickness-related early retirement. In the
last 18 years, the proportion of early retirements
due to mental health issues has risen from 15.4 %
to 41 % (Deutsche Rentenversicherung Bund,
2012). Compared with 2000 this represents
an increase of more than 40 %. Retirements
on grounds of “psychological disorders” occur
much earlier than in other diagnosis groups; the
average age is 48.3.
For businesses and the economy this entails
costs running into billions. Direct medical costs

for mental illness alone stand at just under
EUR 27 billion per year (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2009). It is estimated that these could rise
to around EUR 32 billion by 2030. In addition,
the marked increase in the number of days of
incapacity for work caused by mental illness is
reflected in rising costs due to loss of production. Whereas they were estimated at just under
EUR 4 billion in 2008, the costs due to loss of
production had risen to almost EUR 6 billion by
2011. The same is true of loss of gross product as
a result of medically certified leave on grounds
of mental illness, where there was an increase of
more than EUR 3 billion in the same period, from
around EUR 7 billion to EUR 10.3 billion (BMAS/
BAuA: Sicherheit und Gesundheit bei der Arbeit,
2011).

THE BOTTOM LINE
The figures speak for themselves. Mental illness and the
associated costs are rising. In addition to pressures from
private life, experts believe that one catalyst is the fact
that we are exposed to ever greater levels of stress in our
daily work. Greater awareness of mental problems presumably also plays a role. Previously, mental illnesses were not
often diagnosed, but only long-term physical effects such
as cardiovascular disease, stomach ulcers or migraines.
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Work-related stress can cost
staff: why companies must act
Healthy staff are key to the success of a business. Absences mean not only lost
working time, but also higher costs. Healthy employees who feel well are productive.
It has been proved that stressed employees make more mistakes and are often
less productive. They are also more prone to infections and more frequently suffer
from long-term effects such as migraines, insomnia or cardiovascular disease.

Stress management and prevention

tage in the competition for skilled employees.
Companies that invest in health promotion for
their employees are attractive employers.

It makes sense to promote the health of employees. Your responsibilities as a manager therefore
include reducing avoidable pressures and allowing staff to maintain a good work-life balance.
It pays to offer proper support to employees who
show early signs of stress or strain. Stress and
strain in business can also become a disadvan-

It does not always have to be a major programme.
Often making minor changes and taking small
steps in occupational health management is
enough to maintain the long-term health – and
psychological balance – of employees.

Success factors:

INFO
Only healthy workers can tackle complex tasks with energy
Taking difficult decisions, optimising the use of capacities, responding flexibly to change –
these are all challenges now faced by “knowledge workers“. The number of areas of work
in which employees are required to deal with non-standard, unstructured tasks and
processes is increasing. Health is a kind of energy source in addressing these challenges.
In order to cope with such tasks and to tackle them with energy, employees must be
physically and mentally fit.

What do we mean by “stressed”?

Stress – What is it?
We are all stressed now and then. Often this just means that we have too much to
do or are under considerable time pressure. But when is stress unhealthy? When
does it have detrimental effects on mind and body and when does it stimulate
performance?

INFO
Stress is ...
... a “perceived unpleasant state which is seen by the person as threatening, critical,
serious and inescapable. It occurs in particular where the person considers that they cannot cope with their tasks” (Joiko et al., 2010). There are two kinds of stress: eustress and
distress. One is a stimulus and does no harm to health while the other causes illness.

People feel stressed whenever they think they
are overwhelmed or when they find themselves in unfamiliar and onerous situations and
fear that they cannot manage something that
seems, subjectively, to be important. Stress occurs when we feel under pressure. Each of us
experiences stress differently. Whether people
perceive something to be unmanageable, i. e. as
“stressful“, depends on their personal judgment.

What one person sees as onerous is no problem at all for another. For example, some people
have sleepless nights for days beforehand when
they have to speak in front of a large audience,
whilst such an appearance will give others a
sense of achievement and they even enjoy it.

“Always wired”: what things are particularly stressful for employees
Responsibility for different
kinds of work at the same time:
Having work disturbed or interrupted:
Strong pressure
to meet deadlines and to perform:
Repetitive work processes:
Facing new tasks:
(Source: Stressreport 2012, BAuA;
20 036 workers surveyed in the period from October 2011 to March 2012)

60 %
52 %
46 %
45 %
40 %
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DID YOU KNOW?
Going a little bit further?
The myth of multitasking
Dealing with every task on fast forward,
and preferably simultaneously? Do not
expect that of your staff! Multitasking is
no solution and wastes valuable working time. In recent studies psychologists, neuroscientists and economists
have unanimously refuted the view that
humans are capable of successfully doing several things at the same time. Our
brain cannot cope with a double burden
and we make many mistakes. Ironing out
those mistakes and remembering the next
task costs even more time. So multitasking not only runs counter to the way our
brains work, but it is also uneconomical.

Tunnel vision:
stress as a creativity killer
There is no light at the end of the tunnel. When we are under stress, we tend
to narrow our perspective: tunnel vision.
Stress hormones block the areas of the
brain which are responsible for overview
and perception. The result is that the brain
reduces the quantity of information that
it processes and reels off simple instructions. This means that we just become
absorbed in tasks, rather than reviewing
actions, improving strategies or considering things not directly related to the
problem. We switch to autopilot and look
at everything with blinkers. New ideas,
unconventional solutions and creative
flights of fancy are almost impossible.

Stress and its effects:
how does stress make you ill?
IIn an alarm state: what happens in
the body when we are overstressed?
When faced with stress, the human body tries
to adapt as quickly as possible to the stressful
situation. First of all, the brain releases certain
neurotransmitters. The adrenal glands then boost
production of the stress hormones adrenaline,
noradrenaline and cortisol. As soon as these
enter the bloodstream, they prepare the body
biologically for an imminent escape or fight, a

survival strategy in evolutionary terms. The heart
beats more quickly, blood pressure and blood
sugar levels rise, energy reserves are mobilised,
digestion slows down and the blood coagulation factor increases. The body temporarily
shuts down all functions that are not necessary
for survival. As soon as the alarm state is over,
hormone levels are automatically reduced again
without any detrimental effects on the body.

What do we mean by “stressed”?

The spiral of exhaustion:
long-term stress damages health
Short-term stress responses can have an activating effect. However, if new stress impulses are
added or pressure is sustained without giving
the person the opportunity to recover in the
meantime, the body switches to continuous
alarm. In today’s working life where our work
is frequently interrupted and we are contactable at all times, this is often the case. The stress
responses are then targeted at our own body,

with certain consequences that are harmful
to health. In the long term, for example, large
quantities of stress hormones in the blood
weaken the immune system and increase the
risk of suffering a mental disorder. New findings in neurobiology also show us that chronic
stress modifies the activity of certain genes in
the brain. As a result, cells are atrophied or no
new cells are formed, with consequences ranging from concentration and memory lapses to
depression.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Anyone who is often stressed is susceptible to physical and mental illness. The
range of possible effects on health is
very broad, from muscle tension, back
pain, headaches, stomach problems, and
mental conditions such as concentration difficulties, nervousness, irritability, anxiety, insomnia and depression to
life-threatening cardiovascular diseases.
These medical conditions are not always
triggered by stress in the workplace. But
it can make them worse, in particular
where it becomes a permanent state.

> Why mental exhaustion can affect
anyone …
Almost half of all people suffer a mental
disorder at least once in their lives.
Among the working population, on a
conservative estimate, the proportion of
those affected stands at 27 % per year
(iga.Fakten 1, Psychische Gesundheit im
Erwerbsleben, 2008). Mental illnesses
are therefore no less common than
physical illnesses. You could even say
that any person can become mentally
ill, just as any person can suffer from
physical illness. Many people have a
certain vulnerability and tend to react
to long-term stress with mental problems rather than with physical illness.

> … and often the
committed and motivated
The much discussed burnout syndrome
affects above all those who highly
value recognition from others and are
prepared to go beyond their personal
limits for that recognition, qualities that
are perfectly desirable in a work context. This is clearly shown by prominent
examples of high performers who had
to interrupt or even end their careers
because of acute mental exhaustion:
celebrity chef Tim Mälzer, bestselling
author Frank Schätzing, PR agent Miriam Meckel, politician Matthias Platzeck,
former ski jumper Sven Hannawald
and football manager Ralf Rangnick.

> “Problem solvers” live a healthier
life
Whether pressure and strain harm
health depends partly on how we
handle stress. People who try to
see the positive in any situation and
look for constructive solutions to
problems are noticeably healthier.
The “problem solver” type shows
symptoms of stress less frequently
than the population on average.
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The legal framework for
protecting and improving
mental health in the workplace
Theory or practice? Many experts now believe
that the legal framework conditions have for some
time provided a very sound basis for business
practice in occupational safety and health protection. The only thing missing is putting the
principles into practice.
For example, since 1996 the Arbeitsschutzgesetz (Law on occupational health and safety)
has stipulated that every company is required
to conduct a risk assessment to evaluate both
physical and mental strain on employees and if
necessary to make improvements. The aim is to
create a humane working environment where
work is commensurate with our physical and
psychological capacities.
Nevertheless, surveys repeatedly show that
many companies do not conduct these assessments and very often the aspect of mental strain
is simply ignored. Specific questions on psycho-

logical strain are often absent: “Is uninterrupted
work without frequent disruptions possible?”
or “Is your work diverse?“ or “Does your work
provide the opportunity to work together with
colleagues?“
One likely cause of this failure to put the rules
into practice is the fact that there is still a certain fear when dealing with the subject of mental health. Many businesspeople are afraid of
“opening up a Pandora’s box“ if they ask their
colleagues about their mental well-being. Others do not consider themselves to be responsible
for this aspect of health. Both groups are wrong.
The mental health of employees is the responsibility of the company – and thus of superiors – as
is shown by the legal situation.

What do we mean by “stressed”?

The legal framework:
protecting and improving health
in relation to psychological
strain in the workplace
Occupational safety legislation emphasises
the employer’s responsibility in various
places:
The Arbeitsschutzgesetz (ArbSchG) requires
“measures to prevent accidents at work and
work-related risks to health, including measures to create a humane working environment” (Paragraph 2 of the ArbSchG) and
sets the aim of “appropriately linking technology, organisation of work, other working
conditions, social relationships and influence
of environmental factors on the workplace”
(Paragraph 4 of the ArbSchG). Paragraph 5
of the ArbSchG stipulates, as a central occupational safety instrument, a risk assessment
to identify and reduce physical and psychological strain in the workplace (see INQA
leaflet “Integration der psychischen Belastungen in die Gefährdungsbeurteilung”).
Furthermore, under the Arbeitssicherheitsgesetz (Law on occupational health and
safety personnel, ASiG) the duties of company doctors include advising employers on
work-related physiological and psychological matters and on the assessment of working conditions. The advice provided covers
questions relating to the working pattern,
working hours, work flow and the working
environment. By performing this statutory
responsibility, company doctors can help to
combat the incidence of mental illness.
The Bildschirmarbeitsverordnung (Regulation on display screen work, BildscharbV)
expressly addresses the issue of psychologi-

cal strain. In assessing the working conditions in relation to display screen equipment,
employers must establish and assess health
and safety conditions, including in terms of
“psychological stress” (Paragraph 3 of the
BildscharbV).
The Arbeitsstättenverordnung (Regulation
on workplaces, ArbStättV) regulates conditions in the workplace and the working
environment. Poor working conditions can
damage the health of employees and cause
mental strain. For example, poor lighting
can hamper visual perception of information
and increase fatigue among employees. Inadequate protection from the sun can lead
to an unfavourable interior climate. Noise
disturbances in the office can trigger stress
responses and affect the ability to concentrate and to communicate. Overcrowding
and shortage of space in the workplace
cause stress and adversely affect the wellbeing of employees.
Under the Maschinenverordnung (Regulation on machinery) (Paragraph 2 of the
Ninth Produktsicherheitsgesetz (Law on
product safety) in conjunction with Annex I,
point 1.1.6 of Directive 2006/42/EC), psychological stress is to be prevented by machinery manufacturers. When constructing and
building machinery, they must comply with
the following basic requirement: “Under the
intended conditions of use, the discomfort,
fatigue and physical and psychological stress
faced by the operator must be reduced to
the minimum possible ....”
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There are also instruments to promote mental health in the autonomous rules governing accident insurance companies. The new
accident prevention regulation on “company
doctors and occupational safety specialists”
(DGUV Regulation 2) clarifies the service
hours and responsibilities of company doctors and occupational safety specialists. One
task mentioned by DGUV Regulation 2 as
part of company-specific support is assistance for employers in organising company
programmes, strategies and campaigns for
coping with psychological stress.
Prevention/health promotion measures have
been partly financed by the health insurance
funds for several years. The statutory basis
is Paragraph 20 of the Fifth Book of the Socialgesetzbuch (Social Code, SGB V): “The
health insurance funds shall provide health
promotion services in companies ... in order
to ascertain the health situation, with the
participation of insured persons and operational managers, including its risks and
opportunities, to develop proposals for improving the health situation and consolidating health resources and capacities, and to
support their implementation.”
The statutory framework:
Reintegration
Since 2004 the legislature has prescribed an
occupational integration management programme: “If employees have been unfit for
work for a continuous period of more than
six weeks or repeatedly within one year, the
employer shall clarify, with the responsible
representatives, ... with the consent and
participation of the person concerned, how
the incapacity for work can, if possible, be
overcome and which benefits or assistance
can prevent a recurrence of incapacity for
work and safeguard the job (occupational integration management)” (Ninth Book of the
Socialgesetzbuch (SGB IX), Paragraph 84(2)).

The statutory framework:
Gradual reintegration
“If beneficiaries who are unfit for work are
able, following medical certification, to perform their previous work in part and if they
can be expected to be reintegrated more effectively into working life through a gradual
resumption of their work, medical and supplementary benefits shall be provided in accordance with that objective” (Paragraph 28
of the SGB IX). That provision lays down uniform rules governing gradual reintegration,
also known as the “Hamburg model”, for all
social security institutions. In the case of civil
servants the medical service is replaced by
the public medical officer.
Paragraph 84(2) of the SGB IX expressly
provides that all employers are required to
clarify, in the case of employees who have
been unfit for work for a continuous period of more than six weeks or repeatedly
within one year, in cooperation with staff
representatives, how the incapacity for
work can be overcome, if the employee has
consented to this. The aim of this preventive
rule is to avoid long-term illness and early
retirement, as far as possible, through effective reintegration. We now know that the
longer people are not actively in work, the
more difficult it is for them to return, and
it is not uncommon for a very long period
of incapacity for work to culminate in early
retirement.

What do we mean by “stressed”?

“You have to do something
new to see something new ...”
– The future belongs to
employee-oriented leadership
Whilst just a few years ago doctors were generally asking what makes people ill, the focus
is now on the question “what keeps people
healthy?” This change of approach has now
also taken hold in business and is bearing fruit
in management culture. We now know that
management style determines whether employ-

ees stay healthy and productive or are stressed
and fall sick. Employee-oriented leadership is a
healthy management style. Managers who demonstrate trust and appreciation to their staff and
who see and treat employees as individuals have
healthier teams than managers who exercise
control and power.

INFO
Ten arguments for employeeoriented leadership
Employees who are managed with
employee-oriented leadership:
> perform better,
> are rarely ill,
> are less stressed and do not burn out,
> contribute ideas and learn from mistakes,

> enjoy their work,
> take pressure off you as a manager,
> develop further personally and
professionally,
> work in a spirit of cooperation and
teamwork,
> would recommend you as a boss
and stand behind you,
> are creative and innovative.
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Employee-oriented
leadership behaviour –
How is my leadership
behaviour?
Employee-oriented leadership is the route to
healthy, motivated staff who fulfil their potential
in the daily work environment. The expression
“employee-oriented” covers a whole range of
healthy leadership behaviour.
> You show appreciation when a member of
staff does good work or has a good idea.
> You give your employees tasks that suit their
skills and abilities. You take into consideration
the employee’s personal development and career objectives.
> Friendliness and respect are the normal tone
of conversation.
> You are able to listen.
> When mistakes are made, your main concern
is that the team as a whole can learn from
them, and not to punish those at fault.
> You are approachable and accessible. You are
pro-actively looking to discuss matters, not
only when something goes wrong.

> You do not just assign tasks and objectives,
but also discuss with employees how those
objectives can realistically be achieved. You
frequently say: “What can I do so that you can
do your job well?”
> You trust your colleagues and do not overmanage.
> You are genuinely interested in the well-being
of your employees and you know how your
staff are doing, what preoccupies them particularly, what they are happy about or what
places them under strain.
> When changes in the company are imminent,
you immediately give your staff detailed information and are available for questions.
> In your staff appraisal interviews you ensure
that employees also give you feedback on
your leadership behaviour.

INFO
Interesting facts
> A manager takes his sick leave figures
with him. This means that if a manager
whose department has suffered from
high sick leave figures takes on the management of a healthier department,
the same levels of sick leave will appear
in the foreseeable future. This is shown
by a study by the VW Group.

> Partnership-based leadership behaviour
on the part of line managers correlates
directly to a positive operating result
according to long-term studies by
Bertelsmann AG.

Chapter 1

Motivation
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Questions from the
everyday life of managers

When does
motivation
become pressure
to perform?

How do I motivate
my staff to be
dedicated and to perform?
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Motivation

Introduction

You can do it! –
Why motivation is becoming
increasingly important
in today’s workplace
Every manager wants motivated employees. They enjoy their work, they tackle
new challenges with energy, they have fresh ideas and foster a positive working
climate. Every business needs them. Only those who take pleasure and enjoyment
from their work are good at what they do in the long term. A lack of motivation,
on the other hand, can be an early indicator of health pressures. But motivation
does not simply happen. In our modern workplace, where we often have to do
more and do it more quickly, motivating factors frequently fall by the wayside.
Positive feedback about a completed project is lost in the next set of tasks, which
have been waiting for some time. A “ thank you“ is forgotten in the hectic pace
of everyday life. There is no time for a word of encouragement for a particular
challenge. Empathy and a proactive approach by managers are needed to sustain
enjoyment of work in the long term.
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Willingness – Ability –
Permission
The definition may sound banal at first: job motivation is the willingness to take on a job, to pursue certain objectives, to perform, to complete
tasks and to take responsibility.
Of course, all this is expected of employees in
firms and businesses. Nevertheless, it is a complex set of factors that determines whether job
motivation is created and, above all, can be sustained in the long term. There is often a fine line
between sustained motivation and work to rule.
At the same time, the conditions in which we
see work as positive and motivating are very individual to us:
> Alone or in collaboration: Many people appreciate being able to do as much of their work
as possible independently, while others look
for and need constant collaboration with colleagues and superiors.
> Too much or too little: If the number of tasks
grows into an apparently insurmountable
mountain, this causes a feeling of being overwhelmed in many people. Others only perform at their best when under pressure and
lose the enjoyment in their work if they feel
that they are not being fully stretched. Work
intensification and overloading and underutilisation, in both qualitative and quantitative
terms, are typical causes of a lack of motivation.
> With or without responsibility: Alongside
overloading and underutilisation, a lack of
freedom is a common reason for a negative
working experience. Not everyone feels good
about a high level of responsibility. But someone who has to get the green light from his
superior for every tiny decision quickly loses
the feeling of being needed.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Someone who has a positive attitude
to their work and is motivated can
also handle stress and pressure better. Conversely, a lack of motivation
can be an indicator of an individual
problem, as stress has a demotivating
effect in the long term. Nevertheless,
a motivated workforce is a basic requirement for any successful company
and any successful manager. Only
managers who can motivate their
staff can fully utilise their potential.
In addition, even though employees’
needs are, to some extent, highly individual, there are fundamental factors
that foster a positive working experience and thus increase motivation.

Motivation

Money is not everything
Salary may be a crucial factor in choosing a job.
But money is only a short-term incentive and
does not play a decisive role in everyday working life. However, there needs to be a balance
between effort and remuneration. Employees
give their company knowledge, time, identification, performance, dedication and personality.

Only 56 % of the
employees consider the
earning to be very important.

The company gives them a fair wage, job security, training and career opportunities and the
possibility to influence. According to the professional gratification crisis model, stress and negative health effects occur in employees who are
not given sufficient recognition for their work
despite a high level of dedication.

Studies of experts and managers show that only a small majority of 56 % consider a reasonable income to be very important.
Salary increases boost motivation only if they are 20 % or more
above the average. Performance-related, variable payments
likewise do not have a positive effect. Quite the opposite, if
that proportion is more than one third of the salary, it is even
seen as a burden. Payments for good performance place employees under enormous pressure which can have detrimental
effects on health in the long term. Willingness to perform depends first and foremost on enjoyment of day-to-day work.

(Source: Stepstone; Haygroup, January 2012, 18 459 respondents)

TAKING A TANGENT
Mentally resigned? – Employee loyalty and motivation
Job motivation and employee loyalty are closely related. Employees who do not feel
loyal to their employer show less of a sense of responsibility, initiative and willingness to perform. Studies repeatedly indicate deficits in German firms and companies. For example, in the 2011 Gallup Engagement Index more than 60 % of the
employees questioned stated that they limited their engagement at work to compulsory tasks. A low level of employee loyalty can have significant implications. In
2011 employees without an emotional attachment had 3.5 more days absent than
employees with a high level of commitment to their company. According to the studies, the reason for a low level of commitment was often the direct superior.
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
See GUIDE

> 1. Create a sense of purpose Depending
on the type of work and the size of the company, the purpose of many activities in our
daily working environment is no longer immediately discernible. The absence of a sense of
purpose has a demotivating effect in the long
term. So allocate duties, as far as possible, as
self-contained entities and always communicate the importance of the overall task.
> 2. How motivated are you? If you as a
manager do not approach your work with enjoyment and engagement, your staff will not
do so for long either. Can you inspire others to
take on new tasks, objectives and challenges?
Watch your rhetoric (e.g. figurative language)
and your body language. Only people who
convey enthusiasm and are convinced about
what they are doing can motivate others.
> 3. A watchful eye and a sympathetic ear
Be attentive to your staff. How motivated is
your team? Who is working with a high level
of drive and personal responsibility? Who often contributes their own ideas? Who can be
made to take on tasks only with difficulty or
works strictly to rule? The first step in making
changes is a review of the current situation.
Bear in mind that individual employees can
be motivated in different ways. An important
factor is task design. Try to find out what activities your staff particularly enjoy.

> 4. Be smart – Stay
realistic! Inadequate or
non-specific objectives
quickly lead to demotivation even in a motivated team. Unrealistic
targets produce pressure.
Believe in your staff, challenge them to perform, but stay realistic. Specific, achievable
and measurable objectives play a significant
part in motivation.

SMART criteria
Guidance for ctives
agreeing obje

> 5. Development meetings In addition to
smart objectives, communication of personal
development objectives and prospects also
increase willingness to perform. Hold regular meetings with your staff in which you
highlight specific development opportunities
within the company. Selected specialist training opportunities also heighten the feeling of
appreciation and motivation.
> 6. Appreciate people, acknowledge performance Appreciation is an essential basis
for effective and constructive collaboration.
A basic rule for you as a manager is to treat
each employee as you yourself would like to
be treated. Appreciation includes a measure
of friendliness. A polite “good morning“, a
“thank you” after a job has been completed
or a “please” when giving instructions make a
big difference in the eyes of your staff.

Motivation

> 7. Praise, praise, praise We know it well
ourselves. It feels good to be given praise
and recognition and provides motivation. It
also reinforces behaviour. So you rarely see
exceptional performance by your employees that warrants praise in your view? But
many of them certainly do good, reliable
work. And every company needs these employees as they perform the majority of the
day-to-day routine work. That deserves recognition, which you should express clearly
and regularly. Sentences like “Thank you
for taking care of that“ or “It’s great that
you’ve done it so quickly” are often enough.
But praise is more than recognition. Through
praise you acknowledge exceptional performance by staff. So that it has a motivating effect, attention should be paid to a few rules.

See GUIDE

The right way
to praise:
ﬁve rules

> 8. Strengthen strengths Someone who
is always doing work that doesn’t suit them
quickly loses motivation and drive, so use your
staff as far as possible according to their individual strengths and abilities. We all have
weaknesses at work. See mistakes made by
your staff as an opportunity to learn.
> 9. Competition is good for business
“We’re better than the others!” Purposefully
emphasising the idea of competition in relation to external competitors can also boost
motivation among your workforce and increase self-confidence in the team and in the
company. However, employees must also be
able to handle the demands with their abilities, otherwise frustration will arise.
> 10. Communicate trust, delegate responsibility, allow freedom Someone who
feels that they are trusted and have a degree
of operational and decision-making freedom
at work develops their own ideas and likes to
make a contribution. Delegate clearly defined
responsibilities for specific duties to your staff
and allow them as much freedom as possible.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. One team – one goal When it comes
to motivation, many people quickly think of
a football team. All the players have a clear
goal. They can only achieve it together. The
rules are known and feedback (cheering or
booing from the stands) comes quickly. The
ball must be put in the net! It is similar in the
world of business. A very important factor for
good motivation and willingness to perform
among staff is corporate culture. This includes
transparent information, clear business objectives and values, a sense of community within
the company and feedback and appreciation.
That is how employees feel connected with
the company.
> 2. Success for the organisation is success
for everyone It is important for motivation
that an awareness is communicated within
the company that success for the organisation
is directly dependent on each individual. Beneficial factors include:
> low-bureaucracy structures and flat hierarchies,
> early delegation and assumption of responsibility with substantial decision-making freedom,
> strong trust from management in the ability of
staff to organise themselves,
> reward and appreciation for exceptional performance, encouraging tolerance of mistakes,
> good information flow and process transparency,
> nurturing of creativity and innovation.

> 3. Share the results It is perfectly clear that
a fair wage and HR policy is a basic requirement for motivated staff. But wages make
only a negligible contribution to motivation in
the long term and high bonuses may even be
counterproductive. In contrast, an appropriate form of profit-sharing, as is already common practice in some companies, strengthens
loyalty to the company and employee motivation.
> 4. Invite to participate Discovering “hidden“ gems: it is not just material participation,
but also workforce involvement in decisionmaking processes and the development of vision and business objectives that fosters loyalty to the company, e.g. in the form of regular
communication rounds, workshops or even
competitions. In addition, the company benefits from fresh and innovative ideas across
divisions and hierarchies. A basic requirement
is that participation must be properly appreciated and incentives must be attractive.
> 5. Analyse needs Employees want to be taken seriously by their employer and want their
voice to be heard. Employee surveys are a not
inexpensive process, but they are worthwhile.
They can assess the working atmosphere,
motivation and satisfaction, identify disruptive factors and also communicate to employees that their needs are being taken seriously,
provided, of course, the feedback is recorded
and action upon.

Motivation

> 6. Support for life balance Work is our life?
Companies that realise and accept that their
employees have a life outside work and support them in balancing the different areas of
their life generally have staff with a high level
of motivation and job satisfaction. Many companies are therefore taking steps to promote
the compatibility of family and work. They
provide special childcare facilities (e.g. workplace nurseries, emergency or holiday care)
or arrange assistance in connection with care
of relatives. These facilities may be organised
in-house or in conjunction with external providers.
> 7. Small incentives have a big effect Who
doesn’t enjoy small “tokens of appreciation“in
life? Even little things can get the message
across that “you’re important to us”. Whether
it is a complimentary weekly breakfast, a fruit
basket and free drinks, company sports facilities or regular efforts to find out and implement wishes for workplace design, all these
measures can help boost motivation. Just as
in outside life it is important that they are perceived as being sincere gestures.
> 8. Practical flexibility – practical control over working hours It is becoming
increasingly important for employees to have
a maximum degree of freedom and flexibility
in organising their work and this can increase
motivation substantially. Flexible working
hours or models like sabbaticals or workinglife time accounts are now common in more
and more companies and create greater satisfaction among staff.

> 9. When motivation turns to demotivation There is another side to the “flexibility coin”. Anyone who organises themselves
poorly and fails to set boundaries runs risk of
falling into the stress trap and losing motivation. Companies can take preventive action
and train their staff in self-management. Autonomous working also means being able to
manage one’s own resources and health autonomously. This must be supported as part
of an occupational health management programme.
> 10. The buck stops with the managers
Managers are the crucial motors when it
comes to motivating teams within the company. The ability to persuade and inspire
people is a core characteristic that should be
displayed by managers. Companies can provide specific support through special training
courses or seminars for managers (e.g. on
rhetoric, conversational skills or feedback).
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Examples and ideas
from practice
“The fish stinks from the head down” – How to
keep employees motivated in the long run
> An interview with Dr. Natalie Lotzmann,
Vice President HR, Global Health Management at SAP AG

SAP AG is the market leader for business software. Globally the company has almost 60 000 employees in more
than 50 countries. The workforce consists primarily of university graduates, above all in technological disciplines.
They work mainly as software developers, in the customer advice service, in customer training or in sales. Each
individual member of staff is highly valued and identification, commitment and innovative capacity in the workforce
are key assets for this leading IT business. It is only through its highly skilled, motivated and efficient staff that SAP
can remain successful in global competition. Whether the rapid acceleration of communication speeds and production cycles, the rising pressure of competition on the international markets or increasing worldwide competition for
the best staff, as a listed, globally operating company, SAP is particularly susceptible to the effects of global megatrends. For years the company’s personnel and health management services have responded successfully to these
factors. It was one of the first companies to recognise that psychomental stresses are the health risk of the future.
The newly created autonomy in the world of work conceals brand new pitfalls and calls for new core competences
on the part of staff in order to be able to maintain health and performance over their working life and beyond.

An employee survey at SAP in autumn 2011 showed that your staff are very satisfied
with their work. 80 % said that they are proud of the company. Is that success partly
down to the SAP healthcare system? We’ve certainly played a part. Support services are an
important component of a healthy employee-oriented corporate culture. The resulting measurable
satisfaction is a key indicator for us. Someone who is satisfied enjoys their work, is innovative and
goes the extra mile. And we can only be successful with staff who do not just work to rule, but like
to contribute every day with head, heart and hand.

Dr. Natalie Lotzmann

How do you help your staff to stay motivated and efficient in the long term? In our
company each member of staff has a relatively large amount of responsibility, but also autonomy
and freedom in making decisions. That’s really motivating. At the same time, there’s great trust, for
example as regards control over working hours. At SAP almost everyone can come and go when
they want, although there are, of course, task-dependent attendance and meeting times. Because
of global team structures there is a danger from the demand of permanent contactability. We can
see that often the degree of individual freedom that is available is not optimally used and “me time“
is lost. There is a need for new core competences, such as the ability to organise oneself, to set
boundaries and to prioritise sensibly. The ability to recognise and manage one’s need to rest and
recover is also a necessary individual core competence. If these core competences are not sufficiently
developed, exhaustion, burnout or other symptoms of persistent tension will result. For many years
we have provided support for staff and managers in maintaining and expanding these competences
through presentations, online information, seminars and individual advice.

Motivation

What do you recommend to your employees? ... to realise that only those who are sufficiently
aware of their needs and resources and take these into consideration can remain healthy and efficient
in a high-performance environment in the long term. I also need to know what exactly stresses me
and where and how I can intentionally replenish my energies. It is also important specifically to block
out some “me time”. Apart from time for friends, leisure activities and family, this can also be a regular break each day, jogging with a colleague or training in company gyms, which are available in many
locations. We also recommend being aware of the fitness and relaxation courses that are available
and, if necessary, taking individual advice on stress resilience and life balance.

Foto: SAP AG / Wolfram Scheible

What are you still doing to strengthen the psychosocial health of your staff? We conduct
regular employee surveys in which, alongside many other subjects, we are proactive in asking about
problem areas relating to stress and compatibility of work and private life. That is an important basis
for our work. The results are communicated to the teams by the managers and possible action areas
are defined together. Many divisions have formed working groups and the SAP healthcare system
then supports them in putting the proposals into practice. In general, managers and management
culture have a considerable influence on the health of the team. “Poor“ leadership can lead to illness
more quickly, through lack of recognition, conflicting instructions or a culture of mistrust, than obesity, high blood pressure or chronic lack of movement. Consequently, as part of health prevention we
run training courses and workshops for managers, and where necessary for the entire team.
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How does that work in a company in which the teams are located around the world?
To scale up what we offer, in addition to traditional “classroom“ training courses, we also invest in
virtual training courses on the internet, live training with video links and many interactive elements.
Motivation is also a matter of recognition. What, in your view, is the role played by salary?
Appropriate remuneration is important as a “hygiene factor“ but does not bring satisfaction. It more
important that each individual has the feeling that they are making a significant contribution to the
success of organisation. Another crucial factor for motivation is that job content and working conditions be consistent with the employee’s own values and that work can be reconciled with other areas
of life, so there is a correct life balance. We encourage this through a number of other measures, for
example we provide nursery places, arrange assistance in connection with care for relatives or offer
advice in the case of family conflicts.
What do you think an SME can “learn“ from health management at SAP? The things that
make people ill in their workplace or the things that support them essentially do not depend at all
on the industry, workforce or size of company. The question is always the same. What can I do so
that my staff like to come to work, feel important, appreciated, recognised and supported, and are
quickly given support when they face a personal crisis? It goes without saying that this is more successful in a trusting corporate culture with a good management culture.
I like to say that “the fish stinks from the head down“, as it is always the attitude of top management
that is crucial. Measures may be even easier to implement in a small company than in a large businesses. All, and I mean “all“, the services that we – like many other large companies – offer at SAP
can, in principle, also be provided in a small company. Not always as “on-site“ services, but tailored
to the current needs and the existing culture through external providers, cooperation or, for example,
with support from health insurance funds. And it does not cost much, especially since every euro that
is invested is repaid three- to tenfold. This is not to mention the effect on an appreciative corporate
image. The only things required are the declared intention of senior management and at least one
person who pursues the subject with love and passion, takes advantage of the many forms of external support that are available and adapts to the operational conditions.
You have three wishes. What must a business do so that its staff are healthy on a lasting basis? ... first, the senior management should set an example from “above“ with appreciation,
recognition and a good life balance. They should understand that health is not just an individual,
almost private subject but that it is the basis for organisational health and contributes directly to the
success of the organisation.
My second wish is more women in positions of leadership. Experience has shown that, by and large,
this increases sensitivity to matters of psychomental health and life balance.
Third, the subject of health should be taken into consideration in all business decisions and not be
delegated to one department or one person, to the “experts“ as it were. Entrenching people’s needs
in a company’s “thinking“ is the highest level of maturity in proactive occupational health management. Which almost follows on from wish number one ... And I have a fourth wish, which is important particularly for internationally operating businesses: health protection should be embedded in a
global strategy with measurable objectives and global initiatives, as in some cases there are still huge
cultural differences in attitudes to and perceptions of physical and psychosocial health.

Chapter 2

Demographic
change
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers
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What opportunities does
the company have
to influence demographic change
within its workforce healthily?

Demographic change

Introduction

You’re only young once ...

61 %
50 %

30 %
20 %
15 %

19 %

Demographic development in Germany
At the end 2005, 20 % of the population were
younger than 20, 19 % were 65 and older
and the remaining 61 % represented those
of working age (20 to 65 years). In 2050,
on the other hand, only around 50 % of the
population will be of working age, more
than 30 % will be in the 65 plus age group
and roughly 15 % will be younger than 20.
(Source: Alt und Jung –

Comparison 2005/2050

gemeinsam in die Arbeitswelt von morgen!, BAuA, 2008)

Demographic change is in full swing. Birth rates are stagnating at a low level or
are even falling. On the other hand, average life expectancy is rising. This will lead
to changes in the age structure in the next few decades. In Germany there will
be fewer people, who will be older on average. This trend will also influence the
world of work and will soon make itself felt in businesses. Although a rare occurrence at present, more older faces will be seen in companies and the generations will mix more. The public and the media are already talking about the “grey
workforce”. But is there actually anything wrong with this? As we get older, we
develop completely new skills. This “potential of old age“ must be discovered and
harnessed by companies in order to remain competitive globally. In this way, demographic change becomes a new opportunity.
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Every age counts
Ageing workforces, longer working life and
generational diversity are a challenge and call
for a rethink, away from the deficit model to
the competence model. This says that ageing is
certainly not just associated with a loss of abilities, but can also be linked to growth in skills
that are highly sought after in the modern world
of work, problem-solving skills based on knowhow, communication skills, social skills, quality
awareness and loyalty. Cross-generational teams
will shape the company’s image in future. It is
important to be well prepared for the change.
> Work design commensurate with age and
ageing, occupational health promotion and
lifelong learning are key aspects in dealing
with demographic change.
> Every employee is entitled to an individual
employment history with a focus on health
and maintaining employability. Demands, incentives and pressures must be such that employees are able to work healthily up to the
statutory retirement age.

> Unlike a few years ago, the demand for a
healthier workplace and more respectful handling of human resources now has not only
a social justification, but also an economic
foundation. Only companies that realise that
working conditions commensurate with age
and ageing are necessary for engaged, motivated and healthy employees will have a sufficient number of skilled employees in future.
> Many companies have already recognised the
trend of building on older employees, thereby
keeping experience within the company. The
underlying idea is recognition and appreciation of the skills of older employees.
> In future, companies will also be competing
with one another on the labour markets, as
it will become increasingly difficult to attract
well trained skilled employees. As an employer, you need qualities so that you are seen as
attractive on the labour market.

INFO

THE BOTTOM LINE

Any old iron
We all know that many skills are
not fully developed until we get
older. Older people often have:
• extensive know-how in dealing with complex problems,
• good communication abilities,
• good social skills,
• wide factual knowledge,
• good powers of concentration into
older age with sufficient breaks
• good learning aptitude, even
though they learn differently from younger people.

Experience from the last few years
has shown that, alongside all the
risks, demographic change also
offers great opportunities for a
modern and innovative workplace
offering people appropriate challenges and support throughout
their life. Models and plans that are
geared to the individual life phases
of employees, with their different
needs, are successful in personnel
management and development.

Demographic change

Ageing workforces

56,2 %
37,6 %

Comparison 2000/2009

The employment rate among 55 to 64 year olds was
61.5 % in 2012, more than 12 % above the European
average. By way of comparison, in 2000 37.6 % of
older people in Germany were gainfully employed.

(Source: EUROSTAT 2013)

TAKING A TANGENT
Life phase-oriented personnel policy
Today fulfilling personal objectives and ideals is very important to both younger and older people.
Each phase of life has different priorities and needs. In the “rush hour“ of life (from the end of vocational training until the middle of life, including starting a family), for example, most people want
to declutter their busy lives, which means a better reconciliation of career and starting a family.
A life phase-oriented approach in personnel policy attempts to address this complex set of demands. An effort is made to organise the working environment for staff in different life
and career phases so that they are able to balance their changing demands in their work
life and their private life. Life phase-orientation covers all phases from entering the employment market to leaving it. The approach is based on the mosaic-character of personal and
professional histories and the aim is make life phases and career phases compatible.
Measures to promote better compatibility of work, private and family life benefit not only employees who have to care for children or older relatives. Older staff are also given the opportunity to
organise their work history as they wish. The concept of life phase-oriented personnel policy therefore implies a high degree of individualisation. The company meets people where they are.

Further training for older people

18 %

Older employees are often ignored in the planning of
further training measures. For example, in 2000 only
18 % of 50 to 64 year olds took part in further vocational
training. It seems as if many companies shy away from
investing in older employees because in their planning
they are already allowing for their retirement and therefore invest the available resources into younger people.
(Source: Mit Prävention die Zukunft gewinnen,
Strategien für eine demographiefeste Arbeitswelt, Zweites Memorandum, INQA)
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. What is actually your attitude to age?
What do you think about ageing? Do you
think of sickness and failing strength or do
you see potential in each new stage of life?
If you think positively, you will discover many
enriching aspects. Know-how, the ability to
solve complex problems and greater calm
come with more life experience. Someone
who discovers this potential in themselves
will also credit their older staff with it. Selfreflection is thus the first and most important
step as a manager in treating older employees
properly.
> 2. Allow freedom Only employees who are
satisfied in their work will tackle future work
tasks with dedication. The older generation in
particular prefer to be proactive and autonomous within defined boundaries of freedom
of action and responsibility. It is beneficial to
have options for the following:
• selection of work tools,
• break scheduling and organisation,
• working hours,
• speed of work,
• work planning.
> 3. Young leading old: how does it work?
Any young person in a position of leadership
has their own ideas regarding management
style, work values and working methods.
Generational conflicts are bound to arise as
older colleagues might not feel properly valued and appreciated in terms of their work
and life experience. Pay particular attention
to the older people in your team, above all

in the first few weeks in a new job,. They are
valuable employees and you cannot do without their experience, particularly in times of
demographic change. Appreciation and trust
in the experience of the team are a key to
working together effectively. Carry conviction
through openness, competence, patience and
willingness to cooperate.
> 4. Balance between creativity and monotony Overloading also has a negative effect on health, as do lengthy, tedious activities with a high degree of routine. What is
good for body and soul is a mix of physical
and mental work which challenges people in
a holistic manner. Demanding, creative activities should therefore be alternated with routine work. Try to include older staff without
prejudice in innovative projects. This will enable older people to keep their finger on the
pulse and younger people to benefit from the
experience of older people.
> 5. Stay on the ball “You can’t teach an old
dog new tricks“. That is no longer true, as
the modern world of work repeatedly makes
people confront fresh challenges. It is important to remain flexible, curious and open. As a
manager encourage lifelong learning among
your staff and look to their professional development. In particular, support and motivate
older staff specifically by offering training opportunities. This is how you can benefit from
know-how. What is more, mental fitness and
flexibility is a real fountain of youth!

Demographic change

> 6. Old and young: mentoring and tandem
training Encourage cooperation between
generations and an exchange of experience
in your team. Mentoring, for example, offers
the opportunity to pass on knowledge within
the company from older, more experienced
staff to younger employees. This will benefit
both the mentor and the mentee. Knowledge
is also transferred in tandem training, where a
younger and an older employee form a team
for a specific project or field of learning.
> 7. One for all and all for one: group work
In cross-generational group work, several
employees work together on a specific task.
Allocation of work tasks, time planning and
implementation are arranged autonomously
within the group. In this way older people are
able to pass on their know-how within the
team and older employees benefit from the
technical knowledge and fresh ideas of their
younger colleagues.
> 8. Reduce stress – strengthen resources
Older people are often more highly stressed
than younger people under the same workload. As we get older, we are therefore more
“susceptible“ to mental strain. Stress, underutilisation, overloading, time pressure, performance pressure, work intensification and
bullying are part of everyday life for many
employees, and have been for many years of
their working lives. Look for the typical warning signs of stress and overloading in your
older employees and, where necessary, offer
them individual solutions.

> 9. Too loud, too dark, too cold Whether
young or old, employees can only concentrate
fully on their work if they feel good in their
workplace. But it is not all that easy to organise a working space so that all those present
feel good. Each age group feels good under
different conditions. Above all, the combination of time pressure, disrupted attention and
noise can produce higher levels of stress in
older people than in younger people. Involve
your team in organising the workplace and
encourage an open dialogue in the case of
generational conflicts.
> 10. Age mix in the team Be intentional
about mixing teams in project and work planning, as cross-generational teams in which
young can learn from old and old can learn
from young have many benefits. Older employees offer experience, can often develop
workable solutions and stay calm and confident even in difficult situations.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Integrated age management The average age of employees will continue to rise in
the future. This is no cause for concern provided companies do not close their eyes to
the challenges involved.
In order to respond
E
ID
successfully to demoU
G
Se e
graphic change, businesses should begin
to consider even now
how they can modify
work processes in the
light of the ageing
workforce and can
encourage the generations to work
together. Using an age structure analysis it
is possible even now to make precise projections of workforce ageing.

Age structure
analysis
made easy

> 2. All good things come in threes A comprehensive approach to prevention within the
company includes work design, occupational
health management and lifelong learning.
Both companies and employees can benefit
from this. Implementation is a prerequisite for
successful demographic change.

> 3. How attractive is your company? Older employees will also become increasingly
important for businesses against the background of the growing shortage of skilled labour. Company loyalty among older employees is becoming more significant because in
future they will be more sought after on the
labour market. This also means creating working conditions for older employees to ensure
that their working life is as long, efficient and
satisfied as possible.
> 4. Enable work histories Companies, employees, social partners and social security institutions have joint responsibility for developing solutions for employees in high-pressure
work situations in which a job to retirement
has previously been ruled out. Work histories
covering the entire working life must be possible for these employees.

> 5. Lifelong learning: up-skilling and further training The times when one training
course was sufficient for an entire working
life are long gone. With individually tailored
further training opportunities throughout
working life, employees at an advanced age
can also keep step with developments and
thus avoid an insidious “de-skilling“.

Demographic change

> 6. Bright and healthy The future world of
work will be more diverse and varied than
at present as a result of higher proportions
of older employees and women and greater
employment of people with a migrant background. A modern and future-oriented world
of work takes account of that diversity by considering the interests of all employees.
> 7. Working hours in old age: glide along,
don’t slog away A culture of longer working
is also being promoted with the implementation of the Federal Civil Service demographic
strategy. The individual wishes of employees
should be ascertained. In practice, there are
very different models for organising working
hours up to retirement. For example, some
older employees even want to increase their
weekly working hours if they can retire earlier. For others, a four-day week in semi-retirement is ideal.
> 8. Enable horizontal careers Somewhere
over the rainbow? What happens when older
employees are reaching the end of their career path? Does it automatically mean stagnation? New prospects are offered by horizontal careers. Jobs are created for experienced
workers where they can contribute their
know-how and their skills in a manner commensurate with ageing (for example expert
jobs).

> 9. Occupational integration management It is proven that older staff members
are not ill any more often than younger ones.
Nevertheless, older employees may be absent
sick for longer periods. In this case, alongside
health promotion and prevention, the occupational integration management programme
is important. It is aimed at employees who are
unfit for work for a continuous period of more
than six weeks or repeatedly within one year.
The aims of these arrangements are to eliminate or reduce the sickness-related risk to the
employment relationship, to resolve the problem of incapacity for work as far as possible
and to prevent recurrence.
> 10. Life phase-orientation Business and
personnel policy based on life phase-orientation should encompass the entire working
life of an employee. This broadens perspective
with the aim of an individual or target-groupspecific approach, consideration of life phases
and life situations, and promotion of lifelong
employability.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
No decisions from on high –
How to bring the workforce on board
> An interview with Klaus Falinski, commercial head of logistics at Carlsberg
Deutschland Logistik GmbH, Hamburg

Since 1996, Klaus Falinski has worked for the Holsten brewery company – Holsten-Brauerei AG –
which has belonged to the international Carlsberg group since 2004. Since 2011 he has been
commercial head of the Carlsberg Deutschland Logistik company. He is responsible for more than
120 employees in the German logistics operation and advises the Carlsberg group worldwide on
matters relating to warehouse logistics and organisation as well as occupational health and safety.
Beer consumption has been in decline for some years and for this reason the company has to
respond flexibly to changing market conditions. This sometimes entails restructuring measures, which
require the cooperation of staff. Demographic changes also require a rethink on the part of
managing executives, who must decide how to deal with the problem of an ageing workforce.

Mr Falinski, the average age of your staff on the operational side is currently about 51.
What does that mean for you? This is an issue we have to address if we want to remain successful
in the market. We have been asking ourselves how we can remain efficient, even with an older team,
how we can design the working environment in such a way that people can still do the best possible
commercial work at the age of 60.

Klaus Falinski

Are there indications that something has to change? The number of days lost through illness
has risen quite sharply in recent years. We became aware that we had to try to combat this trend.
To this end, we looked in detail at what it takes in practice to safeguard workers’ health. We have all
come to recognise that active health protection encompasses not only the regulation of working hours
and judicious organisation of the working environment but also employees’ mental health. In order to
define the precise areas where action is needed, we conducted a study based on a staff questionnaire.
What changes have resulted from the findings of this study? One important point is that
we are now involving our older employees far more fully in the organisation of the work cycle. For
example, we involve our drivers in the selection of new vehicles. Having canvassed our staff about
their needs, we procured new semi-trailers, for instance, that can be opened and closed in a few seconds without strenuous physical effort. In addition, the drivers expressed the wish for stationary air
conditioning and an on-board fridge for their provisions on longer journeys. These are not big deals,
but such extras enable us to meet drivers’ basic needs to a far greater extent.
Forklift drivers faced different problems. Their main concerns are good visibility and easily
manoeuvrable trucks. To this end, we arranged for our operators to test-drive specimen vehicles and
our management did not buy any forklift trucks until they had been approved by the drivers themselves. There is statistical evidence for the success of this strategy in the form of a job satisfaction
rating of 89 %.

Demographic change

Small measures with a big impact. What conclusions do you draw from these experiences? Involving staff in decision-making processes is the alpha and omega of health-friendly workforce management. Relevant decisions that directly affect the workplace must not be taken from
on high. In order to maintain constant dialogue, we hold weekly group discussions. These include
deliberations on health and safety matters. In addition, we hold specific health days at which we raise
staff awareness of the need for all staff to look after their own health. Besides a balanced diet, this
includes sport and health-conscious use of breaks – and, of course, striking a good balance between
work and family life.
Your line of business is highly vulnerable to the spirit of the times. How do you deal
with that? The industry is constantly changing and for this reason adjustments and changes of
strategy have been a recurrent necessity over the years. This naturally affects the working climate
too. Every restructuring entails innovations that create some uncertainty in the minds of employees.
Some respond warily, and not everyone sees change as an opportunity. That is always a challenge
for us managers. In seminars devoted to change management we acquire the requisite knowledge
and apply it consciously in appropriate measures which accompany the process of change and which
register employees’ needs and take them seriously.
How has this helped you? What are you doing to underpin imminent restructuring processes? We have learned how to deal with the gamut of emotions. It is not unusual, for instance,
for employees to fall into a deep well of depression in connection with restructuring measures that
will affect their own job. Everyone reacts differently to psychological stress. Some withdraw into a
shell, whereas others get angry. Some, on the other hand, see change as a fresh opportunity. As a
manager, I am conscious that it is easier to emerge from the well of depression if future prospects
are visible. For this reason, when I talk to staff in these situations I try to highlight practical options.
How do you involve your staff in processes of change? I have always found it best to wait until
the precise direction or strategy is clear before informing staff. As soon as information about restructuring emerges, I inform the team weekly about the ongoing process. I respond to any need for extra
information and try to answer all questions if possible. Changes will continue to occur time and again
in our company because continued market success depends on our adapting to new conditions.
Turning to health-friendly management, what was your “eureka“ moment? I came to realise that one has to begin with oneself before starting to engage in health-friendly personnel management. It is also important for me to keep an eye on my resources. What I found interesting was
translating this realisation into recommendations for action, for since I have known what happens to
my body under stress, I have been able to take targeted countermeasures. Since then, I have taken
regular exercise after work to let the adrenalin level fall. And for the sake of stress prevention, my
daily half-hour at lunch in the canteen is sacrosanct; the same applies, incidentally, to our entire team.
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

How can I foster
a balanced relationship
between work and
other areas of life
among my staff?
WHAT DOES
WORK-LIFE BAL
ANCE
ENCOMPASS?

WHAT CAN THE COM
PANY

DO TO IMPROVE
THE LIFE BALANCE

OF ITS WORKFORCE?

Work-Life-Balance

Introduction

Happiness over career?
When we actually really happy? Of course, everyone has their own answer to this
question. Some people find complete fulfilment in their work, while others need
family and friends for their happiness, and others look for meaning in their life
in cultural or sporting activities in their leisure time. Each person sets different
priorities in life, which also depend on the respective life phase. But anyone who
puts all their eggs into one basket runs the risk of becoming quickly dissatisfied.
A balanced relationship between work and private life is what psychologists call
work-life balance and what makes people happy and satisfied, and ultimately also
healthy and efficient in their job. Happiness and career do not have to be a contradiction! Therefore, those with personnel responsibilities in the company must
be aware of and support the life balance of staff. This is a win in three respects:
for employees, for companies and for society.
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Regaining
the lost balance
It is difficult to strike a balanced relationship
between work and leisure time in our modern,
extremely complex world. In our life we are repeatedly faced with the challenge of resolving
this tension and of reconciling the different areas of our life such as family, work, education,
social engagement and all our private interests.
The following challenges are faced:
> New demands in the world of work: The modern world of work is like a constant race. It
is becoming ever faster, more creative, more
communicative, more diverse and more varied. This increasing dynamism and diversity
produces greater performance pressure for
employees. Time off is “threatened“ by longer
working hours, so it is becoming more and
more important to have a private life balance
for revitalisation.
> Permanent contactability: Modern communication technologies mean that we are
contactable no matter the time or place. The
benefit is that as a result of new individualised forms of work we have greater autonomy
and freedom in the way we plan our lives. The
risk is that the boundaries between private life
and work life are blurring. We must learn to
be well organised and to switch off.
> Greater personal responsibility: The trend in
our world of work is towards complex, demanding tasks with a high workload and increasing personal responsibility. Pressure on
the individual is growing, which calls for new
core competences such as self-management,
flexibility and mobility. This includes the ability
to manage one’s own work-life balance.

> The only constant is change: Changes and restructuring are more and more becoming part
of everyday business life. One casualty is the
social ties within the teams. Here too, private
life can act as a compensating factor and offer
support for difficult situations at work.
> Multiple pressures from private life: Private
concerns and unresolved problems can, on
the other hand, adversely affect staff performance and motivation at work. Partnership,
family, childcare and parenting, and care for
older or sick relatives may be additional pressures alongside work demands.

THE BOTTOM LINE
If the balance between private
life and work life is lost, this may
have negative effects on mental
health, from insomnia and mental
exhaustion to anxiety and burnout. Companies and managers
must therefore find a way to take
into account the needs and different life situations of employees
alongside business objectives. In
the modern world of work, as ever,
flexible solutions are required.

Work-Life-Balance

Why companies should
invest in the work-life
balance of their staff ...
Balance between work and private life is a basic
precondition for staff commitment, loyalty and
motivation being sustained in the long term.
These are factors on which business success depends. Experience has also shown that investments in work-life balance measures quickly pay
dividends. For example, time off due to sickness
is reduced. Other benefits are:

> competitive advantage in attracting
qualified specialists and managers,
> stronger commitment to the company
among good and important employees,
> great staff identification with the
company and loyalty,
> more flexibility and high level of
engagement among staff,
> better utilisation of creative potential of
staff for product and service innovations,
> cost savings as a result of lower
staff turnover,
> image improvement through innovative
employee management and applied
corporate culture.

TAKING A TANGENT
What is work-life balance?
Work-life balance means the possibility of reconciling or integrating working life
and private life. It is largely dependent on working time arrangements in the company, but also on length, location and predictability of working hours.

TAKING A TANGENT
Compatibility of family and work
Why do important meetings in our company always take place after 5 pm? If I take time
out now for the birth of my son, is that the end of my career? Who will look after the
children in the holidays? Can I still care for my sick relatives alongside work? Support
for the compatibility of work and family plays a central role in occupational work-life
balance measures. If everything is alright “at home“, staff are more focused, productive and creative, and less stressed and susceptible to mental illness. Another example
is provided by the arrangements for mothers and fathers returning to work. There is
no need for the company to introduce expensive stop-gap solutions if there is a good
balance between family and work and parents quickly return from time out for family reasons. Support measures pay off. Family-friendly companies are not least attractive
employers, which is highly relevant in view of the increasing shortage of skilled labour.
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Be a role model Many managers like to
shut their eyes to their own work-life balance.
Managers are generally highly responsible,
ambitious and dedicated. It is the private life
that misses out. But this is often noticed by
staff and they are naturally guided by the example set by their manager. If the manager
regularly works at the weekend, employees
assume that this is expected of them. If the
manager does not take paternity leave, other
fathers in the team are uncertain whether it is
possible to take time off. Acting as a role model should not be underestimated. Review your
attitude to work-life balance and consciously
pay attention to your own life balance, in the
interest of team culture and team health and
in the interest of your own well-being.
> 2. The personal touch Many skills and abilities acquired in private life can have a positive
impact on job performance while unresolved
private problems can impair performance in
the workplace. See your staff as whole people
with a private life, a family, personal interests,
individual stories and experiences. Be aware
that each employee fulfils a variety of roles
and functions within and outside the company and support this. Try to develop a personal
touch with your staff and demonstrate openness and approachability. A brief personal
chat often has a big effect or offers an unexpected knowledge gain (one possible method
is “management by walking around“). Eat
with colleagues at lunch and encourage them
to come along.

> 3. Recognise boundaries – Set boundaries Respect your employees’ leisure time
and private life. Try to refrain, if possible, from
making telephone calls on holiday and from
forwarding e-mails on Blackberrys and mobiles after office hours. Be sensitive and attentive to overloading and stressful situations
among your staff and offer them support
where necessary. If it becomes increasingly
apparent to you that employees have a problem with their work-life balance, broach the
subject, in their staff appraisal for instance.
Encourage them, for example, to take coaching or a seminar on self-management, time
management or stress management.
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See GUIDE

Arrangements
regulating the
contactibility of
employees
> 4. Today is meeting day! Encourage flexible, but reliable work planning. Staff with
family duties are particularly reliant on predictability. Consequently, precise arrangements and early communication of meeting
and appointment times are vital. Good ideas
include the introduction of meeting-free days
or meeting-only days. Meeting dates should
also be scheduled so that staff with family
duties can also attend. It may be helpful to
use electronic planning programs to achieve
greater transparency as regards availability of
individual members of staff.
> 5. Ensure that no one misses out Do
not just allow different prioritisations within
the personal work-life balance of your staff,
but actively encourage it. However, it should
never be forgotten that there is a fair balance,
for example, between staff in flexible working arrangements and staff in fixed working
hours. If there is not a mutual “give and take
in the team“, you run the risk that full-time
staff in a team will feel that they are doing
all the work. Instead, the allocation of tasks
and attendance times should be openly and
keenly thrashed out.
> 6. Courage to experiment Could two parttime employees take responsibility for sharing
a project? Team meetings using the internet
and video calls? Continually experiment with
the way in which work is done in the team.
Be open to methods which may seem unusual
at first and explore every option for utilising
expensive working hours as efficiently and
productively as possible. Practical experience
shows that conflicts between work and private life generally highlight weaknesses in the
organisation of work processes.

> 7. What counts in the end is the result
A culture of results rather than a culture of
presence! Encourage result-orientation in your
team. What counts is the result, not where
and when the work was done. The organisation of work flow should be tailored individually and flexibly to company and private demands. But beware of the traps of flexibility!
Flexible forms of work can increase pressure if
employees are not able to practise balanced
self-management and time management.
Training may be helpful here.
> 8. The high art of delegation Trust is good,
control is better? Encourage self-management
in the team and in individual employees. This
means that you should delegate tasks yourself
and cultivate this skill among staff. It will then
also be possible for staff to work part-time. A
basic precondition is trust in the different abilities of staff and the willingness to accept that
sometimes tasks may be performed differently from the way you would do it yourself.
> 9. Diversity instead of uniformity Try to
ensure a broad spread of abilities in the team
and support specialisation only where it is
absolutely necessary. Experience shows that
a too heavily person-oriented organisation of
work processes leads to considerable efficiency losses. Dependence on specialists is high
and gaps quickly appear in the case of leave,
dismissal or sickness. Efficient quality control
is likewise impossible unless several members
of staff have similar skills. A broad spread of
key abilities makes it easier for all employees
to respond more flexibly to family or private
demands.
> 10. Humour in the workplace? Humour
is a characteristic of people who are strong
and resistant to psychological strain. This is
also called resilience. So relax. Encourage a
pleasant working atmosphere where there is
space for laughter. Another aspect is positive
thinking. In your communication try not just
to stress failures and mistakes, but also highlight success stories and good news.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Work-life balance: more than icing
on the cake Work-life balance is not a social
add-on for businesses in good times, but it
helps to develop productivity potential on a
sustainable basis. This works only if companies do not consider the leisure time and the
work life of their staff separately, but strike
a fair balance between both areas in accordance with their business objectives. Measures
to promote work-life balance should be integrated into the overall corporate policy. The
company’s commitment to support the life
balance of its staff should also be a natural
component of corporate principles and company guidelines.
> 2. Limit contactability Set clear rules on
contactability outside working hours. This
includes specifying when employees must
check e-mail and when it is okay for them to
deal with it later. Communication technology
is not a problem for health. Digital aids have
made many things easier. It is merely necessary to adopt a reasonable approach that balances company and private interests.

See GUIDE

Arrangements
regulating the
contactibility of
employees

> 3. Rethink: new needs need new solutions The times are a’changin. Young new
entrants to the labour market in the much
mentioned “Generation Y” no longer devote
themselves wholeheartedly to their
career, but want to
See chapter
volunteer alongside
work, for example, or
pursue leisure activities. Young fathers
want more time
with their children
and young mothers
want to continue to be able to work. At the
same time, care for older family members is
becoming increasingly important. Companies
must have a rethink if they wish to address
these new challenges successfully. In the area
of work-life balance in particular, small steps
can make a big difference.

Demographic
change

> 4. Keep in mind life phases The ideal relationship between work life and leisure time
changes in different life phases. A university
graduate without a partner may be fully immersed in their first job, while mothers and
fathers in their mid-thirties certainly need
more personal time and greater consideration of their family situation. In the middle
life phase, work may become more prominent again, whilst for the phase between 50
and 60 other models may be required again.
Companies need to explore the needs of their
staff, provide a variety of opportunities and
allow individual freedom. This approach can
be implemented, for example, through a “life
phase-oriented personnel policy“.

Work-Life-Balance

> 5. Autonomy over working hours – More
flexibility and trust Employees with family
responsibilities often have time conflicts. This
can be remedied by family-friendly measures
in the company such as flexible working arrangements, from flexitime, working time accounts and part-time work to teleworking or
work from home. Flexibility and trust-based
working are not only models for employees
with families, but foster life balance, motivation and performance for all staff. Of course,
there are, depending on the activity or task,
times when an employee’s presence is required, e.g. customer appointments or team
meetings. Ultimately, however, it is a question
of creative solutions, prudent work planning
and organisation.
> 6. Capitalise FAMILY Employees with families in particular risk being exposed to multiple pressures which can adversely affect their
health in the long term. Private problems
may be added to job stress. A major factor
of uncertainty is, for example, the issue of
childcare, which must be resolved by each
person individually. Nevertheless, the framework conditions are often not able to meet
the wishes of staff or of the company. There is
in general a lack of verified childcare for children under three years of age and the opening times of day nurseries are not consistent
with the demands of the world of work in
many places. In any case, parents are reliant
on flexible solutions in “emergencies“ when

the children are ill and during school holidays
in particular. Here companies have the opportunity to offer support to their staff at reasonable expense. If a company nursery is not
a realistic option, it may be possible to work
together with other businesses, or companies
can cooperate with day nurseries and provide
their staff with a fixed quota of places. Many
companies offer their employees a “family
service“ (internally or using external providers) in order to provide advice, arrange childcare and offer care services for older relatives.
There are many different creative solutions
and valuable experience within the company.
The company can certainly benefit from involvement in networks and from exchanges
with other companies.

See GUIDE

Family-friendly
companies: possible
ways to promote
work-life balance
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> 7. Enable time out: from sabbaticals and
parental leave to family care time Many
employees dream of a sabbatical. Particularly
for those who have been feeling overloaded
and stressed for some time, a longer period of
time off can provide urgently needed relaxation and revitalisation and help to restore the
lost life balance. Many companies fulfil that
wish, first and foremost, in order to “freshen
up“ the necessary creativity and innovative capacity of their staff. If the effect is to be longterm, it is recommended that you conduct
a general review of work processes and demands on the individual. Another important
factor for a good work-life balance is the core
competence of self-management. This should
be taught, for example, in seminars or workshops.
> Other periods of time off work when the focus
is on private life are parental leave and family
care time. Companies should actively support
all employees with small children or relatives
who require care, irrespective of their area of
activity or their position, in taking the time to
which they are entitled by law. Young mothers and fathers in particular still fear that time
off for family will damage their career and
side-line them. The company should take a
stand, in its own interest, in support of a good
work-life balance. A mentoring programme
(“parents for parents in the company“) is also
a good way of supporting parents who are returning to work after taking time out for family reasons.

> 8. Health and fitness facilities A good
work-life balance also includes the health and
physical fitness of staff, two key objectives of
occupational health promotion and prevention. The company can help here, for example by providing sports and fitness facilities
or health workshops. If it is not possible for
the company to have its own gym, a cooperation scheme with a fitness studio around the
corner might motivate employees to do more
for their fitness after office hours or perhaps
even in their lunch break. What about a regular massage for all staff? A crazy idea? On the
contrary, massages offer balance in terms of
relaxation and are also seen as a motivating
“reward“.

Work-Life-Balance

> 9. Raise awareness among managers
Work-life balance falls within the responsibility of managers. On the one hand, managers
themselves are important role models in demonstrating the compatibility of work and private life. On the other, managers must be open
to the life balance of their staff and a contact
point for possible problems. In order to equip
managers for this task, the subject of work-life
balance should not only be part of their general training, but should also be a specific theme
in training courses, workshops or seminars for
managers. These should highlight open dialogue between colleagues and demonstrate
good examples and good practice.
> 10. Telephone counselling Marital problems can also adversely affect job performance. In these and other cases, stress helplines can help as part of Employee Assistance
Programmes (EAP). These are contact points
to support staff with their concerns and
needs, including private problems and issues
of life balance. Many companies provide a
round-the-clock service. Support is anonymous and may be offered by dedicated inhouse experts or external suppliers. An initial
telephone call is often followed by a number
of consultations.

See GUIDE

What is an
Employee Assistance
Programme?
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Examples and ideas
from practice
“It’s all about basic human needs”
> An interview with Dr. Andreas Tautz, Chief Medical Officer,
Corporate Health Management, Deutsche Post DH

The Deutsche Post DHL group is a global leader in the field of logistics, with some 200 000 employees in Germany alone, based in about 14 000 locations. More than 85 000 delivery staff are on the road six
days a week in Germany. Accordingly, the group is the epitome of a “people business“, a company whose
staff are a key to its success. Maintaining and promoting their health is therefore a matter of prime importance to Deutsche Post DHL. The group has already won a number of awards for its exemplary corporate health management. In order to safeguard the mental health of its staff, Deutsche Post DHL sets great
store by respectful treatment of every individual and sets particularly high standards for its managerial staff.
The group also takes targeted measures to promote a good work-life balance among its employees.

The issue of stress is very much in the public eye at the moment. There has been a sharp
rise in the number of working days lost through mental disorders in German companies
and firms. Are you observing a similar trend in the postal service? We are seeing an increase
in illnesses, including those of a psychiatric nature, in all areas and at all levels, albeit a relatively modest increase. At the same time we must bear in mind that mental disorders are not infrequently a
source of other conditions, such as back pain. I believe that a different diagnostic approach is needed
in many cases, an approach that takes account of this fact and focuses more sharply on psychological factors.
Dr. med. Andreas Tautz

Do you regard excessive stress and psychological disorders in the workplace as a socially
relevant issue? If so, what do you see as the underlying reasons? First of all, a more precise
definition is needed. Stress and mental pressure are not of themselves a bad thing. It is only when
demands can no longer be met and pressure becomes strain that mental disorders can result. The
increasing relevance of this issue in society as a whole undoubtedly has to do with more complex
living and working environments, giving rise to greater uncertainties, increasing demands and more
difficult working conditions.
How openly is the issue addressed in your company? Mental health is a particular priority of
our health management and is, of course, discussed openly. This is also reflected in our corporate
ideal of respect and results. The fact is that an appreciative and respectful corporate culture must
underlie any effort to promote mental health. The risk of mental disorders is greatly increased if we
feel that our work is not sufficiently appreciated.
Is the issue a component of your management culture? What help does the postal service
offer its managers in dealing with mental strain and illness among its staff? Our managers
play a key role in this respect, because a management culture based on values can greatly influence
employees’ mental health. Conversely, however, the issue is explicitly addressed by our managerial
staff, because particular skill is needed when interacting with staff affected by these problems. Last
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but not least, managers themselves are, of course, required to fulfil expectations. We want managers
who can kindle enthusiasm among staff and convey to them the purpose of their work. That is the
prerequisite if people are to fulfil their potential; it is the prerequisite for successful transformation
processes as well as a protection factor against mental illness.
For this reason we have prepared a series of information events on mental health, featuring targeted
sessions for our line managers. The subject of mental health is also part of our management check-up
programme with optional coaching modules on topics such as individual resource management. In
addition, together with the Federal Ministry of Labour and the RWTH University of Aachen, we are
developing an e-learning tool for management, designed to assist managers in dealing competently
with the issue. With these measures, we seek to impart targeted knowledge across the whole group
on the prevention of mental disorders while also promoting the mental health of managerial staff,
because they play an elementary multiplier role in this area.
What specific forms of support do you offer employees who suffer from high stress
levels or work under severe pressure? In assessing mental pressure in the workplace, we have
been operating for many years with a questionnaire that covers both the subjective perceptions of
employees as well as ways in which work can be conducive to good health. Each of our local depots
with more than 200 employees has a health panel which identifies local needs. With the aid of a
toolbox comprising more than 200 health promotion measures in 18 action areas, the health panels
implement selective measures for their staff, including workshops and seminars on subjects such as
stress management or the promotion of social cohesion. We know that companies are the largest
prevention platform within society. What I mean is that we try, through our activities, to influence
the health of our staff for the better and invest in our own dedicated corporate resources for that
purpose. Employees who are affected by acute psychological problems, for example – whether these
problems stem from the workplace or their private lives – can approach our company doctors and
our local welfare counsellors directly.
Work-life balance is an important condition for mental health. How much importance
is attached to this issue in your company? The issue of the work-life balance is very important
to us. For this reason we examined this matter more closely and established, through a survey of
younger staff, that young people in particular set great store by a good work-life balance; they regard
the family as fundamental and want to exercise social responsibility but also regard the workplace as
an area of their lives that they themselves can shape, so as to make work an enjoyable experience and
contribute to a good working climate. They are certainly prepared to face up to demands in terms
of longer working hours, but these should be open to flexible arrangement. This is consistent with
the findings of our managers, who identify more flexible management of where and when people
work as one of the main trends for the future. Their top priorities are reconciling work and family life,
openness to new, creative ideas, social cohesion and team spirit.
What makes a good work-life balance? It would be more accurate to speak of a life domain or
simply a life balance. The fact is that work is part of life. We pool our efforts and experience friendship in the workplace, just as we do in our private lives. The important thing is to strike the right balance between home life and working life, ideally in such a way that each benefits the other. People
are less interested in drawing a sharp line between work and private life than in combining them as
flexibly as possible, for example by having the option of working from a home office. A good worklife balance begins with the design of the workplace and social relationships and ultimately depends
on the nature of the corporate culture. It extends to a fulfilled private life in which resources are
developed that can also be used in working life too, and, of course, vice versa. This balance is underpinned by exercising social responsibility, which is something we expressly encourage our staff to do,
actively providing access channels for them.
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A key aspect in this context is the compatibility of family life with a career. What measures are you taking to support your employees in this respect? In many areas, of course,
we offer flexitime models. With our intergenerational contract we have created a new facility where
our employees can set up a time account, enabling them, for example, to use time credits to extend
parental leave, to make time for the care of relatives or simply to take a career break. This facility is
being used more and more frequently.
Our family service assists employees in various areas, such as helping to find childcare provision,
whether on a long-term or a contingency basis. In addition, we support employees’ efforts to provide their children with a good education through mechanisms such as our UPstairs grants scheme.
Striking a healthy work-life balance is often a particular challenge for middle management, who have to cope with demands from above and below. How do you address
this issue? There can be no doubt that managers must possess the right resources if they are to
discharge their responsibilities. Maintaining an appropriate balance depends chiefly on the fulfilment
of two conditions, namely a supportive corporate culture and the individual ability to handle what
are often complex challenges. Besides the measures I have already described, I should highlight our
global Leadership Programme, the aim of which is to develop managers’ knowledge and motivation
so that they can perform their leadership function. This encompasses not only the individual professional development of managers but also their ability to support and inspire their staff. The work-life
balance is hugely important in this context.
On the other hand, it is equally clear that, as a group with global operations, we face enormous challenges here. Like other groups in this position, we do not always meet these challenges to the full,
at least not yet. Two things, however, are helping us to fulfil the objectives that have been set for us.
One is discussion with our employees, with associated companies and with partners in the worlds of
politics and research, and the other is our corporate ideal of respect and results.
Turning finally to your vision, how do you see the ideal work situation that will safeguard
and promote mental health in the long term? It is quite simple. People must shape their own
work, receive appreciation for their efforts and understand the purpose of their work. This applies
at all levels and in all areas of activity. It’s all about basic human needs and the important role they
play in corporate success.

Foto: Deutsche Post AG
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers
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Equal opportunities

Introduction

Diversity not uniformity –
Why diversity and
equal opportunities are
becoming increasingly
important in business
Demographic change and the shortage of skilled labour are issues on everyone’s
lips. Companies are increasingly facing demographic challenges and in many sectors the effects are already very tangible, as skilled employees are being desperately sought. As a result, many companies are establishing a corporate culture that
is open to everyone – no matter how different they may be – in order to attract
the best talent irrespective of age, gender, ethnic origin and nationality, religion
and ideology, disability and sexual orientation.
The workforce of the future will be more varied and diverse. And that is a good
thing. Only with diversity can businesses be economically successful and innovative in the age of globalisation and also gain access to an international clientele
and international markets. It is therefore important to ensure that all staff are
given fair opportunities and that there is no place for discrimination in the company, as this can have detrimental effects on staff performance and motivation
and their health and well-being.

INFO
Diversity management – What is behind it?
“Diversity“ is a multi-faceted concept. It is generally translated to mean heterogeneity
or a varied workforce. Diversity management is a business concept based on diversity
of personnel in businesses and seeks to exploit this positively for the company. It
describes a corporate management concept that intentionally makes the diversity of
employees part of personnel strategy and organisational development.
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Varied workforces as
a success factor
Every person is different. They bring to their
work their highly individual abilities, knowledge
and talents. They have their own history and
their own background. Companies that value
the diversity of their staff, specifically utilise the
different potential of each individual for the
benefit of the company and allow fair opportunities for everyone are well-equipped to face the
challenges of the future. Diverse workforces are
an advantage for any business. None the less,
staffing structures in businesses in Germany are
often very homogenous, particularly in senior
management. Using a diversity approach, existing practices must be challenged and reservations and fearful attitudes must be allayed.
> Heterogeneity on the labour market:
Workforces in businesses should be a reflection of society, including demographically,
which means greater employment of women
and that the increasing number of employees
with a migrant background should be properly reflected in staffing structures, including
in positions of leadership.
> Personnel policy: Competition for talent
on the labour markets will become more and
more fierce in future. It is important to have a
profile as an attractive employer. A diversity
approach shows openness to the broad range
of talent. Companies that adopt this approach
seem more attractive to the upcoming generations and have a crucial advantage in the
battle to secure new talent.
> Employee loyalty: A high staff turnover
means that companies lose valuable knowledge and experience. Respect and equal opportunities for all staff, values which are enshrined in the diversity approach, also foster
loyalty to the company.
> Social developments: Companies must increasingly respond to new social challenges
in their HR policy, such as individualisation,
pluralisation of values, increasing diversity of
lifestyles and the increasing desire for better
compatibility of work and family.

> Challenges of globalisation: Diversity
makes businesses fit for change in the age of
globalisation. Intercultural abilities are increasingly required, as global economic relations
and internationally composed teams are often
part of everyday life.
> Diversity fosters creativity: Businesses live
on their ability to “reinvent“ themselves and
their products and services again and again.
Consideration of diverse prospects in problem-solving, research and development yields
successful and lasting results. Teams must be
composed of a variety of talented individuals.
> Diversity aids growth: Whether on an international stage in relation to intercultural
abilities or in the national arena in addressing
specific target groups (such as women or clientele with a migrant background), a diverse
workforce with knowledge of markets and
appropriate behaviour makes access to new
markets easier and ensures success.
> Legal framework conditions: Rather than
merely reacting to risks created by legislation
such as the Allgemeine Gleichbehandlungsgesetz (AGG), legal framework conditions should
instead be seen as a chance for the company
to utilise the opportunities offered by diversity
management.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Diversity in the company can make
a significant contribution to business success. Managers have a particular responsibility in this regard,
as role models and as organisers.

Equal opportunities

TAKING A TANGENT
Diversity – A question of attitude
Various studies show that managers tend
to look for similarities when selecting candidates in job interviews. A candidate who
is a little different is not even shortlisted.
This creates barriers to entry, for example
for candidates with a migrant background.
Even a strange sounding name can – albeit
unconsciously – become an exclusion criterion. There are laws in force to prevent
discrimination, but, outside the realm of
the law, all those with personnel responsibilities should be aware of the riches offered by a diverse workforce. For example,
people with a migrant background move
confidently between two cultures and
languages, a skill that also enables them to
adapt quickly to new situations. Diversity
management puts the recruitment process
under the microscope. Might the candidate
be suitable, but he cannot demonstrate

his abilities because of language difficulties, because the task for the assessment has not been clearly explained?
Anonymised applications:
sensible or not?
The aim of anonymised applications is to
improve equal opportunities for women,
migrants and older employees. The focus
is intended to be solely on the suitability of the candidate, without regard to
external appearances. In November 2010
five corporate groups and three public
employers announced their willingness
to accept anonymised applications, a
change from the previous situation. After
the conclusion of the pilot scheme run by
the Federal Anti-Discrimination Agency
(ADS), a positive assessment was given,
with the results being more equal opportunity and a fairer application process.

TAKING A TANGENT
Equal career opportunities for
women and men
There is fierce argument and discussion at
present about a statutory quota for women
in management positions in business. The
fact is that there is a gender imbalance
in management positions and the “glass
ceiling“ actually exists, the number of
women at senior level being much lower
than the number of men. This is due, first,
to the male-dominated working environment encountered by women when reach
a certain position on the career ladder.
Women, who are generally in the minority
in management positions, have to combat the “minority effect“, which takes the
form of unconscious exclusion or special
treatment, in whatever form. Second,

the subject of work-life balance plays an
important role as a cause. In addition, the
effects of stereotyping also influence the
perception, recruitment and assessment of
female staff. For example, women are often not earmarked for positions if they are
categorically considered by (male) superiors
to be too strenuous for female employees.
Diversity management does not mean “advancement of women“, however. The company’s aim should be to create a culture in
which both female and male employees
feel equally motivated to contribute to the
company and to develop their career.
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Managers as role models A corporate
philosophy that puts diversity and equal opportunity down on paper in the form of
guidelines must be practically tangible and
seen in the daily routine. Managerial staff in
the company hold the key. They are role models when it comes to respecting all employees
with their different talents and capacities and
enabling fair opportunities irrespective of age,
gender, marital status, origin, religion, sexual
orientation or disability. Be aware of your own
attitudes or existing thought patterns and, if
necessary, examine them critically.
> 2. Fair personnel decisions Very highly
subjective personnel recruitment influenced
by personal values can lead to expensive mistakes or even discrimination, whether consciously or unconsciously. In a recruitment
process, determine in advance what abilities,
what knowledge and what experience are
needed for a certain job. Larger companies
employ formalised procedures as part of their
personnel management policy. Draft the job
description in such a way that it does not
exclude anyone on account of their gender,
age, ethnic background, religion or disability.
Do not just use word-of-mouth recruitment
procedures, but also experiment with entirely
new methods and channels for advertising
jobs. This will open up access to new applicant
groups and to greater choice and diversity.

> 3. Team analysis How diverse is your team?
Conduct a little diversity analysis based on different criteria such as age, gender, nationality or ethnic background, religion or ideology
etc. Consider what demands this makes on
you as a manager or what need for changes
there might be. Consider also on which markets or for which customers you are working
or wish to operate and how the diversity that
exists there is reflected in your company.
> 4. Lead with diversity Completely new demands are made of managerial staff not only
in globally operating companies, but also in
SMEs as teams become more diverse. Particular sensitivity is needed to lead and motivate
teams composed of very different talents. Attempt to conduct an evaluation of your staff
as objectively as possible and free yourself of
possible prejudices. The focus should be on
their performance. In addition, in personnel
management matters and allocation of tasks,
always bear in mind the individual qualifications and potential of your staff.
> 5. Intercultural skills In the age of globalisation and the internet, more and more often
leadership is becoming virtual leadership via
video links or online conferences, and team
members also increasingly come from diverse
cultural backgrounds. This calls for intercultural skills from managers, such as openness,
willingness to learn, emotional intelligence
and intercultural sensitivity. Employees must
also be capable of working together productively in heterogeneous teams. When people
from different cultural groups work together,

Equal opportunities

misunderstandings can quickly arise because
each person brings their own unspoken patterns of behaviour, which are mainly unconscious. Further training opportunities can help
to foster the intercultural skills of employees.
> 6. Respect Respectful treatment and an active feedback culture within the team ensure
that all staff feel equally valued and recognised as individuals with their respective capabilities and capacities. As a manager you
must model mutual respect and respect for
difference, in your manner of communication
and in your management style. When people
are treated respectfully and openly there is no
room for prejudice or stereotyping.
> 7. Team-oriented management style A
management style based on authority, coercion and control is less advisable when leading heterogeneous teams. Encourage the
team to organise itself, allow it freedom to
determine its own actions and to take its own
decisions, and delegate responsibility. Only
then it is possible for different potential to be
developed and for cross-pollination to occur.

> 8. Don’t sweep conflicts under the carpet In any team there are conflicts. When very
different people work together every day, the
risk of arguments or misunderstandings can
be even greater. Try to avoid potential conflicts as far as possible, using a sensitive style
of personnel management, a transparent information policy and prudent organisation of
work processes. But don’t ignore conflicts. Try
to mediate between the disputing parties and
to find solutions together.
> 9. Intervene where necessary Intrigue,
exclusion, insults, sexual harassment and discrimination can represent serious pressures
in the workplace. They do not belong in the
business or in your team! Be sure to take action where boundaries are crossed. Ensure respect for the rules of good collaboration. For
superiors it is often not easy, in view of mutual recriminations, to get a realistic picture of
events or to offer helpful support. If in doubt,
have recourse to external assistance.
> 10. Learn from one another “Mixed“
teams can have incredible dynamism and innovative capacity if the individual members
have space to exchange ideas and to learn
from one another. As a manager, encourage
dialogue between colleagues and create fixed
times, rooms and structures for meeting together (e.g. mentoring or tandem working)
so that your staff can benefit from one another. A threefold win-win situation, which
ultimately benefits you as a manager and the
company.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Create responsibilities It makes sense,
both for smaller and for larger companies, to
designate a person responsible for key diversity issues. This includes recruitment criteria,
identification of resources and recognition of
skills. It is important for the responsible person
to be in close contact with all departments as
diversity is a crosscutting theme in the company and cannot simply be outsourced. All
staff with personnel responsibilities, from
team leaders to the board, must model this
leadership principle.
> 2. More than lip service In order to ensure
diversity and equal opportunities in the company, the promotion of diversity must be enshrined in the mission statement as a business
objective. The mission statement should also
explain what is meant by “respect for diversity“ and how it can be put into practice in everyday life. Implementation is not a short-term
project that can be completed within one or
two years. Diversity management envisages a
longer-term change in the organisation’s culture, towards more openness and respectful
treatment.
> 3. Transparent information Staff in the
company must be given clear information
about actions taken and changes made as
part of diversity management. That is the only
way to gain acceptance among staff, as some
employees could fear that there will be fewer
opportunities for themselves. It is important
that the deliberate advancement of some em-

ployees does not mean fewer opportunities
for advancement for others. Companies and
managers should properly support the specific potential of each employee. To this end,
the company must devise principles, strategies and measures.
> 4. Train managerial staff The entire workforce must be on board for a change in the
organisation’s culture, but in particular managers as role models and motors. It is necessary to create an awareness of diversity and
to communicate its importance for good collaboration and for the success of the organisation. In addition, skills for treating people with
respect (inclusion) should be taught at all levels, starting with managers. Diversity should
form part of any management training!
> 5. Promotion of intercultural skills In
working relations between people of different
origins, those from foreign cultures are often
not given equal treatment. Language problems, lack of communication skills and fear of
the unknown are possible reasons. This can
be countered by the company by creating opportunities for further training and qualifications in intercultural skills, raising awareness
among the workforce in matters of cultural
diversity. The focus should be on recognising
and respecting culturally-conditioned behaviour.

Equal opportunities

> 6. Family-friendliness In order to increase
the proportion of women in the company,
particularly in senior positions, support for the
work-life balance of staff is a key lever. More
flexible working hours and company childcare
facilities are, for example, initial measures to
facilitate the compatibility of career and family for women. If mothers and fathers are systematically supported and find good framework conditions, it is possible in the longer
term to move more women into management
positions and to keep them there.
> 7. Equal opportunities through personnel recruitment There is a need for an HR
policy that guarantees equal opportunities for
all candidates in personnel recruitment and
goes even further by being systematically directed at population
groups that have been
identified in personnel
See chapter
planning with a view to
establishing a diverse
workforce. In recruitment, businesses should
try to be intentional
about addressing and
attracting a variety of talented candidates.
Recruitment fairs for target groups such as
women or people with a migrant background
offer opportunities to present the company
and to establish contact.

Demographic
change

> The personnel recruitment process of organisations must be examined. Basic requirements
for equal opportunities are gender-neutral job
advertisements and job specifications and the
definition of objective selection criteria. In addition, more attention should be paid in job
interviews to the finding that men and women present themselves differently when being
assessed. Lastly, it is necessary to identify capability and not presentation.

> 8. Equal opportunities through human
resources development A fair HR policy
includes equal opportunities for development
and advancement for all staff. This also means
fair salaries. Personnel measures such as staff
appraisals, agreed objectives and assessments
should consider job performance and development irrespective of the individual circumstances of the employee.
> 9. Systematic support and dialogue An
equal opportunity HR policy nevertheless
also takes into consideration the different life
situations and interests of employees. Further
training seminars, support programmes, internal networks or events support and systematically help individual employees and groups to
secure better opportunities in the company.
> 10. Generational diversity Generational
diversity is not just linked to numerical age. It
also comes from the different values and attitudes that staff from different generations
bring to the melting pot in their work. The different values of the generations call not only
for effective teamwork, but also for managerial staff who can create a reciprocal, respectful and motivating working environment for
all age groups. This skill is especially important
where the manager is of a very different age
to the team members.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
Appreciation and “healthy“ management as a
buffer against mental stress and a key to success
> An interview with Dr. Anne-Katrin Krempien, senior physician at
Deutsche Telekom AG

As one of the leading service providers in the field of telecommunications and information technology and
a group with international operations, Deutsche Telekom unites various corporate cultures under one roof. Diversity
and a basic appreciative attitude are key factors in its success. In addition, Deutsche Telekom
pursues a health policy that is designed to strengthen managers in their leadership role, to sensitise them
to the needs of their staff and to reconcile the fulfilment of these needs with the aims of the company. As
Dr Anne-Katrin Krempien, senior physician at Deutsche Telekom, emphasises, “It has been demonstrated that
only a healthy employee can be an efficient employee. That is why preventive healthcare not only benefits individuals but also serves the natural interests of their company. Comprehensive promotion of health is a fundamental principle of sustainable personnel management as well as a pillar on which the intrinsic value of the
company rests.“ A multidisciplinary team of specialists is responsible for a holistic system of corporate health
management which takes due account of demographic factors and the need for sustainable measures.

Under the heading of mental health in the workplace, what is the situation in your company? Are you observing an increase in staff absences related to mental disorders? The
significance of mental disorders is growing, as can be seen very clearly from reports issued by health
insurers. The most recent health report from the company health insurance fund, covering 2011,
stated that the number of days’ sick leave taken by employees with compulsory membership of the
fund had increased more than fivefold since 1976. Mental disorders are on the increase in our group,
as in other companies. At Deutsche Telekom we keep a close eye on such developments and offer
various measures designed to counteract mental stress.
Dr. Anne-Katrin
Krempien

In which areas of activity or hierarchical tiers do you encounter large numbers of mental
problems? What, in your view, are the causes? Our assessments of work demands and the
working environment are based in part on the findings of an employee survey that was conducted in
2010. We asked questions pertaining to mental health for the express purpose of assessing the risk of
psychological stress. We also organised team workshops with in-depth investigations and site visits
in order to identify additional risk factors and to try to eliminate them. Our analyses revealed that
mental problems cannot be associated so much with particular areas of activity or hierarchical tiers
as with the basic conditions in which people work. Heavy workloads and low levels of recognition,
for example, are major sources of mental strain, which is reflected in phenomena such as emotional
exhaustion. You can recognise this exhaustion, for example, when staff take longer to recover from
ailments, sleep badly at night and are not alert in the morning or just live from one weekend to the
next.

Equal opportunities

Why do you think that workloads are perceived to be so heavy? The wider social context
plays an important part in this respect. Demands on individuals are rising and people are expected to
take more responsibility. At the same time, stability factors are in decline – there is less family solidarity and personal contacts play an increasingly minor role. Then there are the demands arising from
globalisation, namely incessantly heavy pressure to perform and compete and the need for constant
contactability as well as flexibility and mobility. Stress has simply increased and that calls for entirely
new strengths.
The second main psychological stress factor cited by staff in the survey was a low level of
recognition … Yes, recognition, appreciation and social support are important adjustment mechanisms to make staff stronger and more resistant to stress. Support from workmates and “healthy“
leadership can cushion mental stress, which is why nurturing social skills is so important. The senior
management team is aware that “healthy leadership“ is an element of the corporate culture that
must be supported and developed at every level of management. It is essential to keep raising awareness among managers of the need to practise a considerate and healthy style of leadership and to
shape working conditions in a way that promotes good health. At the moment we are incorporating
these requirements into our current development programmes for managers.
We are nevertheless aware that stress is sometimes a taboo subject among managers, particularly
if there is any suggestion that they might be personally affected. This is one of the main reasons
why we are offering our managers a web-based training course in mental health this year. This elearning program is designed to sensitise managerial staff at Deutsche Telekom and to enable them
to recognise potential mental stress in themselves and their staff and obtain support from doctors
and psychologists.
What else are you doing to prevent mental stress and mental disorders among your
staff? Besides organisational measures such as optimising processes, eliminating sources of problems and making flexitime models available, we offer our staff and managers a wide range of workshops, through the health service provider BAD, on psychological abnormalities, stress prevention
and counselling to encourage healthy lifestyles. A particularly popular option since 2010 has been
an innovative type of workshop on the subject of emotional and mental resilience. Its purpose is to
make participants aware of their strengths, of the critical situations they have coped with in their
lives, where they drew strength from in such situations and what personal lessons they learned from
them. Our task as the health and safety management team is to provide a range of easily accessible
information channels to raise awareness among employees and managers of the benefits of a healthy
lifestyle and healthy working practices.
What specific forms of assistance do you offer employees who suffer from high stress
levels or work under severe pressure? Employees who are affected in this way can approach the
staff and management advisory service of our health service provider, BAD, which can be contacted
on a free helpline on working days from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m. There is also the option of personal
counselling. More than 50 professional counsellors from BAD endeavour, together with their clients,
to find ways and means of easing or avoiding stressful situations. In extreme cases, instant crisis intervention or emergency psychosocial care are also possible.
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On the preventive side, Deutsche Telekom provides its staff with medical checks, which take the
form of a thorough examination, as part of the corporate system of preventive healthcare. These
preventive examinations, conducted by company doctors, shed light on employees’ current state
of health. The aim is that increased health risks or existing conditions should be diagnosed in good
time so that appropriate measures can be initiated. Needless to say, all medical records are subject
to doctor-patient confidentiality.
What support do you give to employees who resume work after suffering from burnout?
Experience has shown that burnout syndrome results in very lengthy absences. Group employees
in Germany who have been unfit for work for more than six weeks within a year can be assisted in
their return to normal work through the Deutsche Telekom reintegration scheme. A wide range of
individual measures are conceivable under this scheme to enable sick employees to take part in working life again. There are, for example, technical measures, such as adapting workstations, altering
the workplace environment or procuring special technical equipment. There are also organisational
measures, such as adjustments to working hours or break times, changes in the allocation of tasks
or adaptation of performance criteria. Moreover, there is scope for individually focused measures
such as rehabilitation and skills training, whether for the employee’s existing post or for a new job.
In all the listed reintegration options, the employees in question can obtain the assistance of trained
integration managers.
Finally, a brief glimpse into the future: how do you see the ideal workplace that will
preserve the mental health of your company’s staff in the long term? The ideal workplace
at Deutsche Telekom is one that is tailored to employees’ work tasks. It is conducive to efficiency,
motivational and safe and helps employees to remain healthy. There should be a reasonable balance
between workload and job autonomy. Disruptions and interruptions during working hours should be
kept to a minimum and teamwork and exchanges among staff should be encouraged. In the ideal
workplace, open and honest communication should be to the fore. Management teams assess the
various tasks and their performance, give credit for completed work and provide feedback. Last but
not least, managers play a key role in preserving the health of the workforce as models, advisers and
motivators.

Chapter 5

Work
Intensification
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

How can I effectively
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for my staff?
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particularly at times
of high capacity utilisa
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Work Intensification

Introduction

Deadline pressure, the
e-mail avalanche and
multitasking: Why we
have to cope with more
and more all at once
Our everyday working life has changed enormously in the last few years. We
have mobile and flexible working arrangements and are contactable anywhere
after work has ended. New communication technologies make this possible. As
a result, in our working life we have to process information and handle tasks in
increasing volume and increasingly quickly. The pulse is quickening, quite literally.
Our physical and mental capacities are nevertheless limited and this imbalance
translates into stress and overloading. If this state becomes “chronic“, it can harm
health. New solutions must be found in everyday working life to promote and
maintain employees’ health in the face of work intensification and high pressures.
This is a management responsibility, with support from occupational health management and occupational safety and health protection.
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The brave new
world of work
Complex, dynamic, networked – in the age of
globalisation and the internet the way we work
has changed fundamentally. These developments lead to work intensification and new demands on individual employees:
> Technical progress and the development of
information and communication technologies have transformed many professions in
Germany. The internet alone ensures that in
many professions and sectors the information
flow is faster and response times are therefore
shorter.
> Companies are in global competition. This impacts on each individual employee. The constant innovation and performance pressure is
passed on to the workforce.
> Social and economic framework conditions
mean that today we no longer work “lifelong“ for the same employer. Flexibility, in
terms of both geographical mobility and mental fitness for lifelong learning, is an important
quality that is required of employees.

> Germany is a service economy. This makes
particular demands on employees. The ultimate aim is satisfied clients and customers.
The result is high deadline and time pressure.
This may also lead to additional emotional
demands which increase the pressure in the
longer term.
> Blackberrys and smartphones mean that we
can be contacted anytime, anyplace and anywhere for the company. The boundaries between work and private life are blurring. Time
to recover and adjust is thus jeopardised.
> Our world – including the world of work – is
becoming more and more complex. The tasks
that we have to deal with every day are becoming increasingly demanding and diverse.
There is also a growing trend towards simultaneity. Employees must have a range of technical and social skills and the ability to organise
and allocate their own work effectively. This is
also a challenge to companies, which must be
open to new forms of organisation of work.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Economic and technological
developments increase not only
productivity, but also the pace of
work for employees. In order to
combat negative consequences
in the form of mental illness, it is
necessary to identify new strategies and solutions within the
company for dealing with greater
workload and work intensity.

Work Intensification

INFO
What is work intensification?
Work intensification means an increase in the intensity of the workload, i.e. the work
that is done or must be done within a certain time unit increases. This may be the
result of rationalisation, reductions in working hours, alterations to operational processes or times of high capacity utilisation within the company. Consequently, work
intensification is not necessarily accompanied by an increase in productivity.

TAKING A TANGENT
Do not disturb! – Frequent disturbances and interruptions to work
We are all familiar with the situation. You are fully concentrated on writing a tender or on planning the next step in a work process when your e-mail software signals
the arrival of a new message with the highest urgency. Your concentration is disturbed, your adrenaline rises and your train of thought is broken. You are stressed.
New communication technologies have made a significant contribution to creating a situation where we are constantly interrupted in our work and quickly alternate between different activities. Interruptions to work and multitasking have
increased substantially. This can lead to exhaustion and more serious psychosomatic complaints. Scientists have discovered that constant interruptions to work
mean that we are not able to give mental closure to tasks. The unfinished tasks and
problems continue to occupy our minds and literally keep us awake at night.
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Identify problems The greatest difficulty
often lies in actually recognising and identifying the first signs of overloading among
staff. Close your eyes and go through a
typical working day with your team in your
mind. Who complains again about the pile
of unprocessed files in the tray? Who never
actually manages to take a lunch break? Are
there often tensions or loud arguments? Do
conversations fall silent where you enter the
room? Where are mistakes frequently made?
You should answer these questions yourself to
identify overloading on your team at an early
stage and to prevent it from the outset. Look
out for typical signs of stress and overloading
in your staff and take the warning signs seriously. This is one of your tasks as a manager.
> 2. Plan projects intelligently Somehow
there is never enough time in the end. Set up
your project so that you plan for the unexpected and build in time buffers. Try to ensure
an appropriate allocation of tasks and flexible
capacities to which you can have recourse in
the case of time bottlenecks.
> 3. Introduce disturbance-free times We
are often pulled out of our work and have to
deal with various matters at the same time.
Break through the daily ambient noise and
agree fixed disturbance-free times with your
team. Create space for undisturbed work, one
or more hours day, as necessary.

> 4. Avoid e-mail terror Our e-mail account is
constantly washing up unfiltered information.
A quick response is required and this puts us
under pressure. Try to ease the pressure on
your staff by making suitable arrangements.
Which e-mails must be processed immediately
by which employees? And which e-mails can
wait until later or can only be read by certain
staff? Set a time-limit. Respect the fact that
your staff have to switch off, so don’t send
any work-related e-mails after the end of the
working day.
> 5. Minimise time-wasting meetings You
know the feeling? You have various jobs to do,
but do not manage to do them because one
meeting comes after the other. Check whether every meeting is really needed with the
group of people in question. Instead, ensure
that minutes are available for all participants.
> 6. Take proper breaks Worked through the
lunch break again? And your staff eat quickly
now and then at their computers? These are
typical warning signs of stress and can do
long-term damage to health. Breaks are important, to switch off, to eat in peace or to
recharge. Many small breaks spread evenly
over working day are more effective than one
long break. It is also sensible to leave your
workplace, to exercise or to treat yourself to
some peace and quiet when things are hectic
at work. As a manager, ensure that your staff
take the time off to which they are entitled
at the proper times and in sufficient quantity.

Work Intensification
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> 7. Aim to strengthen staff Every person
has strengths and weaknesses and when
employees reach their limits, others can fulfil
their potential and develop their ideas. This
calls for an understanding of people. Managers should make a realistic assessment of the
capabilities of staff. What are the particular
abilities of my staff? What are their strengths?
What tasks can employees manage? Only a
balanced relationship between demands and
individual capabilities can produce lasting
success. New members of staff need special
attention initially in being introduced to their
work tasks.
> 8. Foster a sense of achievement Staff
should have the opportunity to enjoy the results of their work. Words of recognition and
affirmation act as an incentive. If results are
not happening, however, this may be because
an employee is overloaded, and lack of results, coupled with overloading, has a demotivating effect in the long term. Nevertheless,
underutilised employees too cannot fulfil their
potential.
>
Consequently, when allocating tasks, managers should ensure that these are appropriate
to the abilities of the employees in question
and that they are meaningful and preferably self-contained activities. Diverse, varied
tasks are easier to deal with. Allow your staff,
where possible, to have a say and to have
freedom to take decisions. Participation creates satisfaction.

> 9. Establish a culture of appreciation
Particularly in busy, hectic times managers should appreciate dedication from their
staff. A word of acknowledgement acts as
an encouragement and increases the sense of
identification with the work. If employees are
appreciated, they will feel respected, which
is essential to well-being and mental health.
Even where there are the first signs of overloading, it is advisable to talk with staff openly
and fairly and to have a sympathetic ear for
their personal problems. Try to find practical solutions for everyday working life together with your staff. Criticism should only
be voiced in private and never in front of
colleagues, otherwise there may be a loss of
face. You should also acknowledge your own
mistakes frankly and fairly.
> 10. Offer training support Managers
should be aware of the development objectives of their employees in order to be able
to respond with appropriate tasks and training. In general, only agree objectives that can
actually be achieved. As soon as problems
emerge, training in time management, selfmanagement and individual stress management should be envisaged.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Create a healthy corporate culture
A good working atmosphere is the best defence against stress. When values such as
trust, tolerance, transparency and participation are lived out in everyday working life, that
is the ideal basis for a healthy company. The
company and its workforce are then equipped
to combat stress and overloading even at
times of high capacity utilisation and work intensification. A strong and healthy company
has the following characteristics:
• a corporate culture in which collaboration
counts more than competition,
• a transparent communication and information policy,
• an open and respectful working atmosphere,
• systematic personnel and organisational development and employee-oriented leadership (in particular for large companies).
> 2. Organise “good work“ Unclear processes, steep hierarchies, bureaucratic structures
– work intensification and overloading often
have their causes in business structures. Employees find their work particularly stressful if
they do not feel very recognised and involved.
It is therefore important to attack the problem
at its root and to review internal processes
and structures within the company:
• How can work processes be improved, time
flexibility created and interfaces optimised?
• Where are there most frequently interruptions to work and multitasking, and what
can be done to prevent this?

• How can the quality of work be improved,
how can activities be organised in a diverse
manner and where can opportunities be
given for staff to have a say and to take decisions?
> 3. Define clear structures It is perfectly
clear that if you do not know where you
stand, this creates stress. Fixed responsibilities, job descriptions and processes within the
company create reliability and enable staff to
work in secure environment.
> 4. Organise working hours healthily
What are the working time arrangements in
your company? Do employees work in shifts
or always into the evening or at the weekend? How high is deadline and time pressure
on teams? The company should ensure that
its employees do not do too much overtime
and that their relaxation at the weekend or
on days off is safeguarded. This is a question
of good personnel and capacity planning. In
addition, it is healthy to meet the individual
needs of staff as far as possible in operational
planning of shifts. This all reduces sicknessrelated absences and the risk of mistakes or
even accidents.
> Healthy working time arrangements also include breaks. The company can offer support,
for example, by providing an attractive place
for relaxation or exercise facilities. Staff will
then certainly want to leave their workplace
for small breaks during the working day.

Work Intensification

> 5. Allow time out Taking a break goes one
bigger. Some companies offer their staff the
opportunity to take sabbaticals. They take
time out from work life. Income is secured
thanks to savings periods and their return to
work is regulated by contract. Ideally, after six
months, formerly stressed staff will have new
perspectives on life and will bring fresh energy
and ideas. This will benefit both employees
and businesses.

> 9. Train managerial staff Managers are
responsible for ensuring a healthy working
atmosphere in the company, for preventing
work intensification and overloading staff as
a cause of mental illness, and in times of increasing demands and falling staffing levels.
They therefore need the necessary support
from senior management. Training courses on
stress and stress management offer the necessary tools.

> 6. Train your staff Be careful of flexibility!
The boundaries between work and private life
are becoming increasingly blurred. Advantages include flexible time management and autonomy for the individual. One disadvantage
can be even more pressure because many
employees are not able to put into practice
balanced self-management and time management. Training may be helpful here.

> 10. Take employees seriously An early
warning system helps to identify health risks
at an early stage and thus to prevent possible
mental illness among employees. The staff in
the company are the best early warning system. A (regular) workforce survey on work
intensification and overloading can provide
valuable information. What are the subjectively experienced pressures, sources of stress
or disruptive factors? What deficiencies can be
seen in work processes? Such a survey is able
not only to determine individual needs and
sensitivities, but staff also feel that they are
being noticed and involved. If an employee
survey is to be a success, it is important to
communicate the results clearly and to introduce visible solutions.

> 7. Healthy options for slowing down
Many companies have recognised the signs of
the times and offer their staff a varied health
programme, including relaxation techniques,
meditation, yoga and training in time management and self-management. The aim is
to reinforce the staff’s internal resources to
make them fit to face work intensification and
stress.
> 8. Internal or external employee advice
services Internal and external advice services
are almost like support helplines in the company. They can be used by all staff for both
private and work problems. Particularly where
staff are overloaded, there are major inhibitions about complaining to the boss. The advice services act as a first point of contact.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
“Decriminalising sleep“ and other measures
against work intensification and overload
> An interview with Dr. Olaf Tscharnezki, senior physician at
Unilever Holding GmbH

Unilever employs 163 000 people and is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of everyday consumer goods.
The well-being and vitality of its staff are important to the company. The mental health of its workforce is assuming ever greater significance. For this reason, Unilever’s occupational healthcare provision includes measures for
the prevention of mental disorders and for the reintegration of employees after lengthy illnesses. In a health survey
conducted by company’s main administration in 2008, 80 % of employees stated that they experienced work-related
stress, 60 % reported sleep disorders, and 40 % reported symptoms ranging from dysthymia – chronic despondency – to acute depression. The costs incurred by the company as a result of staff absences are huge. For this reason steps have been taken to address the problem from the perspective of staff, managers and the organisation.

You have been working for Unilever for 17 years, and as the senior company physician
you keep a sharp eye on the health of its staff. Have you noticed an increase in illnesses
of a psychiatric nature over the course of time? Yes indeed. Particularly in recent times, in the
years of crisis, there has been a measurable increase in illnesses with psychiatric causes.

Dr. Olaf Tscharnezki

How do you explain this trend? Like all companies, Unilever operates in a wider context of
globalisation, digitisation and deregulation, which naturally have an impact on the demands that
the working world makes of individuals. People have to cope with more complex and difficult tasks
and have to work more flexibly. At the same time, systems of performance-based payment are increasingly common, although this does not mean that more work brings in more money. Industrial
sociologists refer to this as a “gratification crisis“. The situation is exacerbated by welfare cuts and job
insecurity. Pressure on working people has unquestionably increased.
What parts of your company are most affected? Mental disorders can hit anyone. We have,
however, observed a higher incidence in the lower echelons of the company hierarchy. The classic
symptoms of executive burnout – stress, overloading, sometimes even culminating in a heart attack
– affect many employees who have little scope to make their own decisions, who cannot simply pass
on the pressure from above to those below them. These employees’ problems are more likely to
manifest themselves in physical ailments than is the case with staff in higher management positions.
How do you protect your staff from mental stress and assist them when they are under
excessive strain? That begins with a corporate culture in which a healthy workforce is a major
objective. In terms of preventive healthcare, we offer our employees a raft of facilities for healthy eating, recreation, relaxation and reflection, ranging from in-house sporting activities to regular health
promotion days, employee health checks and our external staff counselling service.

Work Intensification

What about this counselling service, the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP)? How
does it work in practice? Our employees can approach our external health counsellors at any time
with work-related or even personal problems. If they so wish, they then receive individual coaching
which is tailored to their needs and which normally comprises three to five sessions. Staff make extensive use of this service, which helps employees to help themselves. In 2009, 20 % of the workforce
used the EAP. The advantage of external counselling services is that they do not give rise to any conflicts of interest or role conflicts, and it is easier to build up trust from outside.
At your headquarters in Hamburg, you have created a relaxation area for staff with massage chairs and music. Is the company fostering its own image or its employees’ health?
Relaxation breaks at work are extremely important for our health, especially during long and stressful
working days. Many people drive their bodies non-stop at 130 miles an hour and completely forget
the need to refuel. That rarely does them any good. Stress must not become a chronic condition. That
is why we set up the oasis: to encourage our staff to take their breaks and to use them for genuine
relaxation, even a short snooze. We are decriminalising sleep, as I always say.
How do you get your managers on board in matters of mental health? Managers have a
very influential role to play in the early detection of health problems, but they are not always able or
willing to exert that influence. A person’s health may well be his or her own business, but managers’
duty of care for their employees must extend to addressing the subject and providing the right working conditions. At Unilever, mental disorders and mental illness are no longer taboo subjects. One
reason for this is that all our managers are required to attend a “WE CARE“ workshop, where they
learn how managers can create a stimulating and productive working environment, how to recognise
and foster the talents and strengths of each individual team member and how to strike a balance between productivity and company values such as openness, honesty, transparency and mutual trust.
In a word, how must companies behave if they are to prevent the development of mental
illnesses? Decently.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
Meeting new requirements and embracing new
values: how a merger with an American group
has influenced daily work routines
> An interview with Michael Sternheim, Senior Employee Health Service
Manager, Whatman GmbH, Dassel

Whatman, a global manufacturer of laboratory and medical diagnostic products, has been part of the GE Healthcare group since April 2008. The company employs 144 people at its Dassel plant in Lower Saxony, where it
manufactures filter papers, filtration devices and products for microbiology laboratories. The transition from
a medium-sized enterprise to an international group brought changes, not only in terms of business management but also cultural and social changes. New requirements, value issues and the English language became
part of the everyday work process. The transition has not been easy for all the firm’s employees, some of
whom feel overloaded and are frequently ill. Whatman cares for the physical and mental health of its employees; to this end, it set up a holistic health programme several years ago, for which it was awarded the German corporate health prize by the German Federal Association of Company Health Insurance Funds.

Michael Sternheim

What is behind the health programme? A particular feature of our HealthAhead programme is
that it is centred on the personal health of each employee. The programme has eight components
that operate at various levels and provide the basis for practical action. For example, it covers traditional medical prevention, healthy eating, sport and helping smokers to quit tobacco. Another important element is stress management. To this end we offer various training courses and a range of
information material. The interesting thing about our programme is that it is in permanent flux. New
measures and sub-programmes are constantly being developed. Employees are given the opportunity to work in health teams and play an active part in designing these sub-programmes. HealthAhead
is well received and even impacts on employees’ private lives, although there is still a great deal to
be done.
As part of the health programme, Whatman conducted an employee survey last year on
the situation on the shop floor. How did this come about? Over the last few years the total
number of days’ sick leave registered for our staff has risen significantly. We wanted to investigate
the reasons for this, which is why we conducted an employee survey at the start of this year on the
situation on the shop floor.
What were the findings of this survey? Interestingly, there are differences between departments. The responses indicate that staff on the production side are most keenly aware of mental
stress. We have not yet drawn any final conclusions as to why this should be, since we are still at the
stage of gathering information. There are signs, however, that superiors and workmates have something to do with it; even within the workforce, interaction does not seem to be as good as it could be.
Moreover, it is noticeable that production staff in particular have been voicing complaints about their
working conditions. These relate to cold, heat, draughts, etc., but also to inadequate provision of
drinks in the workplace. And we all know that bodily discomfort affects the mind too. We are trying
to identify the precise reasons for dissatisfaction so that we can take appropriate countermeasures.
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Is it possible that the mental pressure felt by staff is also connected with heavy workload? Have work processes become more intensive since the merger? Yes, that is possible.
We now expect greater flexibility from our staff, for example. Over the past three years, we have
gradually switched from narrow specialisation to flexible deployment. This means that staff must be
able to perform various types of work, depending on the part of the production process where their
services are required at any given time. This has created heavier demands on individuals. For example,
an employee who has previously worked exclusively on a particular machine must now be able to
operate other types of machinery. Depending on production requirements, employees may therefore
have to change workstations and work with a different set of colleagues.
This relates to production workers, but what about managers? The demands made of managers have also increased. For some years now we have no longer been a typical SME but an international undertaking. Managers have had to come to terms with new ideas, new requirements
and new values with which they had never been confronted in this way. Then there is the English
language as well as many new aspects of computer technology. The whole landscape of the work
process has changed. When we were an SME, our managers could still make their own decisions
about work processes, but now they must submit to the hierarchy of the parent company for the
sake of compatibility.
How do you help your staff to deal with these challenges? We train those who are in positions of command, and we offer instruction in stress management for all managerial staff. Under our
health programme we offer preventive measures for all employees. Among other things, we make
training courses available and offer external counselling. Many of our managers have been promoted
from our own shop floor. They possess excellent technical skills but must be trained and assisted in
the acquisition of leadership qualities.
What, in your view, makes a good superior? Good superiors must motivate their staff, particularly when entering uncharted waters, and must be able to kindle enthusiasm for new developments.
They must assist staff so that they can perform the requisite tasks correctly. They should also ensure
that their staff acquire the necessary skills and qualifications. I believe that a good manager must also
be able to delegate responsibility and must also ensure, of course, that all resources are made available. In addition, he must have his staff work as a team and not as disconnected individuals. And, last
but not least, he must make the time to lend an ear whenever problems arise.
One final question: in the context of your company, how do you see the ideal workplace?
First of all, everything has to be right in terms of its physiology. The workplace must be clean and
tidy. Second, the employee working there should be in a team in which he finds satisfaction and with
which he enjoys interacting. Third, everyone should have a superior who enables them to experience
the workplace in precisely this way. Fourth, they should have ample opportunity to raise any issues
which, in their eyes, appear to pose problems. Fifth, they should experience how these matters are
dealt with constructively. I believe that these five
conditions, taken together, make for lasting mental
health.

Foto: Whatman GmbH
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

What can the company
do to support me
in my management

responsibilities?

What can the company
do to guarantee the
successful reintegration
of staff suffering
mentally illness?

How can I recognise
that employees are
under mental strain?

What can I do
to support
stressed staff?
How can I suppo
rt
employees who r
eturn to work
after a mental il
lness?

Burnout

Introduction

Burnout –
A fashionable cliché or
a serious problem?
At least 20 % of employees experience a psychological crisis in the course of their
working lives. The feeling of being overloaded by daily work stress and burnt out
has developed into a widespread phenomenon. For managers it is not easy to
distinguish whether employees are actually under excessive stress or whether the
idea of burnout is being used as a cliché, but the fact remains that as a manager
you are confronted with these issues. More and more people are experiencing
psychological crises and many of them are on sick leave for weeks and months.
One of your tasks as a manager is to identify the first signs of psychological problems in your staff, to talk to those affected and, if necessary, to provide appropriate
help. In a very serious case where an employee is ill for a longer time, you play a
key role in their reintegration.

INFO
What psychological problems are most relevant in businesses?
Depressive disorders: Mood swings, sadness and dejection are part of life. Depression
occurs where a feeling of absolute dejection persists for a disproportionately long time
and can no longer be controlled by the sufferer. Suicidal thoughts sometimes occur.
People who are suffering mental exhaustion often develop depressive symptoms. Stress
can have adverse effects on an existing depressive state, but stress can also produce
depressive symptoms in people who have not previously suffered depressive states.
Anxiety disorders: Anxiety is perfectly normal. An anxiety disorder means that
a person has a very serious anxiety reaction without there being any corresponding
threat. Stress can be a catalyst for an acute anxiety crisis.
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The stresses and strains
of everyday life
Causes of burnout and other stress-related
mental problems
Modern life makes great demands on our minds.
The average employee is expected to be a teamplayer and to respond flexibly and creatively to
the demands of the daily work routine. They
should always be ready to adapt to changes, to
learn new things and to offer exceptional commitment for the successful completion of a task
or a project. Many employees like to meet these
demands, and become overloaded almost as a
matter of course. The following factors place
strain on the mind:
> Little freedom: Someone who has a lot of
work to do, but has little freedom to make
decisions on how they can complete that task
is subject to a high degree of stress. This is
not only true of assembly line workers. Bank
employees or nurses who are required to act
on customers’ wishes or in a straightjacket of
bureaucratic requirements can also, for example, suffer stress on account of too little
freedom. Similarly, constant time pressure or
unclear performance targets can lead to staff
feeling that they are unable to act and are under heavy pressure.
> Lack of appreciation: People who do not
feel properly appreciated suffer from stress,
as has now been shown by many studies.
Proper appreciation means a salary that the
person perceives to be fair, the prospect of
development opportunities and – this is particularly important – personal appreciation
from colleagues and superiors.

> Insecurity: Employees who fear for their jobs
are highly stressed. The job does not necessarily have to be under real threat. Many companies also “play“ with the insecurity of employees in the belief that this will keep them
“on their toes“. But the opposite is the case,
as stress paralyses employees in the long term
or makes them ill.
> Lack of social support: If teams are repeatedly reconfigured, social networks constantly
have to be re-established. To whom can I
turn for support? Who are the experts? Who
can I look after? All these questions must be
answered each time there is a restructuring
and this places strain and pressure on many
employees.
> Private life: An increasingly number of employees face additional pressure from private
demands such as parenting, care for sick
parents, divorce and other life crises. Happy
events like the birth of a child or buying a
house can also at times place employees at
the limit of their capacity.

The bottom line
For many people it is part of everyday
life to feel stressed. In nearly every job
there are areas in which employees come
under pressure. It may well be that you
have staff who are already under heavy
mental strain. Periods of greater stress
can occur in particular during or after
restructuring and where an employee
is given a new area of responsibility.

Burnout

INFO
The phenomenon of burnout – The process of mental exhaustion
We all know times when we feel extremely strained and exhausted. After a stressful
job, when one project follows the next, when a major change drains our energies.
Normally we will recover by ourselves when times are quieter again, but if there are
no longer any quieter times, long-term stress can causes illness. The risk of heart attack,
hearing loss, infection and mental problems increases rapidly. It is therefore worth
identifying and combating the signs of exhaustion.

INFO
How to identify employees who are under mental strain:
• Obvious psychological strain: depressed mood over a longer period, constant
complaining and generally negative view of things, extending to sarcasm; constant
complaints about physical ailments (pains, sleeping problems, long-term infections etc.)
for which the doctor cannot find a cause
• E xpressions of strong anxiety or weariness
• Changes in social behaviour: insecurity, social withdrawal, excessive irritability and impatience
• Striking losses of performance: slower work, reduced efficiency (for example unnecessary
overtime) or dwindling commitment, conspicuous control over own work, more mistakes
• Considerable amount of time off: frequent absences, repeated lateness
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Identify mental pressures and take
them seriously An employee who could
previously deal well with criticism suddenly
becomes angry when you criticise them. An
employee who has always liked to take on additional duties seems completely overloaded
or unnerved by a small request. Unfortunately
there cannot be a precise “checklist“ of the
symptoms of psychological stress, but a common feature of all symptoms is that the
employee was previously different. It is most important to
See GUIDE
take your perception seriously.
If you notice changes, that is
sufficient reason to take a
closer look and to make frank
enquiries in a friendly, interested manner.

When employees
seem to be stressed Suggestions for
conversations

> 2. Develop personal resources As a manager you have direct influence on the pressure levels in your team. In particular when
the workload is especially high or uncertainty
arises on account of yet another restructuring,
you can protect your staff against excessive
stress. Using the right management style you
can even gradually develop your employees’
personal sources of strength and resistance.
> For example, understand that your staff have
to relax and even switch off and that they
have other interests and areas of life apart
from work. Enable them to reconcile their private life where you can, for instance by supporting flexible working hours or even ensuring that you do not send work-related e-mails
after the end of the working day.

> 3. Reduce stress levels in your team: everyone does what they can Employees who
are motivated and deal with tasks which they
can handle and they enjoy can also cope with
high demands. Consequently, it is important
for employees to have a realistic perception of
their abilities and skills and to undertake further training where necessary. As a manager,
you are the facilitator of these processes. If
you know the strengths and development objectives of your employees, you can allocate
tailor-made tasks and be systematic about
suggesting further training and development.
You lay the foundation for the resilience and
efficiency of your staff. Stress caused by overloading or listlessness is reduced and engagement and identification with work and with
the company increase.
> 4. Reinforce social energy sources High
demands are tolerable in a good team. If employees help and support one another, stress
levels within the team will automatically fall.
It is important that you encourage your staff
to work together. Reward collaboration more
than competition. Perhaps introduce mentors for new employees or give an employee
the opportunity to tell colleagues about an
exciting conference. It is also important that
you accept informal discussion such as chats
around the coffee machine and cultivate communal times.

Burnout

> 5. Objectives, why not? But with a crash
barrier It is no longer enough today to agree
objectives with staff. In many cases problems
only occur in implementation of the objective,
for example because key framework conditions change. When agreeing objectives, also
ask: “What practical steps lead towards the
objective? What will the employee do if there
is a problem?“ In a well-functioning team, you
can even arrange contact with colleagues
who already know about the subject. Remain
approachable if there are questions or difficulties.
> 6. Take a stand Employees become stressed
when managers simply hand down unachievable targets “from above“. Of course, such
unrealistic targets come from senior management. However, as a manager there are several ways you can reduce the pressure created. You can actively raise objections to these
targets yourself. You can make it clear within
the team that the problem exists and consider
together how the targets can be adjusted or
organised and what priorities should be set,
so that it is manageable for everyone.
> 7. Examine your own prejudices Do you
consider employees who complain about too
much stress or suffer mental problems to be
weak? Not cut out for working life? Be aware
that psychological crises can hit anyone.
Those affected often even have a particularly
high degree of creative potential, are sensitive and dedicated, and thus an asset to your
team.
> 8. Keep an eye on personal balance Anyone who is themselves under serious stress
develops tunnel vision. This means that under
stress you will perform your functions, but
lose sight of your staff and the mood within
your team. The motivation and efficiency of
your team may suffer severely. Only managers who themselves know how to sets limits
for stress, how to keep calm even in turbulent
times, how to switch off and relax, are able to
fulfil their personnel responsibilities.

> 9. Serious cases – How to support employees who are ill The longer an employee
is on sick leave, the more difficult it is for them
to return to the workplace. All psychological
crises are generally protracted, and nearly
all those who suffer burnout, depression or
other psychological problems battle with the
question “Will I be able to settle back into my
team at work?“ As a manager, you play a key
role:
> • Keep in contact with the employee. If you
yourself do not have a close relationship
with the employee, a colleague or a representative of the works council, the personnel department etc. can stay in touch. A
card with best wishes for a good recovery
is a first step in ensuring that contact is not
lost. If you have a very good relationship
with the person concerned, a personal visit
may be perfectly appropriate – but ask first.
> • Give the employee information about the
support available within the company and,
in case of interest, make contact with the
integration team.
> 10. Reintegration into everyday working
life When the employee is back at the company, don’t treat them as a sick person. The
employee will benefit from a clear, respectful conversational tone – this will give them
assurance – but they should not be wrapped
in cotton wool. Tell the employee that they
certainly have options and opportunities to
influence their situation when their return to
their job, which they should take.
> Proactively support gradual reintegration. This
means that as a manager you have to invest
time and effort, but it is likely that with this
support your employee will be properly reintegrated into their job. This will benefit you
and the employee in question.
> Long-term changes for individual employees
work only if consideration is also given to the
team. For employees who have already experienced a psychological crisis, confidential
handling of sensitive information is extremely
important. If information is passed on to colleagues, this should be only after consultation. Otherwise the rule for communication
with the team is a little information as possible, as much information as necessary.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Fight burnout with corporate values
Burnout and other mental problems for employees do not come from nowhere, but often have a breeding ground within the company. A working environment characterised
by community-oriented values and less by
profit maximisation and internal competition
automatically reduces the drop-out rate. This
means above all an open communication culture, particularly across levels of hierarchy, a
culture of recognition and respect, and a culture of participation in which employees can
have their say.
> In order to offer genuine help to mentally
stressed or ill staff, a corporate culture is
needed in which mental illness is not a taboo.
Unfortunately, that is not yet always the case
in practice. An openness about mental illness
is a precondition for more extensive prevention measures. Real prevention works only if
support for mental health is firmly embedded
in a company’s objectives and culture and
if top management adopts a proactive approach from the outset.
> 2. Offer a preventive health programme
“Yes“ to health! Every larger company offers
information, advice and training in health
matters, such as relaxation techniques, back
exercises, yoga, stress management, time
management and work-life balance. Many
people actually find more balance and health
as a result of these courses. SMEs which cannot afford a health programme of their own
can and should still act in matters of health
prevention. For example, it is an option to
work with external health providers. Under
the Jahressteuergesetz 2009 (2009 Annual
law on tax) SMEs can now also save taxes if
they promote employee health.

> 3. Introduce a “health check“ in the
company Regular surveys and analyses on
employee health, e.g. as part of a risk assessment, give the company an objectified insight
into the assessment of working conditions and
their effects on employee health, satisfaction
and motivation. Only then can weaknesses
and strengths be identified so as to tailor occupational health management activities as
closely as possible to the needs. Such surveys
should definitely include the subject of stress
and mental strain, as this will also give managers meaningful data for their departments.
> 4. Train managerial staff Managers hold
the reins when it comes to prevention and
early detection of mental strain on staff and
support for employees returning to work after
a sickness. In practice, however, there is often
still great uncertainty. In many companies the
subject of “burnout“ is a taboo; those suffering mental illness are afraid of being open
about their illness for fear of prejudice or exclusion. Managers suppress warning signs or
shy away from approaching affected staff because they simply do not know how to broach
the subject. Management training courses
are helpful here, for example on subjects like
“Talking to stressed employees”, “Dealing
with sick employees”, “Burnout prophylaxis”,
“Healthy leadership” or “Reintegration”. Support can also be provided by company guidelines which practically describe processes and
support opportunities available in the company.

Burnout

> 5. Internal and external staff counselling services “I can’t cope any longer!” Many
companies offer internal or external staff
counselling services which can be used if
problems arise, e.g. in the form of telephone
helplines. Managers are also able to obtain
advice, for instance on dealing with mentally
stressed or ill employees. This can even lead
to longer-term coaching or supervision.
See GUIDE

> 6. Establish fixed contact points – Build trust
Know where to get support.
When it comes to the subject
of mental health, competent
and reliable individuals within
the company who act as fixed
contact points are particularly
> important. They can be in the personnel department, in the social counselling unit, from
among the representatives of employees with
disabilities or from within the integration
team. The contact persons should provide information that is relevant to those affected,
such as addresses of therapists, and enable
quick access to appointments with psychiatrists or therapists. They can also arrange
cooperation with treatment centres or outpatient clinics that can be used by sufferers.

What is an
Employee Assistance
Programme?

> 7. Utilise networks Companies can reap
benefits if they get involved in networks on
the subject of psychosocial health. This will
give them access to technical information and
know-how and practical suggestions based
on best-practice solutions. In addition, it may
be helpful to have dialogue on the subject
with managers beyond the boundaries of the
company.
> 8. Works agreements on mental health
Works agreements on the subject of mental
health are negotiated between the employer
and the works council and lay down binding rules governing principles for action and
measures to protect mental
health in the workplace and

See GUIDE

Timetable for ion
gradual reintegrate
according to th ”
“Hamburg Model

the support measures taken by the company
in the case of illness. The ultimate aim is to
create certainty of action for everyone involved in the company.
> 9. Influence successful reintegration If an
employee is unfit for work for a continuous
period longer than six weeks within twelve
months or even generally, the employer has
responsibility for initiating a occupational integration management programme (on the
statutory basis of Paragraph 84 of the Socialgesetzbuch (SGB) IX). The aim is to overcome
the current phase of frequent incapacity for
work and to prevent new periods of sickness
occurring. Reintegration in the company must
be supported by a integration team. The employee undergoing reintegration should identify someone from the team as a confidential
representative and central contact person, as
staffing continuity and trust are crucial for
those concerned and for successful reintegration.
> 10. One step at a time: benefits of gradual reintegration In the last few years “gradual reintegration“ has proven to be particularly
valuable. In this case employees resume their
work one step at a time. During the period of
gradual reintegration the employee continues
to be on sick leave. This model offers a great
deal of flexibility for individual arrangements.
Employees are able gradually to increase their
working hours and ideas for changes can be
put into practice together. The period of reintegration generally lasts between six weeks
and six months, but can stretch to twelve
months. Participation by employees is voluntary and must also be approved by the company, the supervising doctor and the health
insurance fund. The success rate is high.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
Together we’re better – A successful model of
cooperation for improved health in the workplace
> An interview with Dr. Birgit Leineweber (Salzgitter Health Insurance

Fund) and Dr. Bernhard Koch and Berndt Marquardt (Salzgitter AG)

The long-standing German company Salzgitter AG is now a European leader in the fields of steel and technology,
employing around 25 500 people. One of its guiding principles is the special importance it attaches to the health of
its employees. The cooperation model developed by Salzgitter AG is an outstanding example of how employees affected by mental health problems can receive rapid and effective assistance with a minimum of red tape. The company
has worked together with its in-house doctors, the Salzgitter Health Insurance Fund and the Braunschweig-Hanover
statutory pension scheme to build up an exemplary support system characterised by close links between everyone
involved in treating a patient or bearing the associated costs. The end result is seamless provision of treatment aimed
at allowing employees to resume work within the company to the best of their abilities once they have recovered.

Dr. Birgit Leineweber

Dr. Bernhard Koch

Bernd Marquardt

Both the company and its employees stand to benefit from the early detection of risk
factors for psychological stress so that problems can be prevented right from the start.
What action do you take to prevent mental illness? The first thing we do is to assess the risk
of psychological stress through structured interviews carried out by panels of experts. We are one of
the few companies to carry out such comprehensive risk assessments but our efforts are amply repaid
by the many insights we gain. We send out a key message to our employees in the process by letting
them know that their mental health is important to the company, as well as furthering another of
our aims by raising awareness of the problem. The information we have disseminated throughout the
company has ensured that psychological stress and mental health problems are no longer a taboo
subject. This is shown by the profiles of those requesting treatment, for example, with many of our
male employees from every age bracket being very open to the idea. We also have to be very perceptive, and maybe take a closer look when someone comes to us with back pain.

Burnout

Could the back pain be caused by mental health problems? There is still room for improvement as regards the medical care on offer in Germany, particularly when it comes to mental illness.
Patients can face a long wait for their first course of treatment, for example. More thought also needs
to be given to bridging the gap between the healthcare system and the workplace.
In what ways does your system represent an improvement? Our cooperation model means
that we can provide employees suffering from mental health problems with rapid and effective assistance, and our support system ensures that they receive integrated care and a genuinely seamless
cascade of treatment, if that is what they need. Everyone works closely together, from the in-house
doctors, the company’s health insurance fund and the German statutory pension scheme through to
the Braunschweig University of Technology and the Hanover Medical School, which act as our partners for in-patient and out-patient treatment up until rehabilitation. The company’s health insurance
fund is responsible for case management and for coordinating individually tailored measures at any
stage of the patient’s illness. Most importantly of all, these measures are put in place promptly. We
can arrange an initial appointment within 14 days. The initial contact involves a diagnostic consultation, during which the problem is discussed with the patient and possible solutions are identified. If
the patient is having trouble sleeping, for example, does he or she need help with a specific health
complaint, or is the case so acute that out-patient psychotherapy is required?
What is your recipe for success? Efficient organisational structures are always the product of
work by dedicated individuals. A good example would be our in-house doctors, who enjoy high
levels of trust. We always say that they provide an even better service than a family doctor. High
professional standards and a certain amount of pragmatism are also taken as a given by all of the
different partners involved. The simple fact of the matter is that we all work well together and enjoy
doing so. Everyone puts their personal interests to one side and it’s important not to underestimate
how important that can be. We cooperate in many more areas now than back in 2004, and so over
the years we have learned to trust each other. This is an important factor for both parties when it
comes to avoiding red tape; for example, the statutory pension scheme frequently releases us from
the obligation to obtain a second opinion because we both have a great deal of confidence in each
other’s working practices and judgements.
What have you learned about the best ways of reintegrating patients into the workplace after treatment? The focus
of reintegration should still be the patient and he or she should
help to decide on a course of action. What generally happens is
that the patient works together with a team of in-house doctors
and support workers to draw up a workplace recommendation
based on the discharge report. The recommendation must give
a clear indication of the employee’s specific capabilities as well as
any potential issues and may even result in a fresh start in a different department. Patients suffering from mental health problems
also have to be honest with themselves, since keeping quiet and
hoping the problems will go away achieves nothing. It’s also important for patients to build up relationships of trust with in-house
doctors and for the company to provide its employees with full
support.

Foto: Salzgitter AG
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Foto: Salzgitter AG

What can other companies and stakeholders learn from your model? We believe that there
are four key points, the first of which is that companies should place more emphasis on employee
care. People are increasingly judging potential future employers on their commitment to the provision of in-house healthcare and the scope of such provision. The second point is that companies
should forge alliances with health insurance funds, and the third is that the health insurance funds
themselves should focus more on corporate cooperation, since they are in an ideal position to handle
certain tasks such as case management. Fourthly, the statutory pension scheme and the health insurance funds should work more closely as partners.
Finally, what would be your one wish to ensure that people can remain healthy and
happy at work for as long as possible? What we would like most of all is greater awareness of
mental health issues among managers, since their behaviour and their leadership style have a decisive impact on the health of their teams. If we had our way, everyone would start their morning by
“reading the mood“ of their fellow workers instead of by checking to see whether their inbox is full.

Chapter 7

Conflict
Management
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

How,

How do I
recognise conﬂicts
in my team?
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What can the company
do to foster
healthy and
productive work?

Conflict Management

Introduction

A constructive
approach to conflicts
Where people come together, there are always conflicts. These play out differently depending on character and temperament: verbose, strident, aggressive,
dispassionate or silent. Dealing with conflicts correctly is something that has to be
learnt. The question “Who is to blame?“ is as unhelpful as railroading your own
opinion. When a conflict is properly resolved, both sides feel at the end that they
have achieved their aim, at least partially. There is a win-win situation. Conflicts
also always have a good side. They highlight places where things are not running
optimally in the company. This often produces the necessary impetus for change,
and the disputing parties learn that many things can often be seen quite differently with some distance and from another perspective. A constructive approach
to conflicts makes it possible to draw positive lessons from differences of opinion,
which can enrich the team and the company. Nevertheless, it is better to prevent
conflicts and to create internal structures that help to avoid conflicts.

12,5 Mrd
€

Bullying costs
In the Federal Republic at present, of the 37 million or so
people in gainful employment, more than one million are
bullied. According to estimates, the loss of production
resulting from bullying represents around EUR 12.5 billion.
(Source: Meschkutat, B.; Stackelbeck, M.; Langenhoff, G.: Der Mobbing-Report, 2002)

50 %

Bullying and managers
The results of the report on bullying have shown that around half
of all conflicts that are described by those concerned as bullying
emanate from superiors or take place with their involvement.
(Source: Meschkutat, B.; Stackelbeck, M.; Langenhoff, G.: Der Mobbing -Report, 2002)

> INFO
Intervene, but how?
Many people believe that if you just talk about your problem, that is halfway to resolving
it. This may be true in some cases but not where the underlying causes are tangible. So it is
important to manage a dispute in a professional manner so that once it has ended not all
the bridges have been burnt, but those involved can work together in collaboration again.
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“An eye for an eye and
a tooth for a tooth”
doesn’t help anyone
Many companies make efforts to avoid conflict
escalation and bullying because they have learnt
how expensive it is to resolve cases that arise.
This can be done through the planned management of internal measures; there are many
areas of action. The general principle is that in
a pleasant and motivating working atmosphere
conflicts can be successfully prevented.
Nevertheless, there are always conflicts in daily
business life. If these lead to internal resistance,
they block our creativity and enthusiasm and
hamper productive collaboration. In particular,
smouldering, suppressed conflicts can poison
the working atmosphere. Action must be taken
so that productive cooperation becomes possible once again.

> If colleagues avoid one another, are withdrawn or often absent, this might indicate
that they have a problem with one another
or that something is wrong within the team.
> Unresolved conflicts cost time and money,
particularly in the workplace because the
conflicting parties use a considerable proportion of their working hours to deal with the
conflict rather than with their own work. The
parties’ expend their energy on the conflict.
> Conflicts put the familiar and the proven under examination and are thus an important
impetus for processes of change and development. Changes are often the result of conflicts
where the old is replaced by the new.

> A conflict may arise if attention is not paid
to mutual interests, if those involved are dependent on one another or if there is harm on
a relational level.
> Conflicts do not suddenly arise; most have a
prehistory and begin to loom quietly and inconspicuously. The first signs are almost unnoticeable. Difficulties are exaggerated and
differing views are insisted on or frequently
contradicted.
> If the team talks more about each other than
with each other, then something is wrong. If
condescending remarks are often to be heard,
staff try to denounce their colleagues or intrigues are rife, that is a sign of conflicts that
needs to be taken seriously.

The bottom line
Conflicts highlight unresolved problems. They are important indicators
that something is not right within
the team or within the company.
They are therefore signs of necessary change. Conflicts also offer
opportunities. In order to utilise
these opportunities constructively,
the conflicts must be addressed
and resolved. That is where your
responsibility lies as a manager.

Conflict Management

INFO
When is it actually bullying?
Bullying is not the result of a one-off transgression, but is based on repetition. If someone is constantly only allocated tasks that are below or above
their abilities, if they are not allowed to deal with relevant tasks any longer,
or they miss out on important information, that is workplace bullying.
In addition, bullying can also happen at social level. The reputation of the person in
question is harmed. If someone is repeatedly given disparaging looks, if they are cut
off and their opinion no longer counts, then that person is possibly being bullied.
Those who are bullied by a boss have a particularly hard time. Downward bullying is therefore especially oppressive because it is very difficult to escape the
situation. In many cases, the person concerned becomes ill, has to accept salary cuts and sees the only way out for themselves as giving their notice.

TAKING A TANGENT
Conflict prevention
Within a business there are many key
operational areas that can be highlighted in respect of conflict prevention. Almost everywhere there are
initial steps that can be optimised by
prevention measures. One area is prudent human resources development:
> Insufficient staffing can lead to constant
excessive demands on teams. If employees are always working at the limit of
their capacity and accrue a large amount
of overtime, negative consequences
are to be expected in the long term.
> New recruits must be well motivated
and transparently monitored. Temporary
staff, casual labour or outside companies should not be the solution in the
long term, as they can create unrest
among permanent staff. One proven

method has been to involve the employees concerned in the recruitment
process, as effective long-term collaboration often depends on “chemistry“.
> Managers in particular should be carefully selected, and not only on the basis
of their technical competence. Social
behaviour and leadership competence are
also criteria that must be taken seriously.
> As the integration period for new recruits
can be a catalyst for conflicts and bullying, the induction process should be
carefully designed. The direct superior
must be involved and patience has to be
shown. New staff often have to learn
much more than assumed, in terms of
technical information and companyrelated and informal knowledge.
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Get involved or let it go? Managers often do not know whether to get involved in
arguments between staff or when is the right
time to do so. Your central task is to ensure
that your staff do the necessary work. Therefore, you should only intervene in conflicts
that impair job performance or clearly affect
the atmosphere in the team.

See GUIDE

> 2. Discover the roots of the conflict In order successfully to resolve a conflict, as a first
step you must establish the roots of the conflict. What are the actual causes of the conflict? Where are there conflicting
interests? What emotions are involved? Talk about conflicts openly
and bring the parties around a
table to find out more about the
background. It is necessary to
allow sufficient time at a disturbance-free, neutral location. Your
own office or the employees’
workplace are not very suitable.
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> 3. Bullying: nip it in the bud Especially if
you observe bullying in your team, you should
be proactive as a manager and talk to the
parties immediately about the conflict. Don’t
make sweeping judgements, but identify the
causes together and look for solutions that
are acceptable to everyone.

> 4. Am I part of the conflict myself? Ask
the question whether you as a manager might
possibly be part of the conflict or are emotionally too heavily involved. If the answer is
“yes“, you should pass on the moderation of
the conflict to someone else
> 5. Don’t press for a solution If you want
to practise professional conflict resolution,
you should not give prominence to your own
ideas for solutions. Your task is give structure to the discussion. The adopted solution
should be devised by the conflicting parties
themselves.
> 6. Feelings at play Practical problems are
often very quickly accompanied by negative feelings, so conflicts are generally very
emotionally straining, both for the opposing
parties and for those involved only indirectly,
such as colleagues, superiors, staff and people in the private sphere. You should recognise that the parties to the dispute may have
strong feelings, and permit these. In the mediation try to separate the relational level from
the factual level. Visualising points of conflict
on flipcharts may be helpful.
> 7. Reformulation helps Try to reformulate
accusations as interests. When accusations
gain the upper hand in the discussion, it is
possible quickly to lose sight of the interests
at stake. Help your staff to establish what interests lie behind their accusations.

Conflict Management

> 8. Maintain neutrality It is crucial to a successful conflict resolution meeting that the
facilitator adopts a neutral position. So do not
favour either party to the conflict. It is important always to get the views of both sides. If
you are not neutral, have recourse to an impartial arbitrator or mediator.
> 9. A win-win situation Review the ideas for
solutions put forward together with the parties to the conflict. The jointly devised conflict
resolution should be satisfactory for both parties to the conflict. Only a win-win situation
for all sides is sustainable in the long term.
> 10. End with an agreement At the end of
a successful conflict resolution meeting, you
should always make an agreement on how
the parties to the conflict can work with each
other again. It is important that you subsequently review the practical application of any
agreements reached.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Be clear! In order to be proactive in preventing conflicts, objectives and structures
should be communicated clearly and comprehensibly within the company. Staff often
complain that it is not clear to them where the
company stands or in what direction it wishes
to head, or that processes and responsibilities
are not clearly set out. If staff do not know
who precisely is responsible for what, there
will be misunderstandings, competition and
friction, an ideal breeding ground for conflicts.
> 2. Involve employees If employees are involved in developing company targets and
strategies, they identify more strongly with
the company than employees who do not
know what they as an individual can contribute. A high degree of acceptance of an
employees’ own work tasks fosters a strong
identification with the company, and positive staff with high job satisfaction generally
approach problems in the daily routine in
a relaxed and solution-oriented manner.
> 3. Create a sense of community Community not competition. A corporate philosophy
that encourages solidarity and collegiality
between employees is the best way to nip
conflict in the bud. Companies that focus
on mutual success rather than competition
within their workforce eliminate the basis for
possible conflicts.

> 4. Open communication versus whispering and secrecy Conflicts thrive in an atmosphere of insecurity, fear and silence. An open
corporate and communication culture is the
best defence against conflicts between staff.
When information is communicated clearly
to everyone, the rumour mill stays silent. This
also means openly discussing conflicts and
addressing them together, as only then can
there be improvements for the company.
> 5. Bullying? No thanks Bullying in the workplace is a very serious problem. Bullying can
often be seen in companies where there is
inadequate human resources development,
deficient organisation of work processes and
a poor working atmosphere. Where responsibilities are vague, responsibility is not taken
or decisions are not taken transparently, there
can be a breeding ground for bullying. The
best way to avoid bullying is through preventive structures within the company.
> 6. Pick up those who are affected by
bullying A business effectively prevents
bullying from occurring by making organisational changes, such as setting up an in-house
counselling centre or a complaint system and
concluding a works agreement. Further proven preventive measures include information
campaigns using leaflets and other internal
media and the appointment of a representative for bullying.

Conflict Management

> 7. Conflict prevention Interpersonal conflicts often arise as a result of conflicting interests, fights for position, role conflicts or differences in status. A prudent HR policy helps
to prevent conflicts. Consequently, changes
in the company, in the command structure
or task organisation for example, should be
closely monitored. Are people being promoted? Are there new appointments? Are roles
being reassigned?
> 8. Organise work in a way that causes
as little conflict as possible The organisation of work processes within the company
determines well-being or displeasure in the
workplace. It is often a basis for conflict. The
organisation of work can be optimised using
various levers: allocation of tasks, structuring
of processes, definition of responsibilities and
competences, and rules for collaboration.

> 9. Train managerial staff Businesses should
empower their managers to prevent conflicts
in their teams, to recognise conflicts and to
mediate between those involved. This can
be done, for example, through dedicated
training courses that teach the basic rules for
preventive organisation of work and professional conflict management.
> 10. Mediation – Get external assistance
If serious, longer-lasting conflicts occur from
time to time in your company, and if simpler methods such as a conflict resolution
meeting and conflict moderation have been
unsuccessful, it is advisable to get external
assistance from a mediator. The mediator
takes the parties to the conflict through the
process of finding a solution.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
Qigong on the town hall roof every morning –
Alleviating stress and conflict in the civil service
> An interview with Diethelm Müller, coordinator at ArGuS
(occupational health management service for the city of Wolfsburg)

It is no longer the guaranteed route to an easy life. A job in the civil service nowadays still means dealing with
a changing work environment and the associated mental health impacts, and so the growing emphasis on
psychological stress is not just the preserve of corporate health management. Heavier workloads and an
increasingly service- and target-driven work culture are resulting in ever higher levels of performance pressure
and stress for those working in public administration. This can turn into genuine psychological distress if the
situation is compounded by unresolved conflicts with fellow team members, a superior or “customers”, for
example. The city of Wolfsburg is a pioneer in the field of preventive healthcare within the German civil service.
The city’s occupational health management service, which goes by the name of ArGuS, works to improve the
health of the 2 200 employees and 157 trainees in the city administration using a wide range of successful and
innovative measures. The uptake is impressive, with around one third of employees accessing the services in 2010.

As coordinator of the occupational health management service, you’re at the front line
of new developments. Has there been an increase in the number of civil servants suffering from mental health problems? We don’t have any accurate figures, but my opinion reflects
the consensus which has emerged from numerous discussions with employees, colleagues and managers, namely that there has undoubtedly been a noticeable increase in mental illness and stress over
the past few years, affecting all departments and hierarchical levels.

Diethelm Müller (links)

Why do you think this is? The acceleration of work is a general trend which has also filtered
through to the civil service. A simple way of putting it is to say that the pace has quickened. Employees are under greater time pressure since they have to absorb increasing amounts of information and
handle it ever more rapidly. The targets set also place employees under a certain amount of pressure
to deliver results. There is a great deal of emphasis on teamwork, but not all employees are skilled at
it or able to handle it well, despite the support they are given. This can lead to conflicts and tension
and the associated psychological stress. Overall, the civil service is definitely undergoing a sea change
in the way it sees itself and its working methods. Public administrations are increasingly positioning
themselves as service providers with all that that entails. The citizens are our “customers” and of
course they have a right to have their queries and concerns resolved quickly and efficiently.

Conflict Management

Which means that a failure to honour that right can result in frustration, conflict and
negative feelings on both sides ... Yes, in particular when we have to play our role as a publicsector entity by “selling” products and services which nobody wants, such as administrative penalties
or safety restrictions. There aren’t many people who are happy to receive a parking ticket. Many of
our employees who work in customer-facing roles find it difficult to handle these negative and often
severe reactions and in the long term this can put them under intense psychological pressure. The
occupational health management service supports them by providing coaching and special workshops where they receive training in how to deal with difficult customers.
How do you support employees who experience team-based conflict? It goes without
saying that our training programme also includes courses on how to handle conflict and bullying. We
also have company-wide conflict resolution agreements which set out binding and universal rules
concerning procedures and points of contact. Conflicts are generally handled initially by the occupational health management service or the staff councils, with discussions involving the employees
or managers who reported the problem. Our support team then offers solutions for each specific
case such as conflict resolution workshops or focused dialogue, with external coaches if necessary.
Employees involved in long-running and complex conflicts may also be offered individual coaching.
The Wolfsburg-based ArGuS is unique because the occupational health management
service and occupational health and safety department work closely together, which
is very unusual in the field of public administration. Is this your key to success? Yes, I
believe that our interdisciplinary approach accounts for a large part of our success. We are also
lucky enough to have a great deal of support from our staff councils and from those at the very top
of the ladder. Our lord mayor chairs the ArGuS steering group for example, which meets four times
a year and lays down the main lines of action for our service. We started to focus specifically on the
issue of mental health around three years ago, and to ask ourselves which recording and assessment
tools could be used and which measures could be taken. Over the past year, the occupational
health management service has kept systematic records of psychological stress within the city
administration as part of our risk assessments.
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What outcomes have you seen? The problems we hear about most frequently stem from an
unclear allocation of responsibilities. What our employees want most is a better flow of information
and more opportunities for flexible working. We have responded to their requests, for example by
making working times even more flexible. Every variation on part-time work is now possible, and we
also work on a trust-based system with no timesheets.
What specific assistance do you provide to employees suffering from increased levels
of pressure, and how do you help prepare them for daily stresses and strains? Our internal
qualification programme includes many different courses in this area, such as workshops on
psychological stress, training courses on communication skills and personal development sessions.
Our healthy workplace events range from qigong on the town hall roof in the morning and office
gymnastics over the lunch break through to our regular “ArGuS Friday” health-focused information
sessions which take place once a month and which every employee can attend without needing
permission, allowing us to address individual issues at short notice.
Let’s conclude with a brief look to the future. What challenges do you think we will be
facing in the years to come? The main challenge will be demographic change. We must firstly
respond to an ageing workforce with an HR policy targeted at the needs and wishes of people in
very different phases of their lives. Secondly, we must promote the concept of work-life balance for
people caring for elderly relatives. A good example of this is the discussion group we organise for
employees who care for family members and suffer immense stress as a result. These people urgently
need to talk to others in the same situation and to find support.

Chapter 8

Change
Management
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

rt

How can I suppo
How can I inﬂuence
change positively?

my staff

es?

in change process

How can a business
deal responsibly with
change processes?

Change Management

Introduction

Ensuring that change
does not grind to a halt
Chameleons are the masters of change of the animal kingdom. They can adapt
perfectly to a change in environment. We humans should learn from them, as we
also need change so that we do not stand still. But sometimes were are creatures
of habit and are sceptical when it comes to change, as security is one of our basic
needs. Nevertheless, we live in times of constant change. Nowadays, to stand
still is to fall behind. Companies face the constant challenge of adapting their
services and products to changing market demands and of coping with sudden
crises and negative events. This is all part of processes of change, which sometimes have serious consequences but are often an opportunity for remodelling. If
broad employee participation is possible at an early stage, this may be a positive
development for many people. Companies and managers therefore face the particular challenge of shaping change responsibly and allowing all those involved to
participate in the process of change at an early stage.

INFO
Change management – Shaping change responsibly
Change management covers all questions relating to how changes –
of whatever kind – are introduced and implemented in a company. It plans change
processes, implements developments, and stabilises and monitors changes.
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Change as a catalyst
for overloading
Above all in times of uncertainty, a high value is
placed on “security”. In a current study by the
Gesellschaft für Konsumforschung (GfK), around
two thirds of Germans cite security as the commodity that is becoming most important at the
present time. On the other hand, businesses
are now undergoing change more than ever.
Nothing lasts. The scale of change processes is
frequently underestimated in businesses. It is a
major challenge to shape processes of change
in such a way that they benefit everyone, from
customers and staff to owners. Many change
processes tear things open without really recognising that any change of processes and structures in the company has effects both on the big
picture and on individual employees. Changes
can therefore become a health pressure for employees, but also offer the opportunity for mutual collaboration.

> Change in recognition: It generally takes a
great deal of time and energy from employees
to leave behind familiar and well-established
structures and patterns of behaviour, as these
ultimately offer security. In addition, they are
a basis for their professional confidence. It can
lead to mental stress constantly to have to
prove oneself in new situations, for example
to new superiors.
> Overloading: If managerial staff expect from
employees conduct which they are not yet
able to deliver, those employees may simply
feel overloaded. It is also difficult if superiors
do not actually support processes of change
and themselves begin to have doubts about
the path taken. In that case they are also less
motivated when it comes to organising the
necessary support measures.

> Insecurity: Frequent and non-transparent
restructuring in the company, insufficient opportunity to influence matters and worries
about work can make many employees feel
insecure.
> Work intensification: Following staff cuts,
the workload on employees in the company
often increases, along with work intensification, new structures and complex work processes. The increased workload is often to the
detriment of the quality standards required of
employees and their own “good” work. This
affects willingness to perform and motivation.
> Inadequate social support: Social links may
be broken. If teams are repeatedly reconfigured, social networks constantly have to be reestablished. To whom can I turn for support?
Who are the experts? Who can I look after? All
these questions must be answered each time
there is a restructuring and this places strain
and pressure on many employees.

The bottom line
Changes in a company, whatever
form they may take, are a challenge
that should not be underestimated.
They affect not only the individual
employee, but also the general corporate culture. Processes of change
can thus produce insecurity and increased pressure on staff, but they
can also stabilise the corporate
culture by ensuring that everyone
is involved. If change processes
are to be positive factor, they must
be responsibly shaped jointly by
senior and middle management,
together with the workforce.

Change Management

INFO
Health circles just in case
Health circles are groups of health experts and employees who actively deal with issues
of occupational health. They are set up in the style of quality circles. Within these groups
there is an exchange of experience between experienced employees and specialists with
the aim of identifying health risks or sickness causes in the workplace. One advantage is
that alongside the examination of causes, potential solutions can also be developed.

TAKING A TANGENT
Rome was not built in a day –
Phases in processes of change
Most people find it difficult to give up
familiar patterns of thought and behaviour.
These also offer security. Processes in which
whole groups of employees are required to
change their behaviour are therefore protracted. Things do not happen overnight.
Above all, difficult processes where jobs
or roles are lost represent a challenge for
managers. What manager likes to be the
bearer of bad news? But putting off discussions will backfire. The consequences are
stress, insecurity and increased incidence of
sick leave in the team. This can be avoided
if the manager leads the discussion. But
clichés like “keep your chin up!” or “I know
exactly how you feel” should be avoided
as they come across as trite and merely
highlight the manager’s own insecurity.

Effective support, on the other hand,
requires managers to know what is happening in the minds of their employees when
there are processes of change. This always
follows the same pattern: anyone who
has to cope with negative changes goes
through the “valley of tears” until they can
get a positive grasp of the new situation:
> Phase 1: The crisis is denied
(unrealistic hopes)
> Phase 2: Aggressive reaction
(anger and sense of injustice)
> Phase 3: Depressive reactions
(passivity and self-blame)
> Phase 4: The change is accepted
(crisis resolution)
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What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Honesty is the best policy The most important asset in processes of change is credibility. Communicate clearly, honestly and in
good time, even when there is bad news.
This will mean that you will avoid misinterpretations and mistrust. There are losers in any
change situation. Discuss matters frankly with
your staff, get their opinion and sound out
suggestions for the future.
> 2. A personal word Responsible treatment
of staff is a crucial factor in the success or failure of processes of change, so opt for direct,
personal communication. Above all, you should
discuss critical decisions personally with the
employees concerned.
> 3. Lead the way through change The path
out of the “valley of tears”, saying goodbye to
the familiar, appraising the past and be open
and prepared for the new, is often difficult
and challenging for teams and managers. It
helps employees if they can be guided by a
manager who is walking that path with them
and keeps giving them the signal that “The
change is necessary, we are on the right path,
but I need your support.” This generates the
necessary energy for change in the company
and everyone feels included on the journey.

> 4. Be approachable Be where your staff
are and show yourself to be approachable.
Talk about the past, listen to concerns, and
encourage your staff to contribute their ideas
to the reorganisation.
> 5. Reasons not orders Find a way to allow your employees to participate. Involve
them in the process of change at the earliest
opportunity. Keep them informed, give them
convincing reasons, but don’t deliver readymade answers. Allow your staff to contribute
thoughts, develop ideas and help to shape the
process. In this way your staff will be willing
to take ownership of the change. Two questions are key in change management: “Why
should we do it differently now when it’s
been running so well for years?” and “what
is happening about me?” Employees want not
only to understand how the change project
affects their job, their life and their current
team, but they also want to participate in the
decisions about their future.
> 6. Draw on inner strength Draw on the
inner strength within your team. Involve your
staff in implementing the process of change.
First, you will reduce stress pressures and,
second, you will create an opportunity to
establish new structures and responsibilities at
an early stage and on a lasting basis. Groups
are important actors in change, as change is
less daunting if people feel that they are not
alone and they have a sense of solidarity with
their colleagues. So, as a manager, foster
dialogue and collaboration within the team.

Change Management

> 7. Motivate for quick success Do not forget to appreciate and motivate your employees in difficult times. One challenge is the fact
that, particularly at the start, you will not be
able to inspire all employee in the same way.
So use motivated employees who have seen
the positive opportunities in change from the
start as visionaries and multipliers.
> In medium and long-term objective planning
in processes of change, short-term objectives
are often forgotten. But they are the motor
for success in change. Quickly implemented
short-term objectives have a greater motivating effect than constantly merely looking
into the distance. By taking a large number
of small steps, employees get the sense that
things are moving forward.
> 8. Experts as “allies” There will certainly
also be experts in your team who, with the
help of your technical competence, experience and knowledge of methods, want to
help shape the process of change. They can
help to translate subjects and to encourage
dialogue. Use their positive energy to build
bridges with staff and to integrate them actively in the process. Many employees will be
sceptical for a longer time, but if respected
experts are convinced about the innovations
it will be quicker to get others on board.
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> 9. Avoid overloading The feeling of being
overloaded with new tasks or structures raises the defence mechanism of employees. In
restructuring measures, always take into consideration the individual knowledge, abilities
and skills of staff. Tasks and demands on the
individual must continue to suit the person’s
skills after the change. Support processes of
change if necessary with selected further
training opportunities.
> 10. Change with patience Give your staff
the time needed to adjust to changes. Remember, even as a manager, you were possibly not always involved in decisions and
maybe you were not convinced by all of them
immediately. Allow time together and support each other. Perhaps you identify with
feelings and concerns among employees?
Then express them and try to find reasons
and solutions together with them. Your team
needs time and, above all, must be given the
opportunity to contribute before it can be
convinced and enthusiastic. It must feel as if
you are not working against your team, but
that you are right there in the middle in the
time of change.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Timely and regular information A good
change process starts with timely information
from senior management about the company’s situation and the reasons for and possible
consequences of changes. Only when staff
are given the opportunity to ask question can
stress be reduced. Creativity should also be
harnessed. Senior management that shows
that employees’ opinions are important to it
will be better able to manage the change process. Inadequate or incomplete information
without the opportunity to participate stirs up
the rumour mill, generates unnecessary fears
and distracts staff from their work.
> 2. Give employees a say A recipe for a successful business and for successful processes
of change is to invest in the inner strengths of
the company and in its workforce. It is therefore important to get employees on board,
for example using predefined routine procedures for participation by employees and
their representatives in operational processes
of change. A works agreement securing jobs
or on the handling of restructuring measures
also establishes clarity and lays down binding
rules for all sides. In order to safeguard jobs as
far as possible, above all in times of economic
difficulty, companies are well advised, in their
own interest and in the interest of their workforce, to introduce instruments for organisation of work processes and time that respond
flexibly to the fluctuating orders situation.

> 3. Employees first! Companies should
manage processes of change with the necessary sense of responsibility. It is very important that employees should not learn about
changes from the media but should be informed before the general public, for example at a staff meeting and via the intranet.
From that time onward, they should also be
involved in influencing developments. When
information is kept secret, this impairs acceptance of change – an extremely bad start.
> 4. Who is in charge? Businesses should lay
down and communicate clear internal rules
on responsibilities for the management of
change processes. Nothing is worse than a
muddled structure of responsible managers,
in the worst case scenario contradicting one
another. That is poison, both for the dynamism of change and for employees’ health.
Only when all the managers in the company
pull together can the need for change be
communicated credibly and change responsibly managed. Nevertheless, managers must
also find the right tone to encourage staff to
participate and must be proactive in involving
them in the change process.
> 5. Top management with one voice One
of the crucial factors in the success of change
processes is how strongly senior management identify with the change. Commitment
and credibility at management level are a key
element to success. Senior managers must
constantly coordinate their actions and
speak the same language in times of change,
otherwise employees become anxious and
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the specific objectives are watered down.
Nevertheless, as a manager you also need
to keep a sympathetic ear and allow participation.
> 6. Manage change dynamically Not all the
results of a process of changes are predictable or desirable at the outset. Deep-reaching
changes fail when the defined strategy is executed “regardless of the consequences”. Regular evaluation and continual feedback from
employees support change management and
ensure that modified processes are not adopted by the company without being reviewed.
This dynamic strategy not only facilitates implementation, but also reflects the desire of
senior management to take into consideration
employees’ wishes and ideas. This is one of
the most important keys to successful change
management.
> 7. Support with programmes Change processes are a major challenge for all sides and
can represent an enormous health pressure
on staff. There are accompanying and supporting assistance programmes that are tailored to the demands and risks of processes of
change, for example an Employee Assistance
Programme (EAP), which offers support to
staff in emotional or psychological need. The
idea is that external or internal counsellors
are available to staff for personal, emotional
and material questions and concerns, as well
as work-related difficulties, and can thus assist them with dealing with the demands of
change.

> 8. When push comes to shove In particular
where there are job cuts, an exceptional sense
of responsibility is required of senior management. With a view to ensuring fair treatment,
employees should, as far as possible, be given
support when they are leaving the company.
Outplacement consultations help staff in the
form of coaching, advice and placement opportunities. The goal is a new employment
contract or a business start-up.
> 9. Respect and dialogue An open corporate culture in which staff are respected and
there is regular dialogue has positive effects
on the management of change. The communication challenge is in understanding change
as a constant opportunity for new things
which always brings positive aspects. But it is
also important to be sensitive, as any change
in the company has an influence on the corporate culture.
> 10. Train change agents Managers or others with responsibility for a change process,
as change agents, require specific skills to
fulfil their tasks and roles responsibly. Managers cannot be assumed to have the necessary
knowledge at the outset. If need be, suitable
training courses must be run to train managers or other staff as change agents.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
When a third of the workforce has to go...
constructive support for changes within
the company
> An interview with Dr. Anja Aldenhoff, Occupational Health and
Social Management HSH Nordbank, Hamburg/Kiel

HSH Nordbank AG came into being on 2 June 2003 following a merger between the Hamburgische Landesbank and the Landesbank Schleswig-Holstein. The bank has its two head offices in Kiel and Hamburg. In
north Germany in particular, HSH Nordbank focusses on doing business with corporate and real estate
clients as well as affluent private banking customers and savings banks. Internationally, it focusses on corporate
clients in the fields of shipping and energy & infrastructure. Globally, the bank employs a staff of about 3 600.
Since the start of the financial crisis in 2008, there have been a series of massive cuts. The European Commission
ordered the bank to embark on a tough austerity policy. During the crisis, the bank had received substantial
government aid, to which stringent conditions were attached, leading to significant layoffs. The bank has set up
a comprehensive preventive health programme in order to limit stress for employees. One focus here is on training
managerial staff, since they carry a huge responsibility during the process of change.

Dr Aldenhoff, over the past few years HSH Nordbank has repeatedly had to battle with
changes within the company. Since 2008, about one third of the 4 500 members of staff
have lost their job. Now you are facing further staffing cuts. How does a company cope
with that? This situation is very unpleasant for all of us while at the same time representing a great
challenge. We would like to see the staffing cuts carried out in a fair and transparent manner. All
those affected deserve our full support. And we also want those who continue to work in the bank
to be able to do so as strong, confident employees who believe in the future of our company.

Dr. Anja Aldenhoff

We in Occupational Health and Social Management recognised this radically changed situation very
early on and, as a first step, we conducted an EU-supported multi-centre study on the situation of
employees. Aside from positive values, for instance in the field of social support from colleagues
and superiors, the anonymous survey also found changes for the worse. For example, many of our
employees feel that the corporate culture has worsened since the beginning of the financial crisis –
obviously partly as a result of the layoffs since then.

Change Management

How did you react to these findings in relation to the corporate culture? Managerial staff
are very important in terms of shaping the corporate culture. That is why they are an important target
group for health management measures. We are taking a multi-faceted approach to this issue. As
part of very extensive human resources development measures, all managerial staff working in the
bank have received comprehensive training on all aspects of staff management. Special workshops
have also been set up, in which managers are primarily taught the tools for dealing with the present
situation. The current process is particularly stressful for managers. On the one hand they must be
given the power to implement large-scale layoffs, while on the other hand their own job and position are not set in stone. In addition to dealing with the affected employees, they have to hold teams
together and cope with the quite substantial workload needed to reorganise HSH Nordbank as a
commercial bank.
Training managers is a step in the right direction. But what about employees at other
levels of the hierarchy? We have also looked at the team level. It is often forgotten that the situation in a company where employees are laid off is a strain not just on those who have to go but also
on those who keep their jobs. Coping with crises is an enormous challenge for most people, and we
are offering support here. In the thirty or so workshops we have set up so far, we are trying to take
a constructive approach to the coming changes and to work out a common code of conduct within
the team.
Has prevention only become an issue for you as a result of the changes within the
company? No, we have been looking at the issue of health and therefore also mental health for
many years. In the past, an individual’s emotional resilience was regarded as inborn. Today, research
has found that resilience can also be learned and improved. A good level of resilience is important
to ensure that the individual remains healthy and efficient during processes of change, for instance
within a company. Our study has shown that our employees are already comparatively resilient. Yet
to strengthen and build up that resilience remains an important task for the future.
For we believe that our staff are not primarily cost factors but human resources. A major study dating
from 2007, which questioned more than 3 000 employees from various companies, showed that up
to 30 % of a company’s financial performance depends on the motivation of its staff. If that potential
is left untapped, the company faces a problem.
What exactly do you do to boost the motivation and resilience of your staff? Using the
findings from our study, we have developed a special workshop concept to boost resilience, which
we are now introducing across the bank. We also have a wide variety of workshops available to each
individual employee, covering subjects such as relaxation, work-life balance and individual stress
management. Members of staff can take part in these free of charge during their working hours.
We also regard work-life balance as important and are endeavouring to make practical life-skills
support available to our staff. For instance, we offer support in crisis situations and offer childcare
places. If employees have to bring their child with them to work, they can borrow a box of children’s
toys in reception. We are currently also looking more closely at assisting employees’ family members
who are in need of care. With the aid of an external provider we are helping employees find suitable
care and assistance arrangements for relatives.
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These are all very practical, everyday support measures. What do you offer employees
who are suffering from stress or overload in the workplace, especially now at this very
critical juncture? We have prepared for this too. We have been using an external occupational
social counselling service for some years now. The reason why it is external is to ensure that the staff
concerned do not face a conflict of interests with their employer. This means they can be helped
within a protected environment. At the same time we have provided a comprehensive prevention
programme. With workshops on, for instance, “safety from stress”, 15-minute relaxation periods,
mindfulness exercises, autogenic training and lectures on relevant subjects we help employees to
learn how to look after themselves.
The issue of staff cuts ranks quite high on the corporate agenda at present. How do you
manage to cushion the health and especially emotional health impact on your employees? The bank endeavours to point employees who have to be laid off towards career opportunities.
Since the beginning of the year, every member of staff has been entitled to a reorientation discussion
based on their employment history. Those who leave the company receive new placement advice and
access to private job portals in the region. In addition, we have set up an information centre which
can advise them throughout the process. Employees who find it difficult to handle the situation and
are suffering from serious stress can consult our social counselling service on an individual basis.
Finally, what really matters most to you? Over and above any numbers and constraints,
I always look at the human being. I think fundamental values such as purpose and motivation are
very important to people’s continuing mental health. Each of us has a need for transparency, fairness
and participation, including at work. We cannot change the current situation of layoffs within the
company, but we can make our staff as resilient as possible, so that they can stand up to this
situation. That does not require a magic wand, nor does it cost vast sums to remember basic human
values and look at each person as a whole.

Chapter 9

Emotional
strain
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers

How can I support employees
in exceptional
social/emotional work
and life situations?
What options
does the company have

to strengthen its work

force

in dealing with difﬁcu
lt
work and life situation
s?

Emotional strain

Introduction

When feelings suffer ...
Job or vocation? Many jobs present a particular challenge and, for that very
reason, are a dream job for many people. In addition to physical work and
intellectual achievement, social interaction is paramount: helping, advising, treating, caring for or supporting people. This calls for empathy and sensitivity. The
activities are highly attractive and meaningful, but at the same time pose a risk for
the employee’s own health. This kind of work can trigger emotional stress if the
employees’ own feelings fall by the wayside. If they are stifled, suppressed or not
processed for a long period, there may be a high level of mental strain or even
illness.
Groups affected by this include carers in nursing homes, who have to deal with
suffering, dying and death every day, doctors and medical staff in hospitals, whose
daily “business” may include intense emotional experiences that most people fortunately do not have to face, and call centre operators, who are constantly called
on to deal with “difficult” customers and have to conceal negative emotions under
a smile, as well as train drivers who may be traumatised after an accident. In all
these cases, where work can produce emotional strain, managers and companies
must provide staff with special cooperation and support structures.
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Emotional stress has something to do with our feelings
Interpersonal relations can cause emotional
strain, above all when you constantly have to
respond to others’ feelings at the expense of
your own. Interaction stress may thus impair
mental and physical well-being in the long run
with negative effects on performance, job satisfaction and health. Emotional stress does not
generally end when the working day is over. It
has a significant effect on our private life and
our relaxation time. The following factors, which
are, to a certain extent, more prominent in certain occupations, can trigger or reinforce emotional strain:
> High degree of identification: People in
social professions are generally distinguished
by a high degree of identification with their
job, which they often do for ethical reasons.
Such work entails high quality standards and
if those standards are not realised – for example as a result of unfavourable framework
conditions – this can lead to frustration and
fear of failure.
> Confrontation with extreme situations:
Constant confrontation with emotionally difficult situations, such as sickness, dying and
death, calls for a special attitude. But stressful moments can also occur in other activities
with and for people. It is important to be able
to try to understand people’s sensitivities, but
also to distance yourself from them.
> Relational stress: When relationship with
other people lies at the heart of work, there
is a risk that your own feelings will fall by the
wayside, as often these cannot be shown
openly. Interpersonal conflicts or hostility
from other people can create negative feelings that are suppressed, triggering emotional
stress.
> Increasing “emotional work”: The customer is king. Service focus is becoming increasingly important in the services sector in
particular. Where sales items and products
become more and more alike, treatment of
customers, increasing customer satisfaction

and customer attachment to the product become a potential competitive advantage. Personal services can entail emotional work and
are thus potential stress triggers.
> Traumatic events: In contrast with the constant emotional strain in the social professions, there are professions in which there
is an elevated risk of being traumatised by a
sudden event, such as an accident. Those affected include staff in transport companies
or rescue workers or firefighters who have to
care for accident victims.
> Experiences of violence in the workplace: Events involving violence by third
parties can also be traumatising and result
in psychological harm. Emotionally unpleasant situations can arise where employees are
verbally insulted or threatened. There is an
increased risk in public-facing occupational
groups, such as employees in the catering industry, inspectors, taxi drivers or cashiers at
supermarkets or petrol stations.
> Stress at home: The abovementioned stress
factors are reinforced by the emotional strain
of private life, which cannot be viewed in isolation from work. Above all when stressful
life situations accumulate, such as the death
of close relatives, financial worries, moving
house, divorce etc., stress levels rise and the
risk of illness increases.

The bottom line
Only when managers see their staff
as whole people can they effectively
support them in the event of emotional
strain. For occupational groups with
an increased risk of emotional stress,
companies must employ forwardlooking “risk management”and focus
on prevention.

Emotional strain

INFO
What is a post-traumatic stress disorder?
Post-traumatic stress disorder is a possible reaction to one or more traumatic
events experienced by the person themselves or even by other people. In many
cases there are feelings of helplessness, fear and horror, and the traumatic
experience can shake a person’s self-image and worldview.

TAKING A TANGENT
Emotional challenge:
caring professions
Emotional exhaustion, declining enjoyment
of work and the feeling of antipathy to
those in need of care – these can all be
symptoms of burnout in employees in the
care industry. A number of studies and
surveys have shown that nursing home staff
fare much worse than many other occupational groups when it comes to mental
health. Comparatively higher burnout rates
and more mental disorders and complaints
were found. Statistics also show a higher
incidence of sick leave for nursing home
staff. In addition, there is high staff turnover
and relatively high dropout rates, in some
cases during or immediately after training.
When asked about the causes in surveys
in North Rhine-Westphalia, about one in
two employees complained about shortcomings in management behaviour and
poor cooperation and support structures.
For example, more than 50 % of nursing
home staff feel

they do not receive adequate support from
their superiors, more than 40 % consider
they are ignored in decision-making and
around 50 % receive insufficient recognition and appreciation in the workplace.
Possible causes of stress and
strain in nursing care can be:
> The work situation
(overloading, time pressure, deficient
organisation of work, little recognition),
> Personal shortcomings
(too much idealism, inaccurate
self-assessment, high emotionalism),
> Environment for carers and society
(lack of recognition from the social
environment and society coupled with
excessive demands).
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TAKING A TANGENT
Emotional challenge: call centres
It leaves you speechless. Work in a call centre creates a wide range of demands
and pressures for employees. These include high attentiveness and concentration,
response standards, heavy pressures on speech and hearing, emotional stress from
time pressure and “difficult” customers, and unusual and irregular working hours.
One particular feature is that mental and emotional stress, as might occur in call
centres, indirect affect the voice through muscle tension and breathing. The voice
becomes higher as a result of the tension and can be damaged.

TAKING A TANGENT
Emotional challenge: police and fire service
Emergency calls, accidents or alarms: police and fire service personnel are exposed not
just to exceptional physical strain, but also to psychological strain. Emotional stress
factors can include death or impending death in adults and children or injured persons.
In order to give help and to fulfil their professional duty, emergency services like the
police and the fire service go into situations in which even their own life may be
endangered. In action they encounter violence, the sight of disfigured people and
devastation. They see people in pain and in fear for their existence. The families of police
officers or firefighters often also fear for the officer. Police and fire service personnel
often have to act very quickly and much depends on the right decision being made.
The knowledge that they cannot allow themselves to take a wrong decision is a huge
emotional pressure.

Emotional strain

What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS

See GUIDE

> 1. Managers on a special mission In professions with an increased risk of emotional
stress managers are in much demand. They
have to be sensitive when staff are emotionally strained by individual situations
or on a longer-term basis as a result
of specific working conditions. Talk
to staff who seem to be under
emotional strain and in a personal
conversation assure them of your
support.
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> 2. Courage to show feelings It is important
to make clear to your staff that they not only
have to recognise their own limits and fears,
but they must also admit them. Of course, a
great deal of courage, and above all trust, is
needed to show personal feelings and even
emotional strain to others. No one wants to
be seen as a “softie” or a “pansy”. You have
an important function as a role model here.
Be aware that your own behaviour has a significant impact on the work and the behaviour of your staff. Set an example by showing
that you also have limits in order to protect
your emotional health. If you consider it appropriate, share your own feelings, fears and
personal ideals with your staff.

> 3. Practice pays off Because a sense of
control and certainty helps to reduce stress,
emotionally stressful situations that arise from
time to time or could potentially occur should
be discussed and practised in the team. This
is an important preventive measure, allowing
you to be properly equipped should the occasion arise. For example, it is very helpful for all
staff in customer-facing roles to practise difficult or conflictual conversations. In this case,
learned response and communication strategies are often extremely valuable. Just as important as conflict management is the ability
to relax in order bring your own emotional
balance back into equilibrium. Why not suggest learning relaxation techniques together
with your team and integrating them into everyday working life?
> 4. Encourage professional distance People in the caring professions in particular must
learn the right balance between closeness and
distance. This should be part of their training,
and their own behaviour must be repeatedly
reviewed and reflected upon in professional
practice. Above all, those just starting out on
their careers, who are highly enthusiastic and
want to change things, tend to put aside their
own personal needs. This can be the start
of a burnout spiral if measures are not taken
to counter the problem. Managers must not
exploit this high level of dedication, but
should also always keep an eye on the health
of their staff. Encourage employees who have
problems with professional distance to utilise
training or supervision opportunities.
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> 5. Review the organisation of work processes Emotional strain is not a failure by a
person, but often reflects deficiencies in the
organisation of work processes. For example,
work generally has to be completed under
considerable time pressure whilst maintaining high quality standards and a high level
of responsibility, whether in a hospital, in a
home, at a call centre or in a customer service
department. This puts the workforce under
pressure. Try to reduce time pressure in work
processes where it is within your power to do
so and avoid peaks in workload by realistic
planning and clear arrangements. Review the
extent to which organisation and structures
are really clear to your team members and the
extent to which they have a say in decisions,
as these are two important prerequisites for a
motivated workforce.
> 6. Switch off Arrangements for breaks have
a major impact on the extent to which work is
regarded as stressful. With flexible time management people tend to switch off only when
it is already too late. Consequently, in certain
particularly emotionally demanding occupations it may be sensible to consider fixed break
arrangements. As a rule, a number of shorter
breaks is better than one longer break. Make
sure that your staff take a break and use it to
relax. This will pay dividends for the health of
your employees and therefore for your company.
> 7. Shift over! Shift work is accompanied
by various pressures which take the form of
stress and can damage health. For example,
the sleep-wake cycle is shifted. In your operational planning make sure that your staff
are getting the sleep they need. A sufficient
amount of sleep is necessary if we are to recover. Those who get too little sleep over the
course of the week have an increased risk of
“burning out”. Avoid swing shifts, i.e. both
early and late shifts within a week.

> 8. Sense of achievement and recognition
An appreciative management culture generally increases motivation and willingness to
perform among the workforce. Above all in
occupations that can be particularly emotionally stressful, recognition and a sense of
achievement are even more vital assets. For
example, employees in the caring professions
often complain about a lack of appreciation
from managers, from their social environment
and from society in general. The feeling that
you are investing a lot but your work is not
being noticed leads to demotivation and frustration. So practice a vibrant feedback culture
in your team. Take the time to acknowledge
the commitment of your staff. Words of praise
can be quickly lost in the daily routine.
> 9. Be intentional in motivating In addition to appreciation and recognition, managers should be intentional in motivating and
bolstering your employees. This improves not
only their performance, but also their resilience to emotional stress. Training opportunities, but also little things like a regular buffet
breakfast for staff, are seen as motivating and
appreciative. Such occasions also provide the
ideal environment for conversation between
colleagues (see also point 10).
> 10. Communication within the team A
culture of open conversation and solidarity in
the team are the best cushions to emotional
stress. As a manager, create times and places
for regular exchanges between staff. Many
feelings and experiences are best discussed
and processed with the help of advice and
support from colleagues because we share
the same range of experiences. In addition,
junior staff can benefit from the knowledge
of experienced employees. It may be worth
bringing in an outside person to provide advice and moderation or additional supervision
(e.g. in the event of conflicts within the team).

Emotional strain

How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Clarification and information What

> 3. Be well prepared Good preparations

risk do the company’s staff have of being
exposed to emotional stress? What are the
particular dangers to mental health? Any
company should use health risk assessments
to ascertain the nature and extent of the particular emotional pressures to which its staff
are subject. These can be very diverse, from
long-term stress from dealing with customers or patients to one-off extreme situations
which can trigger a post-traumatic stress disorder. It is appropriate to provide employees
with clarification and information on existing
risks and, at the same time, to introduce occupational health management measures to
protect staff health and to avoid strain.

offer security in uncertain times. Preventive
measures should make staff able to respond
properly to extreme emotional stress. Assistance can be provided by training courses
providing information on possible risks and
communicating background knowledge and
coping strategies. The courses should also include exercises in which employee can practise ways to maintain control of their emotions in difficult situations.

> 2. What should I do in an emergency?
In businesses with an increased risk of traumatisation, the company is required to devise
emergency plans dealing with care for and reintegration of traumatised staff. A simple but
effective measure is group meetings to review
the situation. These can be moderated perfectly well by non-professional psychologists.
It is also ideal to have confidential representatives for the traumatised employees who are
accepted by all sides. They should also be able
to give practical assistance to those affected
in a quick and non-bureaucratic manner (e.g.
help with organising travel home). There have
also been good experiences with reintegration or with confidential representatives with
people from outside the company who share
the same experiences as those affected and
thus have special empathy (“peer counselling”).

> 4. A good start Despite their vocational
qualifications and training, employees are
often not adequately prepared to deal with
what can be expected in extreme or emotionally stressful situations in their daily routine.
In this case there is simply insufficient experience of dealing with long-term emotional
stress. Companies should therefore promote
and require training courses that incorporate
emotional demands and coping strategies
more fully in their curricula.

> 5. Benefit from the experiences of others Companies that are involved with other
companies or partners in networks or foster cooperation are able to benefit from the
experiences and solutions of others. The exchange may take place, for example, within
a specific sector in a working group on emotional strain. It is also advisable for companies to collect all information on stress and
emotional strain at a central point and to ensure that it is accessible (on the internet for
example).
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> 6. Psychological counselling and support

> 9. Balance of private life and work Peo-

Employees who are subject to exceptional
emotional demands need continual support
from the company or from trained professional experts. One possibility is employee assistance programmes (EAP), in which internal
or external experts offer counselling services
and practical support with problems. In specific cases, consideration should also be given
to supervision as means of support.

ple in professions associated with especially
high demands and risks to health also need
special support from their employer in protecting their life balance. A happy and stable
private life can compensate for emotional
stress at work. But if there are time conflicts
and pressures from organising their life, a person is more susceptible to emotional strain at
work. Companies should always be aware
of this responsibility. They are acting in their
own interest. The recruitment of specialist
staff in the “caring professions” will become
increasingly difficult in future, so it is important to stand out as an attractive employer
that supports work-life balance.

> 7. Health and fitness facilities An important way of making staff more immune to
emotional stress is to improve their mental
and physical fitness. Resources should be improved. It is often makes sense to integrate
these occupational health facilities directly
into everyday working life. In emotionally
stressful jobs in particular, regular team relaxation exercises can be helpful during working
hours (active breaks).
See GUIDE

What is an
Employee Assistance
Programme?

> 8. Focus on individual development
There are occupations that cannot be carried on for the entire working life because
they impose considerable physical and mental strain with which it is no longer possible
to cope in the long term as the employee
gets older. Companies must offer their staff
solutions, or devise such solutions together
with their employees, in order to be able to
organise careers in the individual life phases.
Businesses should thus accommodate their
employees’ wishes in terms of job rotation
in order to avoid unilateral pressures. In addition, there is an opportunity to develop
employees into specialists or managers. Here
you can usefully draw on your expertise,
knowledge and experiences.

> 10. Culture of recognition Exceptional
work for other people and for the company
deserves particular recognition. This should
be established as an integral part of corporate culture. Fair remuneration to reflect this
should be self-evident. People who take up
an occupation party or primarily for idealistic reasons do not attach importance to routine praise, but are more interested in honest
feedback, influence and participation, genuine freedom and opportunities for individual
development.
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Examples and ideas
from practice
For the health of others –
Emotional challenges for clinical staff
> An interview with Dr. Norbert Gittler-Hebestreit, Head of Occupational
Health Management, Jena University Clinic

Spending every day trying to protect or restore the health of others can have an adverse impact on one’s own
health. The Jena University Clinic has realised this and supports and encourages its staff to do something for
their own health under the Occupational Health Management project. It is committed to ensuring that wor
ing conditions are conducive to good health. This has succeeded so well that the Corporate Health Awards
awarded the University Clinic a special prize in 2011. The Jena University Clinic is one of the biggest employers
in the region, with a staff of 4 800. Every year its 26 clinics and polyclinics treat more than 52 000 in-patients
and conduct more than 364 000 out-patient consultations. Occupational health services are provided in
cooperation with other clinical units and with external partners and range from healthcare consultations for
staff and short activity breaks to a comprehensive health workshop. There are also health programmes
supported by doctors in the preventive fields of mobility, nutrition and stress, which are aimed at making staff
more aware of emotional stress, for example, and at improving their ability to deal with the challenges of their job.

People in the social professions are at a comparatively high risk of emotional strain and
burnout. To what extent have you found that the incidence of sick leave taken on mental
health grounds has risen in your company, as it has across all sectors in recent years?
Our incapacity analyses clearly show a growing trend in this problem area, as is the case everywhere
at present. It is difficult to determine whether or not this rise really is objective. In my view, people
are generally quicker to admit to being stressed than they once were.
Is a clinic or a hospital a high-risk area” in terms of stress on staff? Certainly, there is a very
high risk of stress in hospitals. All members of staff directly involved in patient care are affected by it,
from doctors to medical staff to nurses. The reasons are obvious: great responsibility, the strong psychosocial component of the activities involved and their emotional closeness to patients. There are
no doubt differences between the different areas of work. For instance, the risk of permanent stress
is particularly high in intensive care or emergency units and in oncology. Then there is the three-shift
system, which does not exactly promote a work-life balance. And of course we are seeing the world
of work speed up, here as in other sectors.

Dr. Norbert GittlerHebestreit
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There is an assumption that doctors usually only discuss the health of others and show
little interest in their own. Is the issue of stress discussed in your clinic? The extent to which
our clinical staff – like those in other companies – are aware of their own stress and how openly they
deal with it varies widely from one individual to another. In general, we discuss the issue openly. We
back this up with a very active internal communication strategy and also look into the subjects of
stress, burnout and overload under the health services we offer.
How do you support staff who feel stressed? Where members of staff suffer from psychosocial
stress situations, our in-house social counsellors offer support, ranging from consultations to psychotherapy treatment. We have our own experts in the clinic’s social services, so we can provide these
services internally. Other partners include the clinic’s pastoral counsellors who support members of
staff during difficult periods. But we want to approach this issue at an earlier stage and lay emphasis
on preventive action, since emotional overload is usually an insidious process. Our aim is to build up
and strengthen staff members’ resources, which is best achieved by providing low-threshold and
short-term support. The short activity break is an example.
What happens during the short activity break? Teams in the various departments do short
relaxation and physical fitness exercises at the workplace under professional instruction. Each break
lasts 15 minutes. The goal is that after 16 such breaks the staff and teams will be able to do the
exercises on their own and be motivated to continue to do something for their own health over the
long term.
Shift work is part of the agenda in clinics. What do you do to prevent long-term damage
to the work-life balance of your employees? One of our aims is to offer our staff working-hour
models that can be tailored to the individual, depending on their stage in life, their priorities and their
needs. We are also looking at improving the services on offer to enable them to reconcile work at the
clinic with family life. For instance, we are preparing to set up a company nursery. All this is becoming
increasingly important because younger employees in particular are laying increasing value on their
work-life balance. Such services are becoming a crucial criterion in choosing an employer. And we are
already becoming clearly aware of the shortage of specialists. For instance, it is difficult to find young
people who are interested in working in the caring professions.
The bottom line: what should companies do to prevent stress among their employees?
It is most important to strengthen their resources. That includes comprehensive health prevention
measures, helping them to reconcile work life and private life, and life phase-oriented human resources development. The latter is highly relevant to us as a clinic, as career management in a clinic must
take account of the high physical and emotional stress involved. Some jobs simply cannot be performed on a lifelong basis. Here we are working together with our staff to develop what are known
as career trees and considering what should happen if an employee simply cannot cope any longer.
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When events become traumas –
How to be forearmed in case of need
> An interview with Waltraud Rinke, Health Management in Public Transport,
Deutsche Bahn AG (German Railways)

It is a sad fact that suicides and suicide attempts are unfortunately an everyday occurrence on the railways.
This can be a traumatic experience for train drivers and crew members who actually see it happen. That is
why several years ago Deutsche Bahn developed a scheme to support its staff during such times of emotional
strain and to prevent them from suffering post-traumatic stress syndrome. Post-traumatic stress can become
a serious problem for staff and therefore also for the company. Over and above this, a general trend of rising
mental illness has become apparent in the company. That is why the in-house health management service is
aiming to strengthen the leadership powers of its managerial staff by organising thematic seminars.

You are dealing with the health of some 50 000 public transport employees, from drivers
and crew members and the travel agents in travel agencies to overhead staff. What is
the situation as regards your employees’ mental health? Over the past five years, the number
of stress-related illnesses in the company has more than doubled. One reason may be that such illnesses were diagnosed differently in the past, for instance as back pains or migraines. However, we
in our company are of course also aware of the changes that come with the changes in the social
and the working environment. They include changes in leisure-time behaviour and changes resulting
from technical innovations and a changed culture of recognition. During periods of constant change,
formerly secure factors of recognition disappear. For example, admiration for a perfect presentation
replaces appreciation for long-term achievement. It becomes a question of proving oneself again and
again. Older employees find this particularly difficult to accept.
Burnout, depression and so on remain a taboo subject in many companies. Those affected often do
not dare admit to psychological problems. We have been addressing the issues of post-traumatic
stress disorders and addiction for many years and they are no longer taboo. The situation is different
as regards, in particular, depression due to burnout. Our “mental health at the workplace” project is
an attempt to lift the taboo on mental illness and thereby also the stigma on the employees affected.

Waltraud Rinke
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What means of supporting employees suffering from post-traumatic stress disorders
have proved effective? We have developed a special care plan for this purpose. In the event of an
emergency, the frontline carers make first contact with the employees in question at the site of the
accident and where appropriate also accompany them home. Further care is provided by managers
and intermediary carers. We recruit these intermediaries from among, for instance, employees who
have suffered similar traumatic experiences themselves. They know the situation, which means they
are particularly able to empathise, can quickly build up trust and can support those concerned over
the longer term at their request. The frontline carers and intermediary carers receive special training
in psychological first aid. It is then decided in a discussion whether the person concerned wishes
for further professional psychotherapy, which we provide through our health service provider, the
ias health and safety company. It is most important to address the particular requirements of each
individual. We are also very flexible about reintegrating employees following therapy and treat each
case quite individually.
What preventive action can a company take for employees who are at high risk of
witnessing traumatic events? Our train drivers take a compulsory training module on how to deal
with traumatic events and this issue is also addressed during regular further training courses. In addition we attempt, for example when planning railway infrastructure, to reduce the risk of potential
suicide hotspots.
Another problem for our staff is assaults by third parties, which have increased in number in recent
years. Our railway staff are increasingly threatened not only with verbal attacks but also with physical
violence. As part of our preventive action we offer de-escalation seminars at which our staff learn
how to handle conflicts and assaults in order to protect themselves and to defuse the situation.
As we all know from personal experience as railway customers, when trains are full or
delayed, passengers may become irritated, and the on-board staff have to keep calm.
How do you make your employees more able to cope with this level of emotional stress?
Naturally our employees act and react quite differently to such cases. Some manage to ease the
pressure by taking a positive attitude, others let the stress eat into them, which means they are at
higher risk. We support them by offering DB training seminars on stress management. In addition, a
great deal is asked of team leaders. They have to be sensitive to emotional overload and try to talk to
their staff about it. Managers have a special role and responsibility here. They need to be supported
and strengthened, as there often still tends to be some uncertainty about how to deal with people
under stress. How should I approach someone who is clearly under stress? At what point might I be
going too far? We will focus on this in future, while also developing the skills of our managerial staff.
Finally, how do you see the mental health outlook? We aim to create a working environment
in which people like coming to work because they feel that their individual capacities and needs are
being accepted and appreciated. We are on the way to achieving that!

Chapter 10
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Questions from the
everyday lives of managers
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Self-Management

Introduction

How you and your team
can stay effective
As a manager you have a quite particular responsibility. On the one hand, you are
yourself under growing performance and time pressure and are subject to increasing work intensification. On the other, you have to motivate your staff to deliver
tasks to the best of their ability and to perform to full potential. In doing so, you
should always have a sympathetic ear to stressed employees. You can quickly become overloaded. A perfectly normal working day usually continues into the evening. And someone who is always contactable and cannot leave their Blackberry
or similar device alone, even during leisure activities, is on the way to jeopardising
their health. When working hours and leisure time become blurred, the necessary
recovery periods disappear. Many managers find it difficult to put the focus on
their own health. Only when you are well yourself can you successfully cope with
your various technical and personnel responsibilities.

INFO
Are you a good role model?
Someone who is not really fit cannot perform well in the long term and this also applies
to you as a manager. In your position you are a role model. Do you generally do your work
without twelve hour shifts? Do you sometimes treat yourself to a few weeks’ holiday at a
stretch? Do you look after for your own health with a balanced diet and sufficient exercise?
Or might you suffer from “hurry sickness”? Managers often pay too little attention to their
own health and wear themselves out from the daily grind. Set a good example, have a
sympathetic ear to your staff and show understanding for their concerns.
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Self-management –
A key skill
A manager cannot really decide, “as from today
I will not be creating any more stress for myself”. Periods of intense pressure are part of the
job description. There is a broad range of daily
challenges. You have to manage conflicts and
absorb stressful demands. Many situations crop
up from day to day which can harm health and
well-being, for you and for your employees. But
that does not have to be the case. There is much
you can do to cope better with stressful situations and to avoid long-term stress. The ability to manage yourself and others healthily is a
key skill in working life today. Your own health
takes priority. If you as a manager are stressed,
exhausted and burnt out, you will not be able to
look out for your staff. Your attention will tend
to be focused on yourself.
> The number of managers in Germany suffering from long-term work-related stress is on
the rise. According to a study by the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Personalführung (2011), middle management is at particular risk on account of its “sandwich position”. In that role,
managers face pressure from above and from
below. The surveyed personnel managers cite
as reasons heavy pressure for results, time
pressure, permanent contactability, imbalance with leisure time and work intensification.

> Do you have a high incidence of sick leave
in your workforce? It’s time to change things.
Whether your workforce is healthy and efficient depends to a large extent on your management style. There is a vicious circle. If staff
are absent because of sickness, fewer employees are required to cope with the same workload. This increases pressure and stress, with
the possible result that the incidence of illness
rises and the quality of work falls.

The bottom line
Stress can be managed by
reducing pressures and by
developing resources. As a
manager you have a considerable influence on the health and
performance of your staff.
> As a multiplier you can be
proactive in introducing
health promotion measures.
> As a role model you can
set an example of positive
behaviour, for example in
terms of breaks or diet.
> Through your management
style and the organisation of
working conditions you make
a significant contribution to
the well-being of your staff.

Self-Management

What you can do
as a manager
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Slot in regular breaks It does save time
to gulp down your lunch hastily in front of
the computer, but only at first sight. People
who have no time for breaks are generally
much less productive. So slot in regular breaks
across the day. Don’t spend your lunch break
working at your desk or dashing to your next
appointment. It is the only way to replenish
your energy and to stay efficient for the whole
day. Studies show that breaks are most effective in terms of recovery if they are close in
time to the pressure. A holiday cannot compensate for months of stress.
> 2. Look for balance in leisure time People
who spend the whole day wired often find it
hard to be inactive at the weekend or after
the end of the working day. So don’t force
yourself. Doing nothing is not necessarily
relaxing. A change is as good as a rest. This
means exercise for office workers, quietness
for those who talk a lot. Do something creative as a balance to a heavily structured working day. Someone who does not want to lie
on the sofa to relax can certainly look for a
more active means of finding balance. Stable
social relationships are also part of a balanced
life. Take care of those who are close to you.
They will show you appreciation and support
you with problems in everyday life and at
work. People who are well “networked” with
others also have a lower risk of mental health
problems.
> 3. Stop the barrage of information 50 new
e-mails in an hour, yet another important call.
Constant interruptions disturb our concentration and increase stress levels. An employee
who wishes to perform well needs times of
undisturbed work. So change down a gear.
Create times when you are not contactable
and can work on tasks without disturbance.
Set the tone for incoming e-mails. Not every

e-mail message has to be answered immediately. It is better to deal with e-mails in bulk,
as this reduces the number of constant interruptions and is more effective.
> 4. Put a curb on meetings as a stress factor Meetings often waste considerable time.
For each meeting request ask the following
questions: What is the agenda? Is the subject
really relevant to me or is it more within the
remit of a colleague? If the meeting is irrelevant, politely say “no”. Moreover, a meeting
without minutes and actions is an unnecessary meeting.
> 5. Optimise delegation Technical questions
or detailed problems in particular can often
be resolved better by experienced staff than
by you. Learn to delegate. Look for a win-win
situation. Consider “which of my staff is especially suited to which tasks?” “Who could
benefit from a task for their development?”
Nothing gets in the way of periods of recreation more than the dubious feeling of being
indispensable.
> 6. Expose the myths around work A great
deal of stress is created by work-related myths
such as the following: A person who is not always contactable does not want to progress.
A person who considers his holiday to be important is not committed enough. A manager
must know everything and cannot make mistakes. These myths straightjacket you. This is
stressful and unhelpful if you are effectively to
fulfil your leadership responsibility in the fastpaced everyday life of a business. Be guided
by your personal values in relation to “good
work”, which might look like this: Not knowing something is not a problem. You need
only know who to ask. It is better to deliver
a pragmatic solution in time than to seek the
perfect solution.
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> 7. Accept support At management level it
is often a lonely place. Many decisions have
to be taken on your own. But when there is
no social support, this causes trouble not only
for employees, but also for bosses. Take advantage of the opportunities offered by your
company. This might be regular further training in management or personal coaching or
supervision. It is a bit like in sport. Talent alone
is not enough. No top sportspeople manage
without regular training. Get training in your
leadership qualities and your stress competence. It is also helpful to talk with colleagues
who you trust, in professional networks for
example.
> 8. Celebrate appreciation Start with yourself. Presumably, as a manager you are used
to taking a critical view of your work, and
at the end of the day everything that had
been planned is never done. Aside from the
to-do list, also take a look each day at the
“that worked well” list. Keep the good moments from the day fresh in your mind. This
strengthens your psychological resistance and
sharpens your awareness of what is important
to you.
> 9. Cultivate reflection and self-awareness Never has an awareness of personal values and objectives been as important for psychological balance as today. Someone who
aligns their values with the company’s objectives would often have to change course. As a
result, they feel at the mercy of outside forces
and disoriented. Ask the question “what is really important to me personally? To treat my
staff with respect, to develop personally, to
lead a balanced life?” Consider how you can
actively integrate and live out your personal
values in the daily routine, even in the context
of the changing requirements and objectives
laid down by senior management. Sometimes
you have to be creative. In order to cultivate a
self-awareness you need places for reflection,
whether that be going for a walk or meditation.

> 10. Dealing with performance targets As
a manager you are often in the paradoxical
position of being both powerful and powerless. To your staff you are powerful, and
expectations in you are high. At the same
time, however, you are also an employee of
the company and are also confronted with
performance targets “from above”. Be aware
of this position and ascertain your personal
attitude to it. Which targets can you simply
pass on to your staff? Which targets stretch
the capacity of your team or make no sense in
your eyes? At first sight it many seem harder
to review critically, and if necessary raise an
objection, if you are given unrealistic targets
by your boss. But it does not pay off in the
long term if you as a manager simply pass on
“wishes” from above, as this will ultimately
cause you even more stress, with overloaded,
dissatisfied staff and a pile of extra work for
you.

special tip

Self-optimisation: the
personal coach
Managers often cann
ot strike a balance
between exertion and
relaxation. This does
not always require the
rapy. Have you ever
considered getting you
rself a personal coach
to look specifically at
your needs and your
own stress situations?
Coaching is short-term
and solution-oriented
. Together with the
coach, you can for exa
mple find time
windows in your diary
when you can
slow down.
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How the company can
support its employees
TEN TIPS AND SOLUTIONS
> 1. Identify the problem: allow your company to take a check-up Managers are not
only role models for their staff and influence
the organisation of work. They are also themselves under considerable pressure in terms of
success, time and responsibility. The starting
point must therefore be the following questions: How fit is your company in matters of
health management for managerial staff? In
what areas are you already taking action and
where does work still need to be done? It
pays for businesses to invest specifically in the
health of its managers, for example through
a mission statement that refers to health promotion for managers and through opportunities tailored specifically for managers.
> 2. You can learn leadership: management training courses How can the subject
of health be integrated into day-to-day management practice? Specific training courses
offer support for managers, as motivated, efficient and healthy superiors create the conditions for committed, healthy employees.
Participants in the training courses learn a
management style that maintains staff health
and performance and promotes staff engagement. You are taught to detect mental strain
and disorders in yourself and in your staff at
an early stage and to persuade them to accept outside help. In particular, you will learn
an appreciative management style and communication.
> 3. Preventive health measures Managers
have to be particularly fit to stand up to stress
and overloading. Company health programmes are aimed not only at employees in
the middle and lower hierarchical levels, but
also at managerial staff. There is a wide range

of possible preventive measures, from sports,
nutrition courses and back care training to
courses in tobacco cessation, stress management and time management.
> 4. Support helplines for managers As a
manager you have to appear strong and confident. But behind the façade there can often
be fear of failure. What do I do as a manager
if I no longer feel able to meet high demands
and withstand external pressures? It is often
taboo to talk openly about the situation or to
ask for help, as there is too great a fear of
failure to meet expectations or of falling off
the career ladder. So for managers too, there
is a growing need for individual confidential
advice. Advice helplines can offer professional
help. Trained experts analyse the specific situation and help to work out possible solutions.
Anything can be discussed, from the manager’s own stress problems to conflict with
superiors.
> 5. Health check-ups for managers Not
every manager makes their health a priority.
Do you go to the doctor with a minor stomach ache? There is no time for that in everyday
life. People with full diaries need a check-up
that fits in with their time commitments, that
is as quick as possible, effective, on one day
and in their immediate area. Many companies
therefore organise regular medical check-ups.
Providers like clinics and doctors conduct examinations for the company. Serious health
checks are tailored individually to patients,
based on their medical history, age and specific situation. The check-ups range from eye
tests and cardiologic examinations to blood
tests, immunisations and cancer prevention.
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> 6. Managerial staff under the spotlight
Managerial staff act as an interface between
senior management and employees and
therefore play a key role in translating business objectives into operational actions. But
how is the managers’ social competence and
their ability to adopt a healthy leadership
style? Do line managers support their staff in
dealing with high-pressure periods? Do they
notice when employees are stressed? Do
they set time-bound, achievable objectives?
Employee surveys can be used to ascertain
whether you are a role model or live out the
company’s values. This can be a first step on
the path to change.
> 7. Leadership can be shared Part-time employment and management responsibilities
were for a long time regarded as incompatible. Slowly a counter-trend is emerging. An
increasing number of companies are offering
leadership positions on a part-time basis. Experts estimate that at present one manager in
ten works part-time, generally on a 60 – 80 %
basis, or job-share with a colleague. Experience shows that management responsibilities
can be performed in part-time employment,
but this calls for a willingness on the part of
the company to explore new avenues. If managers are given support in making their work
flexible (location and working hours), the employer can reap the benefits. Its managers are
motivated and engaged. Because of a better
work-life balance they work less, but are often
more efficient. Anyone wanting to utilise the
potential of a female skilled workforce should
invest here. And last, but not least, happy employees are loyal to their company in the long
term.
> 8. Time for time out: support for worklife balance New impetus, greater motivation and fresh ideas. Employees can bring all
these when they return from a sabbatical.
Whether it is involvement in social projects,
a trip round the world or time for hobbies
and family, if the company supports its staff
in a good work-life balance and allows more
room for their interests, this can have a positive impact on the working atmosphere in the
company and on sickness and absence.

> 9. Mobilise resources: supervision,
coaching and resilience training Preventing the symptoms of burnout, coping with
health crises or restoring work-life balance,
a company that offers its managers customised coaching programmes or supervision is
investing in their health. Whether one-onone coaching or in small groups, coaches
or supervisors get alongside their clients for
shorter or longer periods in an atmosphere of
respect and advise them on making personal
changes with the aim of empowering them
to manage problems autonomously, to identify mental blocks and to establish solutionoriented thought processes. Some people do
not allow pressures, failures and life crises to
get them down and they deal with them like a
“roly-poly toy”. This too can be learnt through
resilience training.
> 10. Back managers Managers are traditionally measured by their performance and the
performance of their department. In times of
constant change, however, performance has
a new meaning. A modern corporate culture
should therefore be increasingly geared to appreciating good personnel management, for
example by making this part of the managers’
agreed objectives or by taking it into consideration in connection with promotions.
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Learning to deal with pressure –
The challenge of keeping healthy
> An interview with Dr. Ralf Franke, Corporate Human Resources – Environmental Protection, Health Management and Safety (CHR EHS), Siemens AG

Siemens is one of the largest private employers, with some 116 000 employees in Germany and several
thousand trainees. Going back more than 160 years, Siemens has grown from a company specialising in c
ommunication to a global company offering a wide variety of products, solutions and services in the
electrotechnical and electronic field and in medical technology and health. The health management aims of
this global undertaking are not only to minimise health risks for its staff but also to support employees in
meeting the challenges of the world of work over and above the legal requirements. Activities are structured
round five subject areas, one of which is mental health. Here Siemens focusses on self-management and the
mental health of its managerial staff.

In 2009 you introduced the Life in Balance programme in your company, targeted at promoting the mental health of employees. What was the background to this? As in society
as a whole, we are observing a rise in symptoms of stress in our company. In addition, the patterns
of disorders and illnesses have changed. In the past, we mainly saw addiction problems. Now we
are seeing a rise in signs of overload, often combined with depression and anxiety disorders. Dealing
with this requires a special awareness and special skills.
What are the programme’s aims and measures? The main aim is to transmit knowledge and
by this means to strengthen a health-oriented managerial culture. There are still some inhibitions and
reservations about mental health, because people are unsure how to address it. Thanks to this programme we are taking active measures to make it less taboo and to deal with it constructively. This
includes information events, seminars and counselling services. Over and above the programme, we
have also devoted more time in recent years to the question of psychosocial health. As an extension
of our wide-ranging social counselling services in Germany – going back more than a century – from
autumn 2012 there will be a psychosocial helpline manned around the clock. Since last autumn we
have also had our own Psychosocial Health & Well-being unit, with responsibility across the group.

Dr. Ralf Franke
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Managerial staff are in the special position of being exposed to demands from various
sides; they are expected to manage in a manner that promotes the health of others while
at the same time remaining healthy themselves. That is indeed a challenge and no doubt also
a reason why we find more stress overload syndromes among middle managers. Apart from work,
they also want time for family life. In a global undertaking like Siemens, middle managers above a
certain level also face a lot of travel with all the side-effects that can produce. They also have to cope
with needing to be contactable at almost all times. If a colleague in China needs an urgent reply,
he may sometimes forget that it is Saturday morning in Germany. This kind of flexibility is expected,
but people must be aware of the stress involved and handle it constructively on the basis of selfmanagement.
How does Siemens address this challenge? How do you help your managerial staff to keep
themselves healthy? The Life in Balance programme includes seminars, workshops and information
events designed specifically for our managerial staff. These deal both with how to handle employees
suffering from stress or burnout and how to look after and improve their own mental health. In that
context, we are also setting up an information portal on the intranet. Moreover, we are offering our
managers a special holistic health training programme covering physical fitness and how to handle
stress and burnout. Under the heading “How do I manage myself”, for example, we offer exclusive
coaching sessions lasting several days with experienced key figures, from the world of sport for
instance.
So you are doing quite a lot here. What is the response like and what impact are these
measures having? In all, well over 1 000 of our managers have now taken part in the Life in Balance programme. There is great interest in the subject of mental health. And we have noticed that
they have become more aware of the issue since the introduction of the programme and are dealing
with it more openly.

Self-Management
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Examples and ideas
from practice
The company as a garden –
An employee-friendly management culture
takes a holistic view of people
> An interview with Professor Joachim Fischer,

Director of the Mannheim Institute for Public Health

A multidisciplinary team of researchers, graduates and administrators headed by Professor Joachim Fischer
carries out research and tuition at the Mannheim Institute for Public Health, Social and Preventive Medicine
(MIPH). The primary objective of the MIPH is to develop and implement innovative and holistic health protection
and disease prevention strategies in society. Research focuses on public health in a biopsychosocial context.
A central subject area addressed by the research group on management and health is how middle management
can manage staff in a health-friendly manner. The researchers also examine how managerial staff can protect
their own mental health in the long term given the particular form of stress they are under (“the sandwich
position”). The Institute for Public Health looks at the biological reasons why under certain conditions people
remain psychologically healthy even in extremely demanding situations. In the case of employees, willingness
to work, support from managers and colleagues and appreciation of what they have achieved are key factors
in motivation and commitment. Managers should take this on board and create a climate in which employees
are happy to come to work in the morning and can perform to their full potential.

You set up the Mannheim Institute for Public Health a few years ago. How did this come
about? I was originally a specialist in children’s intensive care. From there, it is not a big step to looking at how workplace stress affects health. Later on at the ETH Zurich University I conducted research
into why people working in stressful occupational groups age faster and fall ill more often, and are,
for example, more likely to suffer a heart attack. And why other people, for instance in Switzerland,
work much longer yet on average live a year longer than workers in Germany. I wanted to understand
what happens along the 30 centimetres of biology between head and heart.
What have you found? The key to understanding this lies in brain research. It has focussed more in
recent years on the regions of the brain that are responsible for a sense of well-being. For instance,
the limbic system reacts by releasing dopamine and other neurotransmitters when positive moods
are activated. That in turn activates other regions of the brain that are responsible for motivation and
commitment.
But how can this evaluation system be used to identify well-being? In a knowledge-based
society, in which success depends on creative and rapid collaboration among team members, that
is a key task for managerial staff. They are responsible for creating a basically positive mood among
staff. That is what an employee-friendly management style means. Good managers recognise the
fact that a member of staff has performed a task particularly well. They openly express their appreciation. That creates a climate of fulfilment, trust and responsibility. And that in turn promotes a sense
of well-being and releases positive energies.

Professor Dr.
Joachim Fischer
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If I understand you rightly, managers should not be sparing in their praise and constantly
seek opportunities to show their appreciation of the work done by their staff. Does that
mean they should refrain from criticism? Obviously good management also means criticism.
The art is to make this constructive, specific and timely enough to ensure that employees see it as a
valuable suggestion on how to do better. Just like a good pass into free space in a football match,
which a teammate can capitalise on. And under no circumstances should a member of staff be
criticised in front of colleagues because a one-to-one meeting is always better. Good relations with
workmates and the general team mood are also important to a sense of well-being.
That means managers must stay alert and always reflect back the positive aspects of
their employees’ work, which will make them feel appreciated and motivated. Aside
from the demands of the job, is that not also very socially demanding for managers?
How do they then manage to protect their own mental health? This sandwich position is
indeed a major challenge. Your superiors expect you to deliver the best possible results and solutions
to problems, to do more and more with fewer and fewer resources. That is how you are measured
for possible promotion in your career. So there is a great temptation to get more out of one’s own
team by exerting gentle pressure. And that works for a while. But in the end, the ice gets thinner
and thinner and then cracks. That is why it can be helpful to establish a certain profile and protect
oneself and one’s team from overloading. That, however, requires a great deal of human courage in
the modern world. Middle managers have to set clear priorities, identify what is relevant and what
is less important, they must be able to delegate responsibility confidently to those below and also to
say no to those above. And apart from technical competence, this calls for a high measure of social
competence.
This sounds plausible, but is it actually happening within companies? Ten years ago this was
still a utopia. Now, however, many companies are running holistic health programmes that address
these soft factors and regard them as necessary to added value. I know of companies where training in these soft skills is a part of compulsory further training for managers. These companies have
understood that the next round in gaining an innovative edge and optimising added value will go to
those companies that are already creating this kind of culture.
In this context, restructuring often means “less”. But can managers also admit to their
limitations? Even with the best management skills, one cannot generally expect fewer and fewer
staff to go on performing better and better for ever. But it is important to take each individual’s
performance curve into account. If they are to perform optimally, employees must, for example, be
given some leeway in how they organise their work. It makes a difference whether someone produces workpieces eight hours a day at two-minute intervals or in two larger units in the morning. In
the case of non-manual work it is particularly important for people to learn by themselves how best
to organise their work and structure their working time. Many small factors in the private sphere also
affect well-being at work, such as nutrition or regular exercise. That not only keeps people healthy
longer, but also make them more efficient.
One final question: how do you see the management culture of the future? All companies
have to keep an eye on profits. They are not trying to operate as a funfair or health club. But the
data findings are clear: people who are happy to go to work achieve more and stay healthy longer.
Promoting that kind of corporate culture is like planting a garden. How do you make the plants bear
fruit? Before harvesting them, you have to tend them. You have to ensure that the plants are given
enough food and water, that they are not in each other’s way, that they get enough light and that
the garden is weeded regularly and carefully. Gardeners who keep that in mind will reap the fruits
of their labour. Managers who follow that route will be successful and gain a great deal of pleasure
themselves.

Guides
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SMART criteria – Guidance
for agreeing objectives
Inadequate or non-specific objectives quickly lead to demotivation even in a motivated team.
Unrealistic targets produce pressure. Believe in your staff, challenge them to perform, but stay realistic. Specific, achievable and measurable objectives make a significant contribution to motivation.
Helpful guidance for such agreed objectives is provided by the SMART criteria:

> S = specific:
Make objectives as tangible, intelligible and
clear as possible so that they are comprehensive for the employee. What precisely is to
be attained and to what extent? The agreed
objectives should preferably be set out in
writing.
> M = measurable:
Define measurable criteria. On the basis of
what criteria is the attainment of the objective to be reviewed and assessed?
> A = attractive:
The objectives should be demanding and
challenging for your employees, but also
acceptable, with the possibility for the employee to influence them actively.

> R = realistic:
Ensure that the agreed objectives are neither
too easy nor too difficult for the employee,
that is to say that are achievable in the current situation with the resources available.
> T = time-bound:
Have you set a time-frame within which the
objective is to be achieved? In the case of
particularly extensive and/or long tasks set
interim objectives.
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The right way to praise:
five rules
1. Only sincere praise counts
Praise has the desired effect only if there is
good cause. So don’t give out praise routinely, but only where employees have actually worked extremely hard, improved their
performance or done something exceptional.
2. No half-hearted praise
Show that you are able to observe the situation closely and therefore target praise at
performance with which you are especially
pleased. That may be personal dedication, a
successfully completed project or a general
improvement in work. Mention specifically
the thing that you consider praiseworthy. A
general “well done!” or “excellent” is easier,
but less effective.
3. Don’t just praise results
It is counterproductive if praise is only ever
given to employees who work is prominent
and apparent. It is also important to include
staff whose results are not high-profile, but
who have worked particularly well within the
team or who perhaps had a more original or
innovative working method. Even a completed task may deserve praise!

4. Don’t praise mediocrity
Decide for yourself when you consider
something praiseworthy. Praise should inspire your employees to perform to their full
potential. Avoid praising commonplace and
obvious things. If your standards fluctuate
too much, that will create insecurity among
your staff.
5. Be selective in delivering praise
Make sure that you give praise regularly and
selectively. A well-placed word of praise acts
as an incentive. Someone who never receives
praise for their dedication will become
frustrated and dissatisfied over time. But be
aware that too frequent praise reduces its
effectiveness and breeds familiarity. You can
also make your staff dependent on praise,
so that they would still work only if they are
praised.
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Family-friendly companies:
possible ways to promote
work-life balance
> Advice before the birth of a child:
on the organisational and financial aspects of
the transition from work to maternity protection and parental leave.
> Nurseries run by the company or close
to work:
They offer staff a reliable childcare facility.
In addition, a family service set up by the
company can organise short-term emergency
childcare and assist staff in finding child
minders.
> Holiday programmes for employees’
children:
from workshops on company themes and
project days to holiday games.
> Assistance from retired employees:
At holiday times and in the event of unusually high workloads retired employees can be
brought in to assist existing staff.
> Flexible working hours:
For childcare or the care of relatives flexible
working time models, such as monthly and
annual working time accounts, sabbaticals or
time accounts, offer valuable support.

> Flexible work location:
Not everything has to be done from the office. Flexible arrangements for work location
are an important part of accommodating
working life and private life.
> During parental leave:
Job partnerships offer the possibility for colleagues to keep contact with the company in
a period of time out. The same holds where
employees on parental leave cover for colleagues on holiday or sick leave.
> Return-to-work seminars:
Inform employees taking time out what has
happened in their absence and what opportunities are available in connection with
their return.
> Part-time vocational training:
Part-time vocational training is a good opportunity for single parents who want to
train for (re-)integration into working life.
> In the case of stressful family situations, specially trained staff (who will respect confidentiality) are available to provide advice to affected colleagues.
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Arrangements regulating
the contactability
of employees
Smartphones and mobile internet offer new possibilities in terms of flexible organisation and combining work and leisure time, but also entail permanent contactability. For some time this constant
availability has not just affected top management and executives, but can become a pressure for
any employee. An increasing number of companies are therefore introducing rules to regulate the
contactability of their employees outside working hours in the form of guidelines or arrangements.
An arrangement should contain clear rules on the following points:
> (At what times) are employees expected to
be contactable by telephone outside working
hours (e. g. on working days up to one hour
before and after working hours)?
> (In what cases) are employees expected to be
contactable by telephone at the weekend?
This should be the exception and clearly regulated.
> What are emergencies when this rule does
not apply (e. g. when the company could be
damaged because the employee cannot be
contacted)?

> How quickly is an answer expected from oncall services in businesses with such arrangements?
> (When) are staff expected to read and answer
e-mails outside working hours?
> Might it be sensible to suspend forwarding of
e-mails from the company server to employees’ mobile devices at certain times?
> Employees should not, in principle, be expected to be contactable when on holiday or on
sick leave.

Set a good example!
Managers in particular often feel compelled to be contactable outside their working hours. If the
rules are to be accepted, they should therefore set a good example. A person who is contactable and
wishes to work in their leisure time should make sure that they do not force their own work patterns
on their staff, for example by forwarding e-mails at the weekend
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What is an Employee
Assistance Programme?
An Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) offers professional therapeutic counselling services
for employees. The EAP was developed in the
1930s in the USA for the treatment of addiction
in businesses. Today, in its modern form, it provides support for companies in dealing with staff
with work and personal problems and thus has a
positive impact on business success.
The focus is on
the following subject areas:
> work-life balance
> conflict counselling
> addiction counselling
> advice on psychological strain in
the workplace
> advice on private and/or organisational
problems (e.g. childcare, care of relatives)

Advice is given by external experts (e.g. coaches,
psychologists or doctors) either by telephone,
in person or online. While EAPs are common
in many US companies, they have been fairly
rarely used in Germany so far, although a few
large groups have initiated such programmes.
Since there are not yet any binding standards
in Germany, the professionalism of providers
must be closely examined. An effective EAP can
contribute to increased employee loyalty, lower
costs from absences and higher productivity as
a result of greater satisfaction and willingness to
perform.
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Timetable for gradual
reintegration according
to the “Hamburg model”
> According to the “Hamburg model”, the first
point of contact for sick employees who are
not in hospital care is the supervising doctor.
They discuss details and the reintegration programme with the doctor.
> The agreements reached in the discussion,
as regards number of working hours per day
or the difficulty of tasks for example, are recorded on a form. After the doctor and the
employee have signed the agreement, it must
also be signed by the employer before it is
passed on the health insurance fund. The programme can be implemented only with the
consent of the employer and the health insurance fund.
> If employees find the strain of work to be too
great, they can step back the number of hours
worked or the nature of the tasks performed.
If they feel unwell at work, they can go home.
> If an employee fails to come to work for seven
days in succession, the reintegration is considered to be suspended. It can be re-started at
another time when the employee feels able.
However, before it is suspended, there must
be a discussion with the company doctor.
He knows the pressures and demands of the
workplace of the sick employee and the ways
in which the company can ease the pressure
on the employee.

When drawing up the graduated schedule,
note should be taken of the following:
The basis for the graduated schedule is the employee’s previous activity and the relevant working time arrangements. If the employee previously worked five days a week, for example, the
schedule should also, in principle, be geared to
five working days.
Full-time employees:
At the beginning of reintegration, a workload of
at least two hours per working day is required,
increasing gradually in the case of full-time employment to six hours per day. In principle, work
should be done five working days per week.
Part-time employees:
In the case of part-time employees the number
of hours worked is graduated down proportionally. Full capacity is considered to be reached
when employees are able to resume their parttime work at the previous level.
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Conflict management
through “nonviolent
communication”
A conflict management technique which is being used increasingly by companies is nonviolent communication (NVC), as developed by Dr. Marshall Rosenberg. This technique is based on the power
of the emotions in a pleasant atmosphere for discussion. Respect and mutual acceptance are basic
requirements. The interlocutors must ensure that they express clearly what is on their mind, that they
make their own observations and that they find words for their feelings and needs.
According to Rosenberg, the basic model comprises four steps:
1. Observation
At the start of the discussion, the manager
gives an objective description of his observation of the action which led to the conflict.
Judgements and interpretations are to be
avoided.
2. Feeling
In a second step, the manager expresses
what he feels in connection with that action.

3. Needs
In the next step, he sets out his need to
which that feeling is connected.
4. Request
In conclusion the manager makes a request
for a specific action or a request to refrain
for an action. It is important for the request
to be framed in positive terms. It must be
specific and able to be fulfilled immediately.

Linking feelings to needs in combination with a specific request, as described above, has been a
proven solution in many conflicts. The sequence order may be varied.
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When employees seem to
be stressed – Suggestions
for conversations
If you have the impression that one of your employees has changed noticeably, then he or she
may be highly stressed. Don’t ignore your observation, but talk to the member of staff frankly as
soon as possible. In doing so, you are fulfilling
your management function, as the person concerned is often still in position to change things
at this point in time.
When talking to your colleague you should
adopt a friendly and interested manner. Do not
be tempted to give an amateur diagnosis or to
interpret the condition. Maintain your role as a
superior while talking with an employee at eye
level.
Try to find out whether the employee is genuinely
stressed by something. At this point offer your
support.

How a conversation might look:
> Arrange to talk in a disturbance-free place. A
conversation in passing is not expedient.
> Pose frank questions and ask the employee
how he or she is doing. You can quietly express your uncertainty. This establishes trust
at the beginning of the conversation.
> Express clearly and with respect what you
have observed. Avoiding giving interpretations. Suitable phrases are along the lines of
“I have noticed that ...”. Do not make generalisations or give assessments, but remain specific and objective.
> Describe your observations and explain that
this is why you are speaking to the employee.
> Show that you are interested in the employee’s viewpoint on this subject and ask for his
or her assessment. Ask frank questions and
encourage the member of staff to explain
what is wrong.
> Listen attentively and try to ascertain whether your perception has been confirmed and
mental stress is actually the apparent cause of
your employee’s behaviour.
> Express your concern and make clear your
willingness to offer support.
> It is also useful to express that the company
is also interested in giving help and support.
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> Ask the employee for ideas about how he or
she can resolve or change the situation himself or herself.

These are your central tasks as a manager
when dealing with people with psychological problems:

> Also indicate your specific wishes to the employee.

> observe,
> respond,
> organise help
> and initiate.

> If the employee is willing to accept help, you
can plan the next practical steps. Perhaps
an appointment with an internal or external
counselling centre would be a step in the right
direction.
> It is possible, however, that the employee may
not wish to accept any help or has other suggestions. In that case, you can agree a timeframe within which the employee will consider
your suggestions or make more detailed
suggestions. A further conversation should
follow.
> In order to find the right way to address the
employee concerned and to be certain about
dealing with mentally stressed staff, you may
also obtain external assistance, e.g. through a
training course at a professional counselling
service.
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Test: Am I at risk
of burnout?
Burnout doesn’t happen overnight. It is the culmination of a lengthy process. Are you just a bit overworked and ready for a holiday or are you on the road to being seriously ill? Performance-oriented
people are typically able to do their job well even when the mind and body are already sounding
the alarm. The more of the following questions you answer with “yes”, the more stress will become
too much for you and the more at risk you are. Try to reduce your ongoing pressures or see a doctor
before you get seriously ill.

 Do you having problems sleeping or do you
lie awake at night and cannot switch off?

 Do you feel you are no longer performing?

 Do you have problems motivating yourself
during the day?

 Do you sometimes feel like a hamster on a
wheel. You are running but never getting
anywhere?

 Do you feel constantly exhausted, tense and
nervous?

 Are you quickly distracted by incoming
e-mails or other disturbances?

 Do your thoughts centre on your job?

 Have you not allowed yourself any time off
for a while?

 Do you avoid personal contact with your
staff because it takes too much of your time?
 Are you irritated when something doesn’t
happen as you had envisaged it?

 Have for put aside your own needs for some
time?
 Are you neglecting your friends, partner,
family and leisure activities so that you can
cope with your workload?
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Age structure analysis
made easy
In times of demographic change where there is
a shortage of skilled labour, long-term HR planning is highly important, as the proportions of
teenagers and younger people in the workforce
will fall in future. In particular, SMEs face the
challenge of attracting young talent.
Do you know the age distribution in your company? Are you aware how it is set to change in
the next ten years? In what particular areas does
action need to be taken? Only companies that
can answer these questions will be able to act
in good time. You should adopt a far-sighted
HR policy to achieve a “healthy age mix” in the
company, but remember than every company is
different.
An age structure analysis can be a useful basis
for HR planning that takes into account demographic trends. You determine the current situation and then forecast future developments in
your company’s specific age structure on the basis of certain assumptions pertaining to human
resources development:
> First, decide the areas in which the age structure analysis is to be used: the whole company, individual sites or departments?
> As a first step, the age structure of the workforce is ascertained, based on the number of
staff in each age bracket using pre-defined
age groups.

> The result shows you which age groups predominate in your company and which are less
represented.
Whilst the analysis of the current age structure
is extremely easy to conduct, forecasts of the
future work capacity of groups of people are
based on assumptions and uncertain factors and
are therefore relatively difficult to make. In order
to be able to infer the HR measures that need to
be taken from the data collected, you have to
include company-specific data in the calculation
of future developments.
Such data include:
> the expected or known turnover in different
age groups
> the prospective retirement age of older
employees
> the level of education of employees in the
different age groups.
So that you are able to identify relevant changes, but at the same time your assumptions are as
realistic as possible, a forecasting period of five
to ten years is advisable.

tip
You can find various age
structure analysis guides
and
services on the internet, for
example at www.inqa.de
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